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ABSTRACT
Knupp, Terry L,, M.P.A. Spring 1986 Political Science
Operation and Management of State Park System Sites on Flathead 
Lake, Montana
Directors: Dr. Ronald Political Science, Committee Chair,
University of Montana ^
Dr. Gregg Cawley, Political Science, University of Montana
Dr. Ken Weaver, Political Science, Montana State University
Dr. Mason Niblack, Assistant Administrator, Parks Division, 
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
State Park System Sites on Flathead Lake, Montana are examined in 
terms of perceived management problems, including visitor 
perceptions. Management solutions are proposed within the 
framework of Montana State Government processes.
Data are examined for each site to reveal trends such as 
visitation, revenue and facility conditions. A facility inventory 
is completed to document conditions of each site. Visitor origin, 
total annual visitation and revenue are examined to portray type 
of use at the sites examined.
Percent capacity for each fee campground is listed to exhibit the 
frequency with which facilities can be expected to be full. A 
private facility inventory is completed to exhibit relationships 
to public facilities and to determine public facility needs or 
conflicts between public and private facilities, given expansion 
of any camping site.
A visitor survey at six selected sites has been conducted to 
determine visitor perceptions and activities. An operations and 
management system has been designed to organize and place work 
tasks in priority order for each site according to needs 
identified in the study and cost.
All of the above information is described, then utilized to 
provide management recommendations for all of sites. Such 
recommendations include establishment of an operations and 
management system, redirection of current effort, a request for an 
operations budget increase, capital program requests for major 
facility renovation or replacement, and a request for a new park 
staff position to assist in gaining control of the sites.
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INTRODUCTION
Camping, boating, fishing and scenic viewing have historically been 
important recreation activities for Montanans and visitors to the state. 
The area surrounding Flathead Lake and the Lake itself are extremely 
popular in terms of participation in those activities.
There are ten State Park System Sites on Flathead Lake. Each provides 
opportunities for the public to enjoy the activities listed above and 
others. These sites are developed and managed by the Montana Department 
of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (DFWP) through capital development projects 
and annual operating budgets approved by the state legislature.
Since 1984, annual operating budgets have fallen short of funding levels 
of customary service^ such as garbage collection and preventive and 
replacement maintenance of park facilities. Thus, park visitors have 
not received the services formerly provided and it appears that the 
public's investment in park facilities is deteriorating.
As the writer of this paper, I became interested in doing it when I 
received the job of Regional Park Manager for the state park system 
sites in Montana's four northwest counties, in December, 1983.
 ̂ 1984 Operating Expense Budget 6105 in SBAS - Region Park
Files.
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Having not previously worked in the Region prior to this assignment, I 
found keeping track of the myriad of activities, needs and expenses 
involved in operating sites somewhat overwhelming. I relied on the
experience of the staff working for me to guide us through that first 
year, operating under the "this is what we have always done" mode. As I 
toured the sites during the summer of 1984 and met with park attendants, 
I discovered while the park sites were extremely popular, many of the 
facilities had begun to deteriorate. Park attendants had many ideas to 
improve their sites which needed money and maintenance personnel to 
implement. They were frustrated at the apparent lack of attention their 
park was receiving from the Regional and Helena staff.
I found myself with few facts to determine what seemed to be going 
wrong. I wondered if the park visitors were as concerned as the park 
attendants were with the condition of the sites. I mulled over these 
questions during the following winter, but was brought into a sharper 
recognition that we had problems when after a mid-year budget cut in 
operations it became apparent we could not afford the activities 
necessary to open the parks "in time" for the summer season.
In the summer of 1985, park services were not begun until July 1, six 
weeks later than in past seasons and, no maintenance projects were 
completed during that six week period. Parks funding needs are thus 
critical and the first major thesis of this paper is that management 
efficiency requires improvement or the state park season may be
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permanently reduced, resulting in the loss of recreation opportunities, 
further that, the systems infrastructure may deteriorate to the point of 
significant loss of usable facilities. The first emphasis of this paper 
was to gather data to support or to deny this thesis,
A second major thesis is that the recreating public perceives the above 
problems. The secondary emphasis in this research effort was to 
determine the public perception and to draw implications from it. 
Recommendations are made in light of the findings, and implications of 
the survey-based research.
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STUDY AREA
The largest natural body of fresh water lying west of the Mississippi 
River, Flathead Lake, is 37 miles long, 15 miles wide and has 135 miles 
of shoreline. This study was confined to ten Montana State Park System 
Sites on Flathead Lake, Thousands of tourists and residents annually 
visit the lake and surrounding area to enjoy fishing, boating, swimming, 
scenic viewing, camping, and other activities. The lake supports 
fisheries for Westslope Cutthroat Trout, Bull Trout, Lake Trout, Kokanee 
Salmon, Mountain and Lake Whitefish, and Yellow Perch.
Most of the beach and lands immediately surrounding Flathead Lake are 
privately owned. At the north end, such private land is encompassed by 
the Flathead National Forest. On the south half, the properties and the 
lake are within the boundaries of the Flathead Indian Reservation of the 
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribe.
Kalispell, Montana is ten miles north of the lake and is the largest 
town in the area, with a population of 26,000, Flathead County, of 
which Kalispell is the county seat, has a population of 55,000, Major 
industries in the area are retail sales, generating an estimated 
$372,540,000 in the county in 1983, aluminum refining, lumber, 
agriculture and tourism.
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The town of Poison, at the south end of the lake, is the second largest 
town in the area. It has a population of approximately 5,000 and is the 
county seat of Lake County.
The ten state park system sites on Flathead Lake provide approximately 
90% of the public access to the lake. Commercial marinas, resorts and 
the city parks provide the only other public access. The state park 
sites are:
Wayfarers State Recreation Area (SRA)^
Harry Horn Rest Area 
Woods Bay SRA 
Yellow Bay SRA 
Finley Point SRA 
Walstad SRA 
Big Arm SRA 
Elmo SRA
West Shore State Park 
Somers SRA
Wild Horse Island State Park is within Flathead Lake but not considered 
within the context of this paper because of a separate management 
planning process scheduled to occur in 1986 by the Department.
All State Recreation Areas are hereafter referred to as SRA* s
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Figure 1. State Park System Sites on
Flathead Lake, Montana.
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METHODS
Facility Inventory
A facility inventory form was designed in July, 1985 and completed for 
each site in August, 1985, It was completed by maintenance persons who 
walked each site and recorded what they saw. Information on the form 
was later reviewed by the Regional Maintenance Supervisor for specific 
details such as type of water system. The purpose of the inventory was 
to list type and extent of the facilities of each SRA, Each site 
inventory also reported current conditions as of that date, such as 
"dock needs repair".
USE ANALYSIS
Visitor Origin and Total Visitation, Each camping and day-use entrance 
ticket includes a space to record the purchaser's normal residence by 
country, state and county. Following each season, these data are 
aggregated for every site. Total visitation is estimated in visitor 
days which are also determined on some sites through a vehicle traffic 
counter system.
Revenue, Total revenue by type of ticket sold is tabulated weekly and 
annually for each site.
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Capacity. The site capacity was determined by multiplying the number of 
parking spurs for camping by the number of days per season that camp 
tickets are normally sold. Percent of time the site is used is shown by 
dividing the number of tickets sold per season by the park capacity.
Park Camping Capacity - (# camp spurs) x (// days/season)
„ ticket sold % = _____________ = capacity
park capacity
Cost Per Visitor Day
The cost per visitor day for the summer season, 1985, was determined by 
dividing the expenditures for FY 1985 at each park site by total 
visitation for the 1984 season. Expenditures were examined in two 
categories: personal services which include an estimate of employee
hourly wages and staff salaries and by operating expenditures such as 
supplies and utilities. Thus,
Total Expenses _ Cost per 
Total Visitation visitor Day
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PRIVATE FACILITY INVENTORY
The purpose of the private facility survey was to inventory private 
campgrounds on Flathead Lake, then compare to public campgrounds thus to 
assist in determining needs for expansion of public campgrounds. A 
secondary benefit would be public employee ability to answer questions 
about availability of private facilities.
The private facility survey was conducted during July, 1985. Facilities 
were located through lists from local Chambers of Commerce, Travel 
Promotion Unit publications, and by driving the route to detect entrance 
signs. One interviewer personally interviewed a manager of each private 
facility, using a questionnaire. Survey questions were: What does the
facility provide? In what activities do people participate at this 
facility? How often is the facility at capacity? What are the 
overnight camping rates? Do you foresee future expansion?
Interviewees were cooperative and all requested a copy of the survey 
results.
VISITOR SURVEY
To determine visitor perceptions of park conditions, a survey of 
visitors was conducted at selected State Recreation Areas on Flathead
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Lake during the summer of 1985. These sites were selected because the 
on-site attendants could distribute surveys daily. (Other sites did not 
have on-site attendants.) The eligible population was estimated at 
54,750 which is a prorated visitor day count taken at the sites where 
surveys were taken for the same weeks in 1984,^
Pilot Survey
A pilot survey was conducted between June 22 and July I to test survey 
questions and interview techniques. The pilot was conducted at Yellow 
Bay SRA because the park attendant was familiar with research techniques 
and the site is typical of the area. Additionally, the site was one of 
three staffed areas offering services one week before July I because of 
fiscal year budget restrictions.
Twenty-two surveys were completed during the one-week period. They were 
administered to park visitors at camping or day-use sites selected to 
obtain a variety of visitor types. The major objective was to reveal 
any problems with questions wording. Secondary objectives were to 
evaluate how park visitors responded to the opportunity to complete the 
interview form, including the necessity of waiting for the questionnaire 
to be filled out, and to hear comments about individual questions.
 ̂ 1984 Montana State Parks Visitation. Pacini, Paul R. Helena:
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, 1985.
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The pilot questionnaire was also reviewed by the Helena Parks Division 
planning staff.
Pilot Survey Findings
Through the survey and comments from Helena staff, several changes were 
made in the questionnaire, these can be seen by a comparison of the 
pilot project questionnaire and the final one utilized.
Park visitors appeared to be willing to complete the survey. They were 
more likely to fill it out completely if the attendant stayed with them 
while doing it. Each questionnaire took the respondent approximately 
10-15 minutes. It appeared that a variety of visitors were being given 
the survey through the systematic selection of different camp units.
Main Survey
Emanating from the pilot survey, the main survey was designed to be 
administered by on-site park attendants, to cover a broad range of 
visitors throughout the six weeks it was administered and to be 
implemented within normal routines and budgets of regional park 
operations. The target population for completion of interviews at each 
site was 100,
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A systematic sampling technique was used. Each park attendant was given 
approximately 120 survey forms. Each was instructed to select, at 
random, two park visitors on week days and four park visitors on weekend
days. Each was also instructed to select different camping or day-use
parking spurs to which to deliver the survey. This procedure was not 
expected to provide a true random sample, but to reduce bias due to 
similar types of visitors staying at the same camp unit. 100 was the 
minimum number of surveys to be taken before the sample could be
recognized as representative of the population of visitors using the 
park. ̂ Attendants were also to select only visitors who were 16 years 
of age or older. Some discretion was left to the individual park
attendant, such as time of day to deliver the survey. While park
attendants are not professional interviewers, they were familiar with
typical activities that occur within their individual parks and were
given instruction in how to garner data through use of the survey method 
and the use of the survey form utilized.
The number of surveys completed at each site is contained in the
following table.
 ̂ Telephone interview with Dr. Stephen McCool, University of 
Montana, School of Forestry, Missoula, Montana, 20 June 1985.
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Table 1
Number of Surveys Taken Site
34 Wayfarers
101 Yellow Bay
45 Finley Point
9 Elmo
23 West Shore
18 Somers
240 Total
A low return rate can be attributed to rainy weather, resulting in lower 
visitation during August, and lack of communication between the 
attendants and the park manager.
A statistical analysis from the addition of all of the surveys and a 
comparison of the attributes and preferences expressed at Yellow Bay are 
presented in the findings section. Because 101 surveys were obtained at 
Yellow Bay, results from that site are considered in this study to be 
representative of Flathead Lake state recreation area visitors.
Demographic characteristics of the survey respondents were fairly evenly 
distributed as shown below:
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Table 2 Age of Survey Respondents
16-18 19-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 65 plus
Percent Respondent 8 18 15 21 5 23 10
Table 3
Percent Respondent
Sex of Survey Respondents 
Male Female
52 48
Table 4 
Percent Respondent 
90 
9
less than 1 
less than 1 
52 
7 
3 
36 
13 
13 
74
Residence of Survey Respondent 
United States 
Canada 
England 
Germany 
Montana 
California 
Washington
19 other states 
Missoula County 
Flathead County
20 other counties
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MINIMUM OPERATIONS STANDARD SYSTEM
How can the information that will be sought through the methodology 
explained in the last few pages be made useful in improving the 
management efficiency of the operation and maintenance of the state park 
system sites on Flathead Lake? In the past some of the information has 
been used in its raw form in specific management decisions and actions.
However what seems to be lacking is a systematic organization of the
activities, costs and priorities that occur in the course of running a 
park site. Therefore the use of an operation and management system for 
these sites was examined.
During any budget year, to operate state recreation areas, utility bills 
are paid, garbage contracts are let, attendants are hired and trained, 
water systems are turned on and off, picnic tables are painted, roads 
are patched, etc. Currently, organization and planning for these 
activities on a Regional level is done informally. For example, tables 
are usually painted in July. They are also done instinctually, e.g., 
new camping spurs near the trees might increase visitation, and based on
past history, e.g., at the same time last year, the same amount of money
was spent. Depending on the criteria, these methods were determined to 
be successful for many years, and until allocation became less than 
operational demands.
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There are problems for both the budget allocator and regional manager
when the budget does not meet the cost of historically provided
services. First, the manager has difficulty determining which park 
service activities to eliminate in order to continue operation within a 
reduced budget level. Costs of historical activities have increased, 
although the activities themselves often have not. For example, the 
same lighting systems are operated, but utility rates to operate have 
increased, several - fold. Second, the budget allocation person, either 
an administrator or legislator, has difficulty, due to lack of 
appropriate means, of measuring the effect of changing funding levels or 
leaving them alone. In simple question form, how do legislators know 
what the public is getting for their dollar spent for park operation 
services? If funding is reduced, what services will be cut? How does
the public know what it is getting for its dollar and how does a manager
know what he or she can give?
One means of portraying what the public can get for its dollar is to 
list all the activities which occur by site and the costs associated 
with them. Such activities can then be organized into an operation and 
maintenance system. The system can be further subdivided into task 
types and service levels. Task types can be defined as activities which 
occur according to necessity. Is the task one that is required for the 
opening of the site, such as garbage collection or water quality 
testing? Is the task an optional but desirable service such as opening 
and closing a security gate? The task could also be classified as
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facility repair, replacement, or even expansion. Classifying activities 
under task type can assist in determining priorities when budget levels 
cannot allow completion of all activities and such. This classification 
can also portray the minimum activity level allowable for a site to be 
open for public use.
Public requests for services can be more rationally denied or completed 
by integrating them into a maintenance management priority list. The 
results from the visitor survey on preferences and perceptions of 
inadequacies can be incorporated into task schedules. Economic 
importance to local communities of not completing tasks can be portrayed 
by relating the visitor survey to the operations and maintenance 
management system. In this way, public perceptions can influence 
management decisions in a rational manner.
An operation and maintenance management system was researched for this 
study through a literature search for Maintenance Management Systems for 
Park Programs in the United States and Canada, While some systems do 
exist, their uniqueness to a given operations entity determined the 
decision to develop a system to reflect the unique characteristics of 
the Montana program.
In this study, five task levels were defined as follows:
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Required Tasks those necessary to accomplish before 
the site can be considered "open".
Optimal Tasks those desirable to make the public 
experience at the site "acceptable" or 
enj oyable.
Repair Tasks those which maintain facilities in 
operational condition. They can be 
further distinguished by whether they 
are emergency or routine and must be 
evaluated on a deterioration schedule
Replacement Tasks those which replace facilities as they 
deteriorate or are vandalized. This 
must also be evaluated with a 
deterioration schedule and allow for 
emergencies
Expansion Tasks those which would enhance public safety 
or use of the site
Because the Flathead Lake sites are similar in terms of facilities and 
visitation, the sites were considered under two levels defined as
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"intense” and "average." The following criteria would generally define 
a typical site receiving "intense" level service:
—  areas which typically have multiple activities
—  facilities which could include vault or flush toilets, boat
ramp, boat dock, water and electrical systems, camping units
—  generally receive 10,000 or more visitor days annually
—  generally have attendant stationed on site performing
operation and maintenance duties including fee collection.
The second level applied to the Flathead Lake Recreation Areas are 
defined as "average" service level for sites, with the following general 
criteria :
—  areas which typically have multiple activities
—  areas which may be administered as a satellite area of another 
park or as a complex of areas, but do not have employees 
stationed on site
—  facilities which could include vault toilets, boat ramp and
boat dock, picnic tables
—  generally receive less than 10,000 visitor days annually.
Charts were designed (see appendix) to display both service level 
standard and task type. Each activity was further broken down under the 
budget categories currently being utilized by Montana’s State Park
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System in the SBAS or Statewide Budget and Accounting System. SBAS is a 
funding report including the balance remaining available to a manager to 
complete a park program item, such as operating and maintaining fishing 
access sites, within a given fiscal year. It should be noted that 
analyses completed within the scope of this document have examined only 
site specific park operation activities and as such, should be 
distinguished from overall administrative activities occurring on a
Regional or statewide level. Such administrative activities do affect a 
Regional budget, and are included here through use of a historical 
percentage. Additionally, there must be a data base of both historical 
and future costs of these activities to complete the charts. This 
includes data from the facility inventory, utility costs by sites,
contract rates, mileage totals and vehicle costs, employee wages, time 
to complete tasks, etc. Data for this process was either obtained from 
Regional records or estimated.
The Operation and Maintenance System described was applied to activities 
which typically occur at the state recreation areas on Flathead Lake. 
Historical data on utility, mileage, contract, equipment costs were 
taken from actual expenditures in fiscal year 1985, which ended June 30, 
1985. Hourly wages and salaries were taken from position control 
reports for FY 1986. Many of the repair, replacement, and expansion 
costs are general estimates because they have not been able to be 
completed in the past few years except in emergencies. They are
estimated from the cost of materials and labor. A general cost for
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equipment repair, rental, and maintenance tools such as hammers and 
saws, has been added to each site, based on FY 1985 expenditures and 
recognizing that these costs occur though difficult to trace to specific 
activities. Each site was examined separately because, although they 
can be categorized under a particular service level, their facilities 
and usage historically incur different costs.
Sites evaluated under the "intense" service levels were: Wayfarers,
Yellow Bay, Finley Point, Big Arm, Elmo, and West Shore, Sites 
evaluated under the "average" service level were: Woods Bay, Waistad,
and Somers.
FILE SEARCH
File records on each state park system site are maintained in the 
Kalispell Region One office. These files were reviewed to discover 
information about the sites that may have not been examined through 
other methods used in this study.
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FINDINGS
FACILITY INVENTORY
This inventory revealed that the Flathead Lake sites have 5.44 miles of 
asphalt road and .2 of gravel road. There are 155 camping units
developed. It reveals an investment into several facilities that are 
somewhat temporary but nevertheless useful, such as over a thousand 
parking control barriers, nearly 300 picnic tables, nearly 200 signs, 
over 200 fire grills, and at least 133 garbage cans. This data 
indicates the investment of public dollars into the Flathead sites as 
well as defining the scope of their operation and maintenance. See 
Table 5 on the following page.
USE ANALYSIS
Visitor Origin
Five of six campgrounds at Flathead Lake SRA* s sell more camping tickets 
to non-residents than to residents of Montana. The exception is Finley 
Point where only 24% of the camping tickets sold during the summer of 
1985 went to non-residents. In 1984, the Region averaged 11% higher in 
non-resident ticket sales than the rest of the state as a whole. These 
data are reflective of Region One's historical patterns for camping 
ticket sales.
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Table 5. Facility Inventory
Facility Wayfarers Woods Bay Yellow Bay Finley Point Walstad Big Arm Elmo West Shore Somers
Road surface asphalt gravel asphalt asphalt gravel asphalt asphalt asphalt asphalt
Miles of road .64 mi . 10 ml , 70 mi .60 mi 500 ft 1.19 ml .66 mi 1.65 —
Parking spurs 18 4 31 14 none 33 25 30 —
Spur surface gravel dirt gravel gravel — dirt gravel gravel —
Barriers (wood) 3 12 109 200 — — 362 3 347 guardrail
Park acres 
Mowed acres 
Ueed-eated acres 
Chemlcal-control acres 
Picnic tables 48 5
.20
.05
45 28 5 75 21 57 3
Picnic shelters —— — 1 —  — —  — 2 1 — 1
Signs 29 2 29 20 6 52 23 30 2
Fire grills 37 2 26 13 5 58 34 36 —
Vault toilets 3 2 1 3 1 6 3 7 2
Comfort stations 2 —« 2 —  — — — 1 1 — -
Toilets 6 —— 16 —— 5 ' 5 -— -
Urinals 2 6 —  — —— 2 2 — — —
Sinks 4 — — 6 —— 4 4 — -
Boat ramp yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Boat dock yes no yes yes no yes no yes yes
Water faucets 6 1 6 4 —— 6 5 6 2
Water pumps 1 — — 1 1 —  — 3 1 1 1
Ft. water line 500 300 200 460 800 900 130
Electrical system yes - yes yes — — yes yes yes yes
Sewer system city/lift --- treatment septic —  — septic lagoon septic —
Storage buildings 1
plant
4 1 __ 3 1 1
Entrance gate metal — — metal metal — — metal metal metal — —
Ft, fencing 
Type fencing barb hogwire hogwire hogwire
341
rail barb barb barb
Garbage dumpsters 2 — 2 2 — 2 1 2 — —
Garbage cans 24 24 20 2 29 14 20 — —
Interpretive area --- --- trail — — — — —  — — overlook —
I
CMI
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Table 6. 1985 Visitor Origin by Site
TOTAL
507/6/1
Site Name
1985
Visitation
% Non-Resident 
Camp Permits Sold
% Non-Resident Day- 
Use Permits Sold
Top 3 Non-Resident 
States (Camping)
Top 3 Resident 
Counties (Camping)
Top 3 Non-Resident 
States (Day-Use)
Top 3 Resident 
Counties (Day-Use)
Wayfarers SRA 63 24 Canada
California
Washington
Flathead
Missoula
Cascade
California
Washington
Canada
Flathead
Missoula
Cascade
Woods Bay SRA — — — —
Yellow Bay SRA 60 42 Canada
California
Oregon
Missoula
Flathead
Cascade
Washington
Oregon
California
Missoula 
FIathead 
Lake
Finley Point SRA 24 Idaho
California
Colorado
Missoula 
Chateau 
Silver Bow
Walstad SRA — — —
Big Arm SRA 70 Canada
California
Washington
Missoula
Lake
Ravalli
Elmo SRA 80 California
Washington
Canada
Missoula
Yellowstone
Sanders
West Shore SRA 72 • Canada
California
Oregon
Flathead
Missoula
Gallatin
Somers ■■
t
CvlI
The trend for non-residents to use the sites overnight is reversed for 
day-use and is clarified by an examination of the origin of day-use
visitors at Wayfarers and Yellow Bay, The majority of day-use tickets
sold at the sites are to residents of Flathead, Lake, and Missoula 
counties.
The three states or countries of origin for most non-resident campers 
are Canada, California, and Washington. This is consistent at the sites 
except one, Finley Point again where the three most common visitor
origin states are Idaho, California, and Colorado. Montana counties
also draw a significant number of visitors, with the two most common 
being Missoula and Flathead county. Four out of six campgrounds receive 
more visits from Missoula county than Flathead county. See Table 6 on 
previous page.
Residents of other counties appear to cluster at particular sites. 
Several of these situations reflect site location in relation to the 
county. For example. Cascade county residents concentrate on the east 
shore and Sanders county on the West Shore. The visitor survey reported 
a high percent first found out about particular sites by traveling on 
the route. The visitor survey indicated another factor that may 
influence the clustering which is that 40% found out about particular 
sites through friends.
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Total visitation at all of the Flathead Lake sites makes up 7% of the 
visitation at all State Park System Sites in Montana, It accounts for 
42% of the visitation at SPS sites in Region One. The total number at 
each site annually ranges from 6,400 visitor days at Elmo to 59,200 at 
Wayfarers. The day-use only sites average 13,500 visitors annually 
while the camping sites average 31,866. Over the past 5 years
visitation at these sites has increased by 14%.^
39% of the visitor days that occurred at Flathead Lake sites in 1984 did 
so at the Wayfarers/Harry Horn complex. Each one of these sites alone 
receive almost double the visitation of any of the other sites.
Revenue
Total revenue at all of the Flathead sites makes up 63% of the revenue
2earned in Region One.
Paul R. Pacini, 1984 Montana State Parks Visitation, Helena 
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, [1985]
2 Parks Division files, Kalispell.
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The annual revenue earned by site ranged from $2,650 at Elmo to $15,355 
at Big Arm. 1984 was the first year day-use permits were sold, but 
Wayfarers generated $3,052 from them and Yellow Bay generated $1,000. 
Big Arm sold the most overnight camping permits and the most season 
permits. The average amount generated at the camping facilities, 
including overnight and season camping tickets, was $7,610.
A comparison of the revenue earned by site shows that while Wayfarers 
receive the highest visitation. Big Arm generates the most revenue.
However, Big Arm provides 33 camping spaces to Wayfarers 18, and 
Wayfarers often turns people away. The majority of the sites generate 
about the same percent revenue as they do visitation when compared to 
the other sites. Big Arm generates twice the percentage of revenue as 
visitation, Finley Point generates twice the percentage of visitation as 
revenue. See Table 7 on the following page.
These apparently opposing data can be partially explained by comparing 
the ratio of season camping permits sold by site to the number of 
overnight tickets sold. Finley Point sells 2 overnight tickets for 
every single season pass but has high visitation. This indicates that a 
high percent of visitors to that site are season pass holders. Big Arm 
has a lower visitation percentage than revenue percentage and a 5:1 
overnight ticket to season pass sale ratio. The two sites also have 
opposite visitor origin trends; this apparently reflects the fact that 
non-resident visitors cannot purchase season passes.
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Table 7. 1984 Revenue by Site
Site Name Visitor Days $5.00^ $35.00^ $1.00^ $10.00^ Total Revenue % Visitor Days % Total R
Wayfarers SRA 59,200 8,675 525 2,812 240 12.252 21 24
Harry Horn 52,300 - - - - - 18 0
Woods Bay SRA 9,100 - - - - - 4 0
Yellow Bay SRA 31,800 6,420 875 960 40 8,295 11 17
Finley Point SRA 23,500 3,175 1,400 - - 4,575 8 9
Walstad SRA 7,400 - - - - - 3 0
Big Arm SRA 27.900 12,990 2,345 - - 15,355 10 32
Elmo SRA 16,400 2,440 210 - - 2,650 6 5
West Shore SP 32,400 6,360 245 - - 6,605 11 13
Somers SRA 24,000 - - - ■ ~ - 8 0
TOTAL 284,000 40,060 5,600 3,772 280 49,712 100 100
^$5.00 One-night Camping Ticket (figures given in dollar value) 
^$35.00 Season Camping Ticket (figures given in dollar value) 
^$1.00 Day-Use Ticket (figures given in dollar value)
4$10.00 Season Day-Use Ticket (figures given in dollar value) 
507/6/2
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The lowest season pass to overnight ticket ratio is at West Shore where 
25 overnight tickets are sold for every 1 season pass. The site's 
nonresident percent visitation is 72.
Capacity
For the season, it can be estimated that the SRA's on Flathead Lake were 
utilized according to the percent capacities listed below:
Park
Wayfarers 
Big Arm 
Yellow Bay 
Finley Point 
West Shore 
Elmo
Table 8 
Percent Capacity 
98 
88 
69 
62 
41
Total
20
62
Cost per Visitor Day
Determining the cost per visitor day at Flathead Lake sites reveals 
relatively consistent management costs at most sites. The average cost 
per visitor day in 1985, assuming visitation levels reflect 1984 levels, 
was 34c per visitor day (including personal services), The highest cost
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is at Elmo SRA which averages 70c per visitor day. The lowest cost is 
at the Wayfarers/Harry Horn complex which averaged 16c per visitor day.
The average cost per visitor day at park sites region wide is 12c and 
statewide is 36c^.
PRIVATE FACILITY INVENTORY
There were 14 private campgrounds located around Flathead Lake during 
the summer of 1985. Eight or more of them provided the following: boat
ramp, boat dock, cabins, trailer pads, boat rental, overnight boat 
mooring, electrical hook-ups, picnic tables, see Table 9 for a 
comparison of services the private facilities provide.
People staying at the private facilities participated in swimming, 
waterskiing, boating and fishing. Most of the facilities are full on 
weekends, but not on weekdays. Nine of the fourteen surveyed had plans 
for future expansion.
 ̂ From 1984 Parks Perspective and SBAS. Rough estimate based on 
operations and Maintenance budget 4 total visitation.
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Table 9. Private Facility Inventory
Closest SRA 
(In miles)
Activities
YELLOW FINLEY WEST WATER
WAYFARERS BAY PT. BIG ARM SHORE SWIM SKI BOAT FISH OTHER
K  &  S  Campground 4 *
C.J.'s RV Parks 5 - * ■k * k
Woods Bay Resort 5h * k * k
Summer Shores Report 1 * k * k
Holiday Resort 4 * * k
Blue Bay Resort 5 * * * k
Rocking G Campground 5 * *
Pine Glen Resort 6 *■ k k *
Poison KOA 2 * * * *
Big Arm Resort &  Marine Ih •k * * *
Happy Landen Trailer Park 1 * * * k  k
Skipping Rock Lodge &
Trailer Park 4 it * * k k
Big Sky Campground 2 * k * k
Table Bay Resort * k * k
14 Total Facilities Surveyed
No Yes Unanswered
Pull During Weekdays 6 4 4
Full During Weekends 3 8 2-3
Often Turn People Away 9 3 2
Plans For Expansion 9 5 0
Would Like Copy of Results 0 14 0
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Private Campground 
Around Flathead Lake
K & 5 Campground k ml. 
from Blgfork on E. 
Shore
C.J.’a RV Park Woods 
Bay______________
Food Crocerlea Cafe
Table 9.
Lounge
Private Facility Inventory
Per a Boat Boat Dump
Pool_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Allowed_______ Ramp__ _ _ _ _ _ Dock_______ Station Cabins
Trailer
Pad
Summer Shores Resort 
Woods Bay_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Woods Bay Resort Woods
M ____________
Holiday Resort 17 ml.
H of Poison on E Shore
Blue Bay Resort 14 ml. 
N of Poison on E Shore
Rocking G Campground 8 
ml, N of Poison on I 
Shore 1 N
Pile Glen Resort
ml. N of Poison on C.
Shore
I
Poison KOA 5 ml. N of 
Poison on E Shore
Happy Landen Trailer 
Park Big Ann on Hvy 93
Big Arm Resort & 
Marina Big Arm on Hwy 
93
Skipping Rock Lodge & 
Trailer Park Big Arm 
on Hwy 93_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Big Sky Campground 3/4 
ml. So of Roll In on 93 
Table Bay Resort I ml. 
N of Rollins on Hvy 93
Private Campground 
Around Flathead take
Table 9. Continued
Rec, Boat Overnight Electric Large Group Use Handicapped
Room Rental Laundry Beach Propane Boat mooring Hook-upa Cawpatove Picnic TaMePlcnlc Shelter Acceealblllty Season
K & S Campground 4 ml. 
from Blgfork on E. 
Shore May 1 - Oct. 1
C.J,'a RV Park Wooda
June - Sept.
Sumner Shores Resort 
Woods Bay_________ June 1 - Sept. 5
Woods Bay Resort Woods 
____________ May 1 - Oct. 31
Holiday Resort 17 ml.
N of Poison on E Shore April - Sept.
Blue Bay Resort 14 ml. 
N of Poison on E Shore June - Sept. 30
Rocking G Campground 8 
ml. N of Poison on E 
Shore Hay 1 - Nov. 1
Pile Glen Resort 7^ 
ml. N of Poison on E, 
Shore Jan. - Oct. 31
Poison KOA 5 mi. N of 
Poison on E Shore year round
I
Happy Landen Trailer 
Park Big Ana on Hvy 93 May 15 - Oct. 1
Big Arm Resort & 
Marina Big Ann on Hwy 
93
Skipping Rock Lodge & 
Trailer Park Big Arm 
on Hwy 93 May - Sept.
Big Sky Campground 3/4 
mi. So of Rollin on 93
Table Bay Resort 1 ml. 
H of Rollins on Hvy 93 Hay 1 - Oct. IS
HWY 93
TO KALISPELL
SOMERS 
SRA
BIGFGRK
WAYFARERS SRA
K /S  CAMPGROUND
WOODS BAY RESORT 
^CrS RV PARK 
.̂ SUMMER SHORES
H W t M
WOODS
BAY
SRA
WEST SHORE 
SP
TABLE BAY RESORT
BIG SKY 
CAMPGROUND
ELMO SRA G  \
BLUE BAY RESORT
^  WILDHORSE
V  ISLAND SP
WALSTAD SRA 
BIG ARM RESORT/ 
MARINA
HAPPY LANDEN TRAILER PARK 
SKIPPING ROCK LODGE /  TRAILER PARK
L
FINLEY
POINT
SRA PINE GLEN RESORT 
^ROCKING G CAMPGROUND
A STATE FACILITIES 
o PRIVATE FACILITIES
HWY 35—
POLSON
YELLOW BAY SRA 
HOLIDAY RESORT
LSON KOA
Figure 2. State and Private Recreation Areas on Flathead Lake.
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Prices for electrical hook-ups ranged from $8.00 to $15,50 per night. 
This price usually includes use of the dump station. Only one private 
facility did not offer electrical hook-ups.
Three state facilities are within two miles of private facilities: 
Yellow Bay SRA is one mile from Summer Shores Resort, West Shore SP is 
two miles from Big Sky campground, and Big Arm SRA is one mile from 
Happy Landen Trailer Park and 1^ miles from Big Arm Resort and Marina. 
All of these sites provide more amenties than the public campgrounds, 
such as electric hook-ups. Some provide a dump station, groceries, 
cafe, and boat rental.
VISITOR SURVEY
Activity Participation
Visitors to the Flathead Lake state park system sites participate in 
several recreational activities during their stay. The most popular 
activity is "relaxing," followed by camping, pleasure walking and 
swimming. These activities are the most popular in all age groups from 
children under 18 to adults over 65.^
Most visitors have not started new activities in the recent past. Few 
activities were new to the participants within the past year and only
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three percent of the respondents started camping, relaxing or 
motorboating.
Camping, relaxing, and fishing were the most frequently listed primary 
reasons for using a particular recreation site. Of the residents of 
Montana surveyed at Yellow Bay, 44% listed camping as the primary reason 
for visiting the site, where the most common activities were relaxing, 
swimming and camping. While 67% of the residents held a Montana 
Conservation license, indicating their intent to participate in fishing 
and perhaps hunting, only seven percent of the residents reported that 
they utilized the Yellow Bay site primarily as a base from which to 
engage in fishing.
Most non-residents (excluding Canada) listed scenic viewing as the 
primary reason for visiting the site, while the five most common 
activities were camping, pleasure walking, relaxing, photography and 
scenic viewing. Only 12% of the nonresident respondents reported they 
hold a Montana conservation license while 38% indicated they 
participated in fishing during their visit. This may indicate a lack of 
understanding of what a conservation license is or non-purchase of a 
fishing license by non-residents.
Actual responses to survey questions are listed in the 
appendices.
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Table 10, Activity Participation 
By Residency
Activity Montanans
% Residents Participating 
Nonresidents Canadians
Relaxing 93 90 85
Pleasure Walking 75 90 93
Camping 80 93 93
Photography 52 77 57
Swimming 82 58 93
Reading 55 74 78
Scenic Viewing 71 77 63
Visiting Hist. Features 21 61 21
Picnicking 60 61 78
Sunbathing 55 54 78
Socializing 64 48 70
Fishing 52 38 57
Motorboating 39 23 21
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Table 11, Most Frequent Activities
By Age andt Percent Age Group
Participated
Age
Activity 0-18 19-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 65 Plus
Relaxing 96 91 92 80 100 93 87
Pleasure Walking 79 72 92 86 83 93 75
Camping 89 63 92 66 83 93 62
Swimming 100 91 75 86 75 50
Socializing 76 54 58 66 50
Scenic Viewing 69 81 83 66 66 85 50
Fishing 55 58 64 50
Picnicking 69 72 83 73 58 50
Photography 65 72 75 83 50
Reading 72 63 67 60 83 57
Sun Bathing 72 81 58 53 66
Birdvatching 72 50
507/6/69
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Table 12. Primary Reason for Visiting Site 
by Residency
Percent Reason Montanans
Residency
Nonresidents Canadians
Camping 44 28 42
Motorboating 10 0 0
Relaxing 17 10 21
Swimming 7 3 0
Fishing 7 10 0
Scenic Viewing 0 32 0
Waterskiing 3 3 7
Socializing 3 0 7
Picnicking 5 3 7
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Table 13
X Holders of Montana Conservation
Licenses by Residency
Residency
Holders of License Z of Montanans Z of Nonresidents Z of Canadians
Yes 67 20 0
No 33 80 100
507/6/71
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Canadian visitors most frequently listed camping as the primary reason 
for coming to the site, while the five most common activities were
pleasure walking, camping, swimming, relaxing and picnicking. None of
the Canadians reported holding a Montana conservation license, although 
57% indicated they would fish during their visit to Yellow Bay.
Economic Contribution
Visitors to state park system sites on Flathead Lake contribute over 3.4 
million dollars annually to the local economy.^ When visiting local 
sites, they also participate in activities in surrounding local
communities including shopping, dining, theater, special attractions and 
others.
Eighty-four percent of the total survey respondents shop in the local 
community during their visit, spending an average amount of $26-50 per 
visit. Sixty-five percent dine in the local community, spending an
average of $26-50. Fifty-eight percent visit other scenic/historic 
attractions, spending an average of $26-50. Three percent do laundry, 
27% golf, 12% attend the theater and 10% take a tour boat. This
 ̂ Applying these figures to season visitation statistics for 
1984.
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Table 14 
Activity Expenses by Residency
Activity Outside the SRA Montanans
Residency
Canadians Nonresidents
$ Per Visitor Visit
Visiting Other Attractions $ 4.73 $ 21.42 $16.00
Shopping 23.82 146.00 28.00
Theater 2.08 4.28 1.20
Dining 10.51 33.92 11.96
Laundry .67 .85 .83
Tour Boat .71 0 1.41
Golf .71 1.78 2.25
Visiting Friends .58 5.00 1.61
Other 4.78 5.09
Total $49.21 $213.00 $68.77
507/6/72
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information indicates that it is important to the Flathead economy to 
maintain satisfaction at state recreation areas so the visitors will 
continue to return.
The survey results indicate that Canadians spend the most money in the 
area per average park visitor at $213 per visitor. However only 16.9% 
of the visitors to the SRA^s are Canadians,^ which would result in a 
smaller total contribution to the local economy. Nonresidents of the 
state spend an average of $69 per visitor visit at the SRA and 47.7% of 
the visitors to the SRA*s are nonresidents^ and not Canadians.
Residents of the state of Montana spend an average of $49 per visitor 
visit and 35.4% of the visitors to the SRA are residents,^ Shopping is 
the activity in which visitors spend the most in.
Public Awareness
Public information about the Flathead Lake SRA* s is available in two
state publications, the Montana Recreation Guide and the Montana
Accommodations Guide. It is also printed in local Chamber of Commerce
brochures and U.S. Forest maps.
Parks Division files, Kalispell.
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Table 16. Percent Not Missing
Service By Age
Service 0-18 19-25 26-35
Age
36-45 46-55 56-65 65 Plus
Resident Attendant 7 9 0 20 16 0 12
Paper Towels 52 54 66 33 42 36 36
Trash Cans 
At Each Site 34 45 75 40 58 57 75
Floodlights At 
Night 45 64 50 66 42 43 50
Flush Toilets 45 45 25 26 25 36 24
Toilet Paper 10 18 17 2 8 14 24
Water 0 0 b 0 0 0 12
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Table 17. Level of Development by Residency
Level Total Montanans
% Indicating Level 
Canadians Other States
High 52 58 28 II
Moderate 15 60 27 13
Primitive 6 50 33 17
27% of those surveyed did not respond to this question. 
High Level *
Moderate Level
Primitive Level 
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Electric hook-ups, dump station, flush toilets. 
Individual camping spots, possibly boat ramp and dock, 
paved access road.
Individual camping spots, flush toilets, possibly boat 
ramp and dock, graveled access road.
Unrestricted camping and no other developments.
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However, few visitors appear to learn about the SRA's through travel 
advertising. Of the total survey respondents, seven percent indicated 
they first found out about the state recreation area through travel 
advertising. No Canadian visitors surveyed found out through travel 
advertising and only five percent of Montanans found out through travel 
advertising. However, 22% of the nonresidents, excluding Canadians 
found out through travel advertising. Most visitors first discovered 
the SRAs while traveling on an adjacent route, a finding which supports 
the perceived need for adequate highway signing to site entrances. 
Sustaining a satisfactory service and maintenance level at the sites 
also would appear important in attracting visitors to the sites, since 
40% of them are first told about the SRA by friends.
Adequacy of Facilities
Most visitors appear to be satisfied with the current condition of the 
Flathead Lake SRAs. Over 70% of the respondents rated every facility 
(roads, parking, picnic tables, boat ramps, etc.) "adequate" rather than 
"poor design", "too few", "too small" or "poor maintenance". However, 
63% felt that additional funds for the park system should be used to 
improve the maintenance and development at existing sites over 
purchasing additional park sites. This indicates a perception that 
improvement could be made.
Two facilities were noticed to be poorly maintained by approximately 10% 
of the visitors: roads and boat docks. Respondents who felt this way
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were in all age categories and while the majority were Montanans, all
other areas of residences were represented. Respondents who felt the
roads were poorly maintained were more likely to also prefer that the 
sites be highly developed, for example with electrical hook-ups and dump 
stations. They also had a higher preference to utilize existing funds 
for improving maintenance over purchasing new sites. The median number 
of days such visitors spend on similar recreation outings was 25, 
indicating that they visit park sites frequently.
"Too few" picnic shelters was noted by 38% of the visitors and
thirty-five percent of respondents participated In picnicking during 
their visit. While this perception may have been affected by the rainy 
weather conditions which prevailed during the survey period, but this 
need should be considered in future development plans for the sites.
Service Reductions
One way to continue operation of the state recreation areas on Flathead 
Lake with reduced budgets and increased service costs would be to
eliminate certain services provided in the past. When asked which 
service they would miss the least if park operating budgets were 
reduced, respondents indicated they would miss paper towels the least, 
followed closely by trash cans at each site and floodlights at night. 
Most survey participants said they would miss water and the resident 
attendant.
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There were no differences in preference of missed services according to 
age category. Water, an attendant and toilet paper ranked as services 
to be missed most in all age categories.
Level of Development
According to the survey results, most visitors to the Flathead SRA’s 
would prefer a higher level of development at the survey sites. This 
would include electrical hook-ups, a dump station, flush toilets, 
individual camping spots and a paved access road. Fifty-two percent of 
the respondents preferred these developments and, of these, many added a 
boat ramp or dock. Fifty-seven percent of the respondents who preferred 
the higher levels reside in Montana, 28% reside in other states and 14% 
reside in Canada.
Fifteen percent of the visitors to the Flathead SRA’s indicated they
would prefer a moderate level of development, including individual
camping spots, a graveled access road, flush toilets and drinking water,
but not electrical hook-ups, nor a dump station. Again, preferences to 
include a boat ramp or dock were mentioned. Sixty percent of the
visitors who preferred a moderate level reside in Montana, 26% reside in 
other states and 14% reside in Canada.
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Table 16. Percent Not Missing
Service By Age
Service 0-18 19-25 26-35
Age
36-45 46-55 56-65 65 Plus
Resident Attendant 7 9 0 20 16 0 12
Paper Towels 52 54 66 33 42 36 36
Trash Cans 
At Each Site 34 45 75 40 58 57 75
Floodlights At 
Night 45 64 50 66 42 43 50
Flush Toilets 45 45 25 26 25 36 24
Toilet Paper 10 18 17 2 8 14 24
Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
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Table 17. Level of Development by Residency
Level Total
%
Montanans
Indicating Level 
Canadians Other' States
High 52 58 28 11
Moderate 15 60 27 13
Primitive 6 50 33 17
27% of those surveyed did not respond to this question. 
High Level =
Moderate Level
Primitive Level 
507/6/75
Electric hook-ups, dump station, flush toilets, 
individual camping spots, possibly boat ramp and dock, 
paved access road.
Individual camping spots, flush toilets, possibly boat 
ramp and dock, graveled access road.
Unrestricted camping and no other developments.
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Table 18
eve! of Development Compared to Activity 
clpatlon Outside the State Recreation Area
High
Level
Moderate Primitive
% Participation
visiting Ocher Attractions 61 40 33
Shopping In Local Community 71 86 66
Theater In Local Community 17 13 ——
Dining In Local Community 38 47 —
Laundry 30 6 33
Tour Boat 7 0 —
Golf 3 20 17
Visiting,Family 17 0 —
Six percent of the visitors to the Flathead SEA's indicated they would 
prefer a primitive level of development, defined primarily as 
unrestricted camping access and no other facilities. The percent by 
residence of these visitors mirror the other preference levels, 
indicating that visitor origin does not likely influence development
preference.
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Findings from the Operations and Maintenance Management System
Estimating costs to operate each site with the service level lists 
developed in the operations and maintenance management system resulted 
in a total estimated cost for all sites of $77,428. This is a figure 
above the FY 1986 budget allocated for the operation and maintenance of 
these sites of $51,999 and represents a 48 percent increase.
The operating expense budget for the Flathead Lake sites is funded 
through SBAS under two project numbers: 6121 for or West Shore State
Park and 6141 for State Recreation Areas which includes six other state 
recreation areas in the region that are not on Flathead Lake^. These 
are Thompson Falls, Whitefish, Bitterroot, Logan, Lambeth and Ashley 
Lake State Recreation Areas. The total operating expense budget for 
these sites in FY 1986 was $51,999. Applying the operation standard 
system to the non-Flathead sites, resulted in an estimated operation 
cost of $30,000. Regional administrative expenses are also taken from 
the operating expense budget. In FY 1985, these expenses accounted for 
approximately 13% of the operating expense budget at $17,000. These 
include such items as staff travel, uniforms, training, office supplies 
and telephone usage.
See appendix for SBAS report
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Table 19
Total Operating Expense Budget 
for all SRA’s in Region
FY 86 = $51,999
(does not include personal 
services)
Total Estimated Operating = $77,428
Costs for all SRA’s if all 
tasks completed in 
management system
Budget Shortfall = $25,429
Total Estimate Operating Costs were derived by:
1) assuming 10% administrative costs 
.10(51,999) = 5,199
2) applying service level charts to non-Flathead sites - costs of 
these activities added to $30,000
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3) adding the service level costs of the Flathead sites $42,229
5,199
30,000
42,229
77,428
This indicates that, in 1986, all sites can operate at 52% of the 
standard developed in this operation and maintenance system.
The average total operating expense of the Flathead sites at the defined 
intense service level was $6,137. Three sites fell below that average 
and three sites above, ranging from $4,485 at West Shore and $7,644 at 
Yellow Bay. The intense level costs are more reflective of the type of 
facilities at the site than visitation. Yellow Bay, for example, has a 
significantly above-average sewer fee which inflates the operating cost 
without affecting the number of visitors. Day-use only sites evaluated 
in the average level more closely resemble the pattern of visitation. 
Facilities are primitive at these sites and costs incurred are according 
to the amount of daily maintenance necessitated by user days. Day-use 
sites ranged from $740 at Woods Bay to $2,915 at Somers for an average 
cost of $1,803.
FINDING BY SITE
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Figure 3. Wayfarers State Recreation Area
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Wayfarers SRA
Facility Inventory
Wayfarers contains one drive—in loop for camping and one for day—use. 
The site is intensively developed with flush toilets, water faucets, 
paved access roads, boat ramp and dock and 18 camping spaces. The rest 
area includes one modem comfort station and a parking lot. The 
entrance at Wayfarers has a booth for day-use ticket sales.
Use
1984 visitation at Wayfarers was 59,200 visitor days and at Harry Horn, 
52,300 visitor days. The most common nonresident camping and day-use 
visitor was from Canada, California or Washington. The most common 
point of origin for a resident camping and day-use visitor was Flathead, 
Missoula or Cascade County, Sixty-three percent of the campers were 
nonresidents in 1985 while only 24% of day-users were nonresidents.
Capacity
Statistics for Wayfarers SRA demonstrate a need for an increase in the 
number of camping spurs. Park capacity estimates show that the camping 
units are full approximately 98% of the season, from Memorial Day
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through Labor Day, Park attendants reported turning away between 15 and 
20 overnight campers every night during the season due to lack of 
space,^ Thirteen out of 28 respondents to the facility adequacy 
question in the visitor survey noted the campground had "too few" spaces 
or was "too small". There does appear to be room for expansion on the 
acreage owned by DFWP, Expansion of the camping facilities at Wayfarers 
would be a capital development project for which funding must be 
approved by the state legislature.
Revenue
1985 revenue earned at Wayfarers was $12,252, this included overnight 
camping tickets, day-use tickets and season passes. For two seasons, 
1984 and 1985, a day-use fee was collected at Wayfarers, Sixty-two 
percent of the visitation at Wayfarers can be estimated as day-use.
While visitors were receptive to the concept as noted from compliance 
rates, the system requires evaluation and change. For example, the park 
entrance was not designed to accommodate ticket collection traffic, and
 ̂ T, McDonald, unpublished year end summary of park conditions 
at Wayfarers, Kalispell, September 1985,
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the cost of fee collection is high compared to the revenue generated.^ 
Another factor is supervision. All park attendants collecting fees are 
supervised by a Regional Parks Operations Specialist in Kalispell. No 
one is in a supervisory role on site and all attendants are at the same 
grade/pay level status. This has prompted awkward and occasionally 
inappropriate on—site decisions. Also, supervision of the gate 
attendants has become an additional time commitment for the Operations 
Specialist who also directly supervises twenty-three seasonal 
attendants.
 ̂ B. Hammer, A study of the day-use fee systems at Yellow Bay 
and Wayfarers State Recreation Areas, summer 1984, DFWP. 
Kalispell.
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Cost per Visitor Day
Currently the primary park attendant at Wayfarers lives in department 
housing, to provide year round security and maintenance for the park. 
However, the department house is old, and the maintenance costs are 
adding significantly to the park's cost per visitor day. This house 
should be examined by the state historic preservation office for 
historical and cultural significance and if determined not to be 
significant under the DFWP Cultural Resources Policy,^ it should be 
removed and a trailer pad constructed to replace it. If it is 
determined significant, perhaps the structure could be restored to its 
original condition and modified to function as an open interpretive 
facility. A trailer pad would still be installed for park attendants 
who would be required to provide their own housing. This would reduce 
park operating costs, but may require a capital appropriation to 
accomplish. An alternative would be to eliminate on-site security and 
maintenance during the winter months.
 ̂ Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks Cultural Resource 
Policy, Helena: 1985.
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Private Facility Inventory
The nearest private facility to Wayfarers SRA is four miles south on the 
East Shore Highway at the K&S campground. It does not appear that 
Wayfarers and this facility (even if expanded) would be in competition 
because the private site offers more developed services.
Visitor Survey
Thirty-four questionnaires were obtained from park visitors at Wayfarers 
SRA, The most popular activity for Wayfarers visitors was camping, 
followed by "relaxing" and pleasure walking. "Relaxing" was listed as 
the most popular primary reason for visiting the site, followed by 
fishing and camping.
One-hundred percent of the respondents said they shopped in the local 
community, spending an average amount of 51-100% during their visit. 
Fifty-three percent said they visited other scenic/historic attractions, 
spending an average of $11-21 per visit. Forty-seven percent said, they 
went to the theater in the local community and 26% said they dined in 
the local community. Thirty-two percent said they visited family or 
friends. Twenty-one percent said they golfed during their visit.
Fifty-eight percent first found Wayfarers through friends, advice while 
33% discovered it while traveling the route. Forty-five percent of the
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visitors felt that camping was the activity in greatest need of 
additional facilities. No other activity was listed by so many
visitors. This feeling was again reflected in the adequacy rating.
Only 60% of the respondents felt the campground was adequate, the rest 
listing "too few" and "too small" as reasons for dissatisfaction. 
Picnic shelters were listed as the least adequate facility with "too
few" given as the reason. The only facility listed more frequently than
others as "poorly maintained" was the road.
Sixty-seven percent of the respondents felt that additional park system 
funds should be used for improving the maintenance and development at 
existing sites. Fifty-three percent were willing to give up flood 
lights in the recreation area if park budgets were reduced. Thirty-five 
percent would not miss trash cans at each site. No one listed not 
missing water if park services were cut. The respondents preferred more 
developed recreation areas with paved roads, individual camping sites, 
flush toilets and electrical hook-ups.
Minimum Operation Standards
Applying the defined intense service level category to facility and 
visitation factors at Wayfarers SRA provided an estimate of $7,288 
needed to complete the tasks listed. Operating expenditures for FY 
1985, ending June 30, 1985 were recorded to be near $5,500. This
indicates either that the task level estimate is too high or that some
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tasks listed were not completed at the site. The latter can be shown to 
be at least partially the case because the site's services were reduced 
for three weeks of the open service period that fiscal year. The 
overall region budget restricts spending and thus completion of many 
other tasks during those weeks. Except for the park attendants, 
including fee collectors, hourly wages were not documented by site, 
making it impossible to compare the hourly wage estimate with the actual 
case. Park attendant hourly wages were approximately $9,057.
File Search
In 1970, the then Fish and Game Department, now DFWP, entered into an 
easement agreement for twenty acres owned by the Highway Department, 
This easement was for a period of twenty-five years from March 4, 1970 
and carried with it covenants that the tract of land be designated Harry 
Horn State Park, that no fees be imposed for its use by the public and 
that children's playground equipment be installed and maintained.
According to a general development plgn prepared by the National Park 
Service and the DFWP in the late 1960's, lease of this property was 
incorporated into the design of an overall Master Plan for Wayfarers 
SRA. This design included the main entry road to the park through the 
rest area rather than its current route. Funding has never been 
obtained to construct this road. When the lease expires in 1995, it is 
recommended that DFWP not renew the lease. Harry Horn is the second
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busiest site in Region One, according to visitor days,but the 
expenditure of park funds for the operation of a "rest area" is 
inappropriate.
Woods Bay
Facility Inventory
Woods Bay contains one day-use loop with a boat dock, picnic facilities, 
two vault latrines and a drinking water pump. The access road is 
gravel. No overnight camping is allowed.
Over 50% or about 7 acres of the site have never been developed for 
public use. These acres are signed for day-use only and roads are 
blocked with barriers.
Neighbors^ have complained to the Department about people camping 
building fires, and leaving litter in the undeveloped area.
 ̂ Telephone conversation memo to Department file by Louis Kis, 
DFWP, Kalispell from Don Miller, 21 July 1984.
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Use and Revenue
Nine thousand one hundred visitor days occurred at Woods Bay SRA during 
1984. No fees are collected at the site.
Private Facility Inventory
There are three private campgrounds within three miles of Woods Bay SRA: 
Woods Bay Resort, CJ's RV Park and Summer Shores. The existence and 
apparent use levels of these private facilities indicates that there is 
not a demand at this time to develop overnight camping units at the 
public site.
Woods Bay Minimum Operation Standards
Applying the average service level from this paper's operation and 
maintenance system to Woods Bay SRA provides an estimate of $740 needed 
to complete the tasks listed. Operating expenditures for FY 1985,
ending June 30, 1985 were recorded to be near $800. The site, however, 
was not serviced as it usually is for five weeks out of the regular 
season. Normally, from Memorial Day through Labor Day one seasonal 
employee stationed out of the Regional Headquarters services Woods Bay 
as part of a bi-weekly route. Costs incurred during those five weeks 
would primarily be travel and supplies, possibly latrine pumping. 
Therefore, the total estimated task list costs were underestimated.
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Yellow Bay
Facility Inventory
Yellow Bay SRA contains two camping loops and one day-use loop for 
parking. A boat ramp and dock are provided. The site is highly 
developed with twenty—five camping spurs, paved access roads, water, two 
modern comfort stations, one vault latrine and a picnic shelter. An 
interpretive trail explaining native plants provides an additional 
recreational opportunity at the site. The entrance at Yellow Bay has a 
booth for selling camping and day-use tickets. The park attendant lives 
in his own trailer with pad and hook-ups provided by the Department.
Use
1984 visitation at Yellow Bay was 31,800 visitor days. The most common 
nonresident camping visitor was from Canada, California and Oregon, The 
most, common nonresident day-user was from Washington, Oregon or 
California. The most common resident campers were from Missoula, 
Flathead and Cascade counties while the nonresidents day-users were most 
commonly from Missoula, Flathead and Lake County. Sixty percent of the 
camping tickets sold were purchased by nonresidents. Forty-two percent 
of the day-use tickets were purchased by nonresidents.
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Revenue
The 1985 revenue earned at Yellow Bay SRA was $8,295 which includes 
overnight camping tickets, day-use tickets and season passes. During 
1984 and 1985, a day-use fee was collected at Yellow Bay SRA. In 1985, 
this was done by gate attendants supplemental to the regular park 
attendant. Problems with this administrative structure are described 
under findings for Wayfarers SRA.
Private Facilities
The nearest private facility to Yellow Bay SRA is Holiday Resort which 
is four miles south on the East Shore Highway,
Visitor Summary
One hundred and eleven questionnaires were returned form the survey 
period at this site. The most popular activity at Yellow Bay in which 
visitors participated was swimming, followed by relaxing and camping. 
Five percent of the respondents listed relaxing as an activity in which 
they began participating in the last 12 months. This was followed by 
two percent who listed motorboating, birdwatching, camping and 
sailboating. Camping, swimming and scenic viewing were listed most 
frequently as the primary reson for going to Yellow Bay.
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Seventy-four percent of the respondents said they shopped in the local 
coTnmunity during their stay at the recreation area, spending an average 
amount of $51-100 during their visit. Fifty-nine percent said they 
visited other scenic/historic attractions, spending an average of $26-50 
per visit. Thirty-four percent said they did laundry during their 
visit, spending $5-10 on average. Twenty-one percent said they visited 
family or friends. Nine percent said they took a tour boat, 10% said 
they attended a local theater and 8% said they golfed.
Fifty-nine percent of the respondents said they first discovered Yellow
Bay while traveling on the route. Twenty-three percent said they first 
found about it from friends. Nine percent said they found out through 
travel advertising, and five% did not remember how.
Twenty-six percent of the responses about which activity is in greatest 
need of additional facilities indicated camping. Seventeen percent
indicated swimming, fifteen percent listed showers. Only three percent 
listed boating.
Under the adequacy rating of facilities, nearly every facility was rated 
adequate by over 70% of the respondents. The lowest adequacy rating was 
given to picnic shelters with "too few" being the most common
description of the dissatisfaction. Next lowest was interpretive
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displays, but 24% of the respondents labeled this as "not applicable," 
reflecting that Yellow Bay has no interpretive displays.
Few respondents expressed dissatisfaction with facility design. Eight 
percent stated the restrooms were poorly designed. Increasing numbers 
of visitors were dissatisfied with the number of particular facilities 
at a site. Picnic shelters were the most frequently mentioned, followed 
by 17% noting trails and 13% noting parking. Very few respondents were 
concerned about the size of facilities. Only one facility was mentioned 
more frequently than the others for being poorly maintained. Thirteen 
percent of the respondents listed roads in this category.
Fifty-two percent of the respondents felt that additional funds obtained 
for the park system should be used to purchase additional park sites. 
Forty-eight percent felt funds should be used to improve maintenance and 
development at existing sites. When Yellow Bay is full, there is no 
room within the property boundaries to reasonably develop more camping 
units.
Fifty-three percent of the respondents were willing to give up flood 
lights in the recreation area if park budgets were reduced. Fifty-one 
percent would not miss trash cans at each site. Forty-eight percent 
would not miss paper towels. Least popular to be given up were water 
and the resident park attendant.
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The respondents preferred more developed recreation areas with paved 
roads, flush toilets, individual camping units, drinking water, 
electrical hook-ups and dump stations.
Minimum Operation Standards
Applying the intense service level from this paper's operation and 
maintenance management system to Yellow Bay SRA provides an estimate of 
$7,644 needed to complete the tasks listed. Operating expenditures for 
FY 1985, ending June 30, 1985 were recorded to be near $3,281. This
large difference portrays the lack of regional maintenance activities 
that occurred that year to stay within budget limitations. The site was 
operated with reduced services until June 22 instead of Memorial Day. 
Hourly wage expenditures for that year were approximately $9,057.
File Search
Law enforcement was documented as a problem at Yellow Bay in the 
management plan prepared for that site in 1984. "When visitor numbers 
are at their peak, during the period July 10 through August 10, use 
patterns change...the frequency of rule violations increases. During 
the period June 30 - July 31, 1985, records were kept of 18 violations 
of park rules that occurred at Yellow Bay SRA. The most common 
violations were disorderly conduct, disturbing the peace, and profane
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language associated with excessive drinking. Loose dogs, littering and 
illegal fireworks comprised the remaining violations."^
The law enforcement problems could be addressed by supplementing law 
enforcement efforts of area FWP wardens with a seasonal park ranger, A 
variation of this concept would be (and did work effectively in 1985) to 
train and grant ex-officio powers to the primary park attendant,
Finley Point
Facility Inventory
Finley Point contains one camping loop and one day-use parking lot. A 
boat ramp and mooring docks are provided in a man-made bay excavated in 
the 1940's. Park
 ̂ B. Hammer, Yellow Bay SRA Management Plan, DFWP, Kalispell, 
1984.
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users often dock their boats overnight and utilize the bay's protection 
during windy conditions on the lake. The site has fourteen parking 
spurs, drinking water, gravel roads and three vault latrines.
The boat mooring bay is man-made, and constructed of wood pilings which 
stabilize the excavated lakeshore. These pilings have deteriorated to 
the point where the facility is no longer safe for public use. The 
entire structure should be closed or re-built. Finley Point visitors 
appreciate and use the structure because it protects their boats from 
high winds that sometimes occur on Flathead Lake. Boat owners showed a 
willingness to pay an overnight dockage fee during the summer of 1984, 
but the cost of replacing the containment structure greatly exceeds 
revenues that could be earned this way.
Use
1984 visitation at Finley Point was 23,500 visitor days. The most 
common nonresident camper was from Idaho, California or Colorado. The 
most common resident camper was from Missoula, Choteau or Silver Bow 
County. Twenty—four percent of the campers were nonresidents.
Revenue
1985 revenue earned at Finley Point was $4,575 which includes overnight 
camping tickets and season passes.
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Private Facility Inventory
Rocking G campground. Poison KOA and the Pine Glen Resort are all about 
5—6 miles from Finley Point SRA. These facilities and there use are 
sufficient to raise question about the need for additional camping, 
except for their distance from the public site.
Visitor Survey
Forty-five questionnaires were obtained from park visitors at Finley 
Point SRA. The most common activity at Finley Point was "relaxing”, at 
93%, followed by swimming at 91%, camping at 88% and socializing at 86%. 
Thirty percent of the respondents listed camping as the primary reason 
for going to Finley Point.
Eighty percent of the respondents participated in shopping in the local 
community during their visit, spending an average of over $100 per 
visit. Sixty-five percent reported dining in the local community 
spending an average of $51-100 per visit. Thirty-six percent visited 
family or friends.
Sixty—nine percent of the respondents first found out about Finley Point 
from friends. Boating was the activity listed in greatest need of 
additional facilities by 83% of the respondents. Only 34% listed the 
boat dock as adequate with "poor design", "too small" and "poor
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maintenance" listed as the problems. "Too few" picnic shelters was also 
listed frequently as an inadequacy. Fifty-seven percent noted that the 
campground was poorly designed adding too few units and "too small" to 
this description.
Eighty-eight percent of the respondents felt that additional funds for 
the park system should be used to improve the maintenance and 
development at existing sites over purchasing additional park sites.
Seventy-seven percent felt they would not miss paper towels if park 
budget cuts reduced services; however, no paper towels are currently 
provided at Finley Point. Toilet paper was listed as a service missed 
less than flood lights and trash cans at each site.
Respondents indicated concern for the boat dock in the category level of 
development preferred. Sixty percent said they desired the development 
of a boat dock. Forty-four percent listed the development of a dump 
station and 33% listed flush toilets.
Minimum Operation and Maintenance Standards
Applying the intense service level category to facility and visitation 
factors at Finley Point SRA provides an estimate of $5,772 needed to 
complete the tasks listed. Operating expenditures for FY 1985 were
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approximately $1,926 reflecting lack, of activities due to budget 
restrictions. Hourly wage expenditures for the same period were 
approximately $4,822.
Walstad Findings
Facilities
Walstad SRA contains one day-use parking lot, a boat ramp, picnic 
facilities and one vault latrine. No overnight camping is allowed.
Law enforcement problems have often occurred at Walstad and have been 
difficult to monitor. People occasionally camp at the site and 
neighbors have encroached on the property for various purposes.
The distance of Walstad from the regional headquarters makes it 
impractical to service or patrol frequently. The workload at Walstad 
does not merit a full-time attendant and service in the past has been 
completed by the Big Arm attendant. However, the workload is high at 
Big Arm and a separate additional position is needed for Walstad.
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Use and Revenue
Seven thousand four hundred visitor days occurred at Walstad SRA during
1984. No fees are collected at the site.
Private Facilities
See Big Arm SRA under this findings title.
Minimum Operation Standards
Applying the average service level from this paper’s operation and 
maintenance management system to Walstad SRA provides an estimate of 
$1,754 needed to complete the tasks listed. Operating expenditures for 
FY 1985 were recorded to be about $800.
Big Arm
Facility Inventory
Big Arm SRA contains two camping loops and a large boat-trailer parking 
lot adjacent to a ramp and dock. The site is highly developed with 
thirty-three camping spurs, water, paved access roads, six vault 
latrines, one modern comfort station with flush toilets and one covered 
picnic shelter.
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When the drinking water system was designed and installed at Big Arm 
several years ago, it met public health and safety standards for a lake 
surface water system. In the past several years, the water quality of 
Flathead Lake has been deteriorating and public water system standards 
have been raised. After a reported case of Giordia by a family who 
stayed at Big Arm SRA during the 1984 season, the State Health 
Department required that Big Arm’s water system by upgraded.^ To do 
this, a ground water well is needed at an estimated cost of $10,000. 
Additionally, one of the double vault latrines was constructed when 
concrete was an acceptable vault material. This should be replaced with 
fiberglass.
Park Design
At times during the summer season. Big Arm is overcrowded with both 
day-users and campers. In such situations, unpleasant conditions are 
created for visitors and park resources are damaged. A majority of the 
park attendant’s time is often expended in attempting to deal with these 
situations.
1 Letter from Dan Fraser, Montana Department of Health and 
Environmental Sciences, Helena, to Steve Joppa, DFWP, 12 
August 1985.
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Figure 8. Big Arm State Recreation 
Area
Location of the caretaker's trailer effectively prevents good control of 
visitors as they enter the park. As well, there is only one caretaker 
trailer pad, so husband and wife employee teams must work seven days per 
week for the full season. An additional caretaker trailer pad, located 
near the entrance, is needed.
Use
1984 visitation at Big Arm was 27,900 visitor days. The most common 
nonresident camping visitor was from Canada, California or Washington. 
The most common resident camping visitor was from Missoula, Lake or 
Ravalli counties. Seventy percent of the campers were nonresidents.
Revenue
1985 revenue at Big Arm was $15,355 which includes overnight camping 
tickets and season passes. No day-use fees are collected. It is
difficult to determine whether a day-use fee collection would be 
successful. There seems to be"a discrepancy between the amount of money 
collected and the traffic counter visitation number of 27,900. This low 
number and high camping revenue indicates day-use is low, however there 
also could be error in the traffic count number.
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Private Facilities
Two private facilities are within I h miles of Big Arm SRA, Big Arm
Resort and Marina and Happy Landen Trailer Park.
Minimum Operation Standards
Applying the intense service level from the operation and maintenance 
management system to Big Arm SRA provides an estimate of $6,438 needed 
to complete tasks listed. Operating expenditures for FY 1985 were
recorded to be near $2,175. Big Arm was one site allowed to provide 
full services for the entire season. However, some services were
reduced during the last month of the fiscal year such as contract
garbage collection, disinfectant cleaners and septic pumping because of 
budget limitations. Therefore, task level costs listed are more 
reflective of what is needed than what was spent.
Elmo SRA
Facility Inventory
Elmo SRA contains two camping loops and one day—use parking lot which 
provides a boat ramp and picnic facilities. The site is highly 
developed with 25 camping spurs, water, paved access roads, one vault 
latrine and a modem flush toilet comfort station with showers. The
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comfort station is services by a sewage lagoon located across the 
highway from the camping facilities. Elmo is the only campground on the 
lake without a boat dock.
Use
1984 visitation at Elmo was 16,400 visitor days. The most common 
nonresident visitor was from California, Washington or Canada. The most 
common resident camping visitor was from Missoula, Yellowstone or 
Sanders County. Eighty percent of the campers were nonresidents in
1985.
Revenue
1985 revenue earned at Elmo was $2,650 which includes overnight camping 
tickets and season passes. No day-use fees are collected.
Cost Per Visitor Day
Elmo SRA has an above average cost per visitor day, due primarily to 
minimum costs required to keep the site open with low visitation. Not 
many people camp at Elmo SRA, likely because of the open terrain and hot 
climate of the site in comparison to other SRAs available on the lake.
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Developed facilities at Elmo, in particular the modem comfort station, 
require a resident attendant. Closure of the comfort station is not 
practical because of the public dollars invested in its construction.
Private Facility Inventory
The closest private facilities to Elmo SRA are 7^ miles south on U.S. 
93.
Visitor Survey
Nine questionnaires obtained from park visitors at Elmo.
All of the respondents at Elmo indicated they participated in pleasure 
walking during their visit, 88% in scenic viewing, camping and relaxing. 
Eighty-seven percent said they visited other scenic/historic 
attractions, spending an average of $10,99 or less per visit. 
Eighty-seven percent said they shopped in the local community, spending 
an average of $26-50 per visit. Seventy-five percent said they dined in 
the local community spending an average of $26-50.
Sixty-two percent discovered the SRA first by traveling on this route. 
Thirty-five percent through friends telling them about it. Likely
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because Elmo has no boat dock, boating was the activity listed in 
greatest need of additional facilities.
Visitors again appeared generally satisfied with the condition of 
facilities. All were satisfied with the parking, restroom, water supply 
and campground, A need for picnic shelters was noted. Poor design and 
poor maintenance was listed frequently as a problem with the sites 
roads. Sixty percent of the respondents felt the maintenance and 
development at existing sites should be improved over purchasing 
additional park sites. Fifty-five percent of the respondents were 
willing to give up flood lights if park budgets are reduced. Forty-four 
percent would not miss trash cans at each site. No one was willing to 
give up water. Eighty-five percent of the respondents indicated 
preference for the development of a dump station.
Minimum Operation Standards
Applying the intense service level from this paper's operation and 
maintenance management system to Elmo SRA provides an estimate of $5,193 
needed to complete the tasks listed. Operating expenditures for FY 1985 
were recorded to be near $1,352. The services at Elmo were curtailed 
five weeks of the normal season, which influenced the low expenditure 
figure as did the budget restriction.
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West Shore
Facility Inventory
West Shore contains three camping loops and three day-use parking lots. 
One day-use lot provides an interpretive overlook for Flathead Lake, 
The other two lots provide a boat ramp and dock and picnicking 
facilities. The site is highly developed with thirty camping spurs, 
water, paved access roads and seven vault latrines.
Similar to what was described at Big Arm, the drinking water system that 
serves a portion of the campground at West Shore is a lake surface 
system. A well is needed to upgrade this system to current health 
standards. In addition, one of the latrines has a concrete vault which 
should be replaced with fiberglass to prevent groundwater contamination.
Use
1984 visitation at West Shore was 32,400 visitor days. The most common 
nonresident camping visitor was from Canada, California or Oregon, The 
most common resident camping visitor was from Flathead, Missoula or 
Gallatin counties.
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Revenue
1985 revenue earned at West Shore was $6,605, this includes overnight 
camping tickets and season passes. No day-use fees are collected.
Private Facility Inventory
The nearest private facility to West Shore SP is Big Sky campground, two 
miles south on U.S. 93 and Skipping Rock Lodge, four miles south on U.S. 
93.
Visitor Survey
Twenty-three questionnaires were obtained from park visitors at West 
Shore. The most common activity at West Shore was camping at 100%. 
This was followed by relaxing, pleasure walking, scenic viewing and 
swimming. Camping and relaxing were listed most frequently as the 
primary reason for coming to the site.
Sixty-nine percent of the respondents shopped in the local community 
during their visit, spending an average of $26-50. Fifty-six percent 
visited other scenic/historic attractions, spending an average of 
$11-25. Thirty-four percent did laundry during their visit and 21% took 
a tour boat. Seventy-six percent of the visitors discovered West Shore 
while traveling on the route, 16% were told about the site by friends.
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Flush toilets and drinking water were listed by two respondents as the 
activity greatest in need of additional facilities.
Satisfaction with the adequacy of facilities varied. Thirty-five 
percent of the respondents felt there were too few trails in the site. 
Fifty-eight percent were dissatisfied with the adequacy of the restrooms 
listing poor design and too few as the reasons. Twenty-nine percent 
felt there were too few water faucets on the site. Twenty percent 
listed poor design as a problem with the beach area. The picnic area, 
tables, boat ramp and dock were all listed fairly frequently as 
facilities receiving poor maintenance.
Fifty-seven percent felt additional funds should be used for improving 
the maintenance and development at existing sites, over purchasing 
additional park sites. Forty—three percent would not miss flood lights 
at West Shore. Fifty percent would prefer the development of a dump 
station, 45% would prefer electrical hook-ups and drinking water.
Minimum Operation Standards
Applying the intense service level category to facility and visitation 
factors at West Shore SP provides an estimate of $9,485 needed to 
complete the tasks listed. Operating expenditures for FY 1985 were 
recorded to be near $2,474.
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This again reflects a five week late opening of the site because of 
budget restrictions. Hourly wage expenditures for the same period were 
approximately $6,019.
File Search
A Presbyterian church camp borders West Shore State Park to the north. 
In 1985, church elders asked the Department to consider a land trade or 
purchase of the park property directly adjacent.^ While the property 
may not be crucial to the park's integrity, it was purchased with Land 
and Water Conservation Funds, and a like piece of property would have to 
be purchased to replace the recreational and public values in the park 
system.
Somers
Facility Inventory
Somers has one paved day-use parking lot, a boat ramp and dock 
facilities, a non-functional comfort station which has been converted to 
a change house, two vault latrines and a picnic shelter.
 ̂ Letter from William T. Hamilton, First Presbyterian Church, 
Helena, to Terry Knupp, DFWP, 22 July 1985.
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Recreation facilities at Somers are deteriorating and inadequate for 
visitor use. The boat and swim docks are rotting and need to be 
replaced. The parking area is uncontrolled and often overcrowded. The 
site needs reconstruction for visitor safety and enjoyment.
The size of the site is small, limiting the number of people who can use 
it. Occasional severe overcrowding occurs. Proximity to Kalispell and 
the town of Somers as well as easy accessibility from the highway make 
it an extremely popular site.
Use
Traffic count visitation statistics are not yet available for this site, 
but it was estimated that at least 24,000 visitor days occurred at the 
site in 1984. No fees were collected.
Private Facility Inventory
There are no specific private camping facilities within five miles of 
Somers SRA.
Visitor Survey
Eighteen questionnaires were obtained from park visitors at Somers SRA. 
The most common activity participated in at Somers was picnicking at
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77%. This was followed by relaxing at 61%, and swimming at 55%. 
Swimming was listed as the most common reason for coming to the site.
Lower percentages were reported at Somers for participating in 
activities outside the SRA, reflecting the local residence of the 
typical visitor as well as a shorter length of visit. Still, 50% of the 
visitors reported dining in the local community when visiting the SRA.
Seventy-four percent of the visitors discovered Somers while traveling 
on the route. Boating and swimming were listed as the activities in 
greatest need of additional facilities at the site with docks given as 
the facility needed.
Fewer visitors were satisfied with the adequacy of the facilities. Only 
38% were satisfied with the boat docks with poor design and poor 
maintenance listed as reasons for dissatisfaction. Forty-five percent 
noted the beach was less than adequate. There is no beach at Somers, 
only large rocks and docks. Fifty percent indicated the water supply 
was less than adequate. Twenty-six percent of the respondents noted 
that the parking area was too small and 30% noted there were too few 
picnic tables.
Eighty-seven felt that additional funds for the park system should be 
used for improving the maintenance and development at existing sites 
over purchasing new sites. Again the respondents indicated a preference
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for more highly developed sites. Eighty-three percent preferred flush 
toilets, 100% preferred drinking water and 50% preferred a dump station.
Minimum Operating Systems
Applying the average service level from this paper's operation and 
maintenance management system, Somers SRA provides an estimate of 
$2,915. DFWP had no expenditures during FY 1985 because the Highway 
Department retained that responsibility. FY 1986 operating expenses are 
estimated to be $1,200, Hourly wage expenditures for the same period 
are estimated at $4,822.
File Search
Because of its high use, easy accessibility and lack of a resident 
attendant, use regulation violations occur frequently.
DISCUSSION BY SITE
Wayfarers
Wayfarers State Recreation Area and adjacent Harry Horn Rest Area are 
the most frequently visited state park system sites on Flathead Lake, 
Wayfarers is commonly filled to capacity during the summer camping 
season. Visitors to the sites contribute to the Flathead economy. It
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would be beneficial to public recreationists and the Bigfork economy if 
an additional camping loop was developed on the property.
To reduce operating expenses and improve management efficiency, the 
caretaker's house at Wayfarers should be replaced with a trailer pad. 
Also, one attendant should be upgraded and assigned supervision of the 
relief attendant and day-use fee collectors. If the Harry Horn Rest 
Area site cannot be incorporated into Wayfarers, it should be returned 
to the Department of Highways. The current entrance to Wayfarers should 
be modified to incorporate the change to day-use/entrance fee collection 
which occurred in 1984.
Finally, the operating budget from FY 1985 must be increased if the site 
is to continue offering existing services and retain the condition of 
the sites resources and facilities.
Woods Bay
Woods Bay SRA is a less frequently visited day-use recreation area. It 
has a need for increased law enforcement effort to deter problems with 
overnight camping, uncontrolled campfires and off—road driving.
There are several acres which could be developed into a camping loop; 
however, the need for this has not been demonstrated. This site should 
be evaluated for disposal as surplus property.
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Yellow Bay
Yellow Bay SRA is a popular site with a high frequency of park rule 
violations. This should be addressed through increasing law enforcement 
effort. A seasonal park ranger should be employed by the Department and 
the primary attendant should be trained as an ex-officio warden.
Picnic shelters should be included in the site Master Plan for Yellow 
Bay and constructed when funding is available.
The primary attendant should be upgraded and assigned the supervision of 
the relief attendant and day-use fee collectors.
Finally, the operating budget from FY 1986 must be increased if the site 
is to continue offering existing services and maintain the condition of 
the sites resources and facilities.
Finley Point
Finley Point SRA is a popular destination campground, predominantly for 
Montanans. The most important issue at Finley Point is replacement of 
the boat mooring facility. If it is not replaced or the area filled in, 
the facility will endanger health and safety of Finley Point visitors. 
A capital construction project should be requested.
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There are several undeveloped acres at Finley Point SRA which are 
separated from the primarily use area by the county road. These should 
be declared property surplus to the park's needs and appropriately 
disposed of.
The operating budget for Finley Point is adequate.
Walstad
Walstad SRA is a less frequently visited day-use recreation area. It 
has a need for increased law enforcement effort to control encroachment 
as well as use violations.
A staffing change is needed at Big Arm, where high visitation and 
maintenance responsibilities have created too many duties for that 
attendant to complete while also attempting to take care of Walstad. A 
part-time seasonal employee should be hired for Walstad, or relief 
attendants' time at Big Arm should be Increased to accommodate Walstad 
duties.
Big Arm
Big Arm SRA is the highest revenue-earning site of the six on Flathead 
Lake. Managing high visitation at the site is difficult because of
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design and construction problems. The entry should be re-designed for 
better control and so that visitor use could be separated from private 
property owners. A self-pay system or possibly a ticket booth and entry 
fees should be established. Day-use should be further evaluated to 
determine if there are enough day-use visitors to make the system cost 
effective, A relief caretaker pad should be installed. The water 
system should be upgraded to current health standards.
The operating budget from FY 1985 must be increased if the site is to 
continue offering existing services and retain the condition of the 
sites resources and facilities.
Elmo
Elmo is the most infrequently used overnight SRA on Flathead Lake, 
making the cost of operating the site high in relation to the number of 
visitors. However, past facility development commitments have prevented 
management from closing the site or even removing the park attendant. 
If budget restraints become greater, the Comfort station should be 
closed. Volunteers could live in the attendant site for security. 
Overnight camping fees could be reduced, or day-use only could be 
allowed,
If capital funding becomes available, a boat ramp should be constructed.
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West Shore
West Shore State Park is a moderately used site on Flathead Lake. 
Current management and budget levels are satisfactory for control and 
maintenance of the site with the exception of major repairs such as the 
road system and the boat dock and ramp.
The water system at West Shore also should be upgraded to meet current 
health standards. The acreage next to the Presbyterian church camp 
should be evaluated for disposal as surplus property.
Somers
Somers is a high visitation day-use site with limited land space and 
deteriorated facilities. The site should be redesigned and new 
facilities constructed.
If adjacent property became available in the future, its acquisition 
should be pursued to accommodate the number of people who use and would 
like to use the site.
To control visitor rule violations, a seasonal park ranger should patrol 
the site regularly.
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Discussion of All Sites
Major facility replacements identified for the Flathead sites should be 
incorporated into the Department's biennial capital program request to 
the Governor and the Legislature, Funding sources such as the coal tax 
trust fund for parks, Dingell—Johnson boat expansion funds and even the 
General Fund should be identified for items requested. Public support 
for these legislative requests should be sought. Adequate background 
information should be provided to assist legislators to make funding 
decisions,
The park systems operating budget for the Flathead sites should be 
increased according to expenditure item shortfalls such as travel, 
supplies and utilities. This increase must either come from greater 
parks earned revenue, the state general fund or the coal tax trust fund 
for parks.
Management efficiency of the Flathead sites should be improved. An 
operation and maintenance system should be established for the Flathead 
system to plan and account for park expenses by priority and to control 
low priority activities. This system should be computerized to provide 
quick, efficient record-keeping of activities, priorities and costs.
Administrative costs should be carefully tracked and a goal set to limit 
the total annual amount expended to 15% of the operating budget.
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Modem personnel management techniques such as quality circles and 
performance appraisals should be incorporated into the regional 
operations. Additional personnel are necessary to address law 
enforcement and seasonal position supervisory needs. These positions 
must be requested from and granted by the legislature. Existing 
positions should be examined for possible redistribution of time to 
other needed positions.
Finally, commitment to quality management of the sites is necessary from 
all parties concerned including the managers, attendants, public and 
legislators.
CONCLUSIONS
The State Park System sites on Flathead Lake have historically provided 
many people with recreation opportunities, fulfilling the mandate to 
"provide for the use and enjoyment of the people and their economic 
wellbeing."^ In the past, park operation and maintenance funding levels 
allowed the DFWP to provide customary services at these sites. However, 
in recent years funding levels have begun to fall short portrayed in
 ̂ Helena, MT. Statutes, State of Montana, Department of Fish, 
Wildlife and Parks (1985) Section 23-1-101.
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this paper through the operations and management system and resulting in 
a reduction of services and deteriorating facilities,
A major thesis of this research paper was that the public is beginning 
to perceive the problems budget shortfalls create. Findings from the 
research suggest that, not only do the problems exist, but there is some 
public concern for the problem. Further, the concern is growing, 
although this is difficult to document. Thus, it appears that the DFWP 
should prevent further loss of recreation opportunities and public 
investment in facilities by addressing the problems found at the 
Flathead Lake park system sites, A response to these problems could be 
the utilization of information gained in this study. In particular, the 
visitor survey results showed certain public preferences for site 
development, maintenance and services. These expressed preferences 
could be translated into policy and activity through the operations and 
management system. Preferences could be listed by task and prioritized 
according to the degree expressed. Data gained from this study were 
used to formulate the following recommendations to be incorporated in 
the overall structure of state park system management determined by 
requirements of the executive and legislative processes in Montana State 
Government,
As Regional Park Manager, the writer intends to use these findings to 
improve management of these sites. An operations and management system 
will be experimentally implemented for all park sites in the Region
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during the summer season of 1985. Findings by site will be used when 
the Region must provide the Helena administration with legislative 
project requests and also when determining Region activity priorities. 
Hopefully if the implementation of the operations and management system 
in this Region appears to be a useful tool, it will be adopted by other 
Regions to improve the overall management efficiency of Montana's State 
Park System.
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MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
REDIRECTION OF CURRENT EFFORT
1. An operation and maintenance management system should be
established for state park system sites in region one.
2, Some seasonal FTEs should be re—distributed to create a season park 
ranger position.
3. Some site services, e.g. providing paper towels and trash cans at
each site should be reduced or terminated if budget levels continue
to be limited. Methods to reduce costs such as changing to toilets 
that use less water should be investigated and implemented.
4, Site specific efforts should be implemented as follows:
a. Wayfarers SRA - the park attendant should be upgraded and
given supervisory responsibilities over the day-use 
attendants.
b. Wayfarers SRA - the park attendant house should be replaced 
with a trailer pad.
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c. Wayfarers SRA - the Harry Horn Rest Area should be returned to 
the Highway Department in 1995 or developed so as to be 
incorporated into Wayfarers for recreation use.
d. Woods Bay SRA - the undeveloped acres should be evaluated for 
disposal as surplus property.
e. Yellow Bay SRA - the park attendant should be upgraded and 
given supervisory responsibilities over the day-use 
attendants. They should also be trained as an ex-officio 
warden to enforce park regulations.
f. Finley Point SRA — undeveloped acres should be evaluated for 
disposal as surplus property.
g. Walstad SRA - seasonal FTE's should be re-distributed to 
create a separate position for daily maintenance.
h. Big Arm SRA — a self-service pay system should be established 
and a day-use fee should be evaluated.
i. Elmo SRA - utilize volunteers to maintain and protect the site 
or utilize paid attendant to assist at Big Arm or Walstad.
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j. West Shore SP - evaluate undeveloped acres adjacent to church 
camp and dispose of if it is recommended as surplus property.
OPERATIONS BUDGET INCREASES
1. Expenditure categories in the operations budget which fall short of 
providing customary services should be itemized by amount needed.
2. Expenditures should be organized and prioritized in an operations 
and management system. Activities that cannot be afforded should 
be documented by amount needed.
3. A funding source for operations increases such as the parks coal 
tax trust fund should be identified.
4. A request to increase the operations budget should be submitted to 
the State Legislature with above documentation.
5. If and when an increase is granted, expenditures should be 
accounted for through the operations and management system.
CAPITAL PROGRAM REQUESTS
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The capital budget in Montana State Government provides for expensive,
nonrecurring capital improvements which have a life span of a number of
years. These expenditures must be approved by the Legislature.
The following capital requests should be made to the Legislature:
a. Wayfarers SRA - the entrance should be reconstructed to accommodate 
day-use ticket collection,
b . Wayfarers SRA - the camping capacity should be increased through 
the construction of an additional camp loop.
c. Harry Horn - this site should be connected to Wayfarers through the 
construction of a road. Additional camping units should also be 
constructed on the Harry Horn property,
d. Yellow Bay SRA - picnic shelters should be added to the master site 
plan and constructed where appropriate on the site,
e. Finley Point SRA - the boat mooring facility should be replaced.
f. Big Arm SRA - the water well and concrete vault latrine should be 
upgraded to modern health standards.
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g. Big Arm SRA - the entrance should be reconstructed to control 
visitor use and accommodate a relief attendant trailer pad. It 
should be constructed so that a collection booth can be placed at 
the entrance if day-use fees are established.
h. Elmo SRA - a boat dock should be constructed.
i. West Shore SP - the water well and concrete vault latrines should 
be upgraded to modern health standards.
j . West Shore SP - the boat dock and ramp should be reconstructed to
accommodate difficult launching conditions.
k. Somers SRA - the parking area, boat docks and boat ramp should be
replaced to accommodate high visitation.
1. Somers SRA - if land becomes available adjacent to the SRA, it
should be purchased to accommodate high use levels.
NEW POSITIONS AND UPGRADE REQUESTS
FTEs (full-time equivalents which are hours an employee can work for the
state of Montana) must be approved by the Legislature. The following
additional positions should be requested from the Legislature for the
Flathead Lake sites:
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a. Park Ranger/Operations Specialist - to enforce park regulations on 
a professional level and to supervise seasonal ranger enforcement 
efforts and to assist management in establishing an operations and 
management system including evaluation of service reductions and 
cost saving changes.
b. Seasonal Park Ranger - to patrol sites daily, providing enforcement 
visibility and an immediate response to rule violations.
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APPENDICES
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C S l ‘IF c a r :^ ^
O'jpce l\i.eriia('andum
* Louis K^s DATE: May 25, 1985
f l o l :  : Don
CUEJECT: Flathead Lake Management Plan
I reviewed Terry's proposal for a.final paper pursuant to her quest for 
a Masters Degree from the U of M Public Administration program. This ambi­
tious undertaking will be a valuable contribution to our management efforts 
in Region 1. Consequently, I would approve of Terry's calling upon our 
internal resources and using some of her work time on the project. Obvious­
ly, we would want to review any expenditure of Department funds and expect 
that this project will not interfere with priorities assigned to Terry 
and her staff.
My initial reaction to the proposal is that it is an extremely ambitious 
one and wonder if its scope should be cut back to make the project more 
manageable. The user survey, for example, might not be necessary inasmuch 
as we are planning a survey later this summer for SCORP purposes. This 
will be an onsight interview format which we will probably conduct for 
one or two days in August. I suggest that Terry contact Paul Pacini for 
details.
The facility inventory section could be made extremely valuable to the 
Department If Terry could attempt to establish minimum basic maintenance 
standards and typical costs associated with achieving those standards. 
I would like to establish a more rational budget allocation system for 
the Division and I believe that the establishment of such standards is 
the place to start.
The study plan suggests that I be interviewed as Parks Division Admini­
strator. I would be happy to participate.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I appreciate the fact that Terry 
has chosen such a relevant topic. Again, my only concern is that it is 
extremely ambitious considering the amount of time available to complete 
the work. .
b
cc: -Terry Khupp
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v f b ; . ( j k : c r [ a : S ' q g C j/
OjjTce I/Lemorandiùm
T O  : Terrv Knuiy, Acting Reg. 1 Supervisor o A T E A u g u s t  14, 1985
Fr.OM : Don
rurjECT: Maintenance Standards . . ;.
Thank you for the opportunity to review this excellent piece of work. I 
have nothing to add. I think that it will be an excellent management tool 
for your internal processes.
I assume that by now you have received the material which I received from 
Ron Holliday. Maybe there is something in there that you will find helpful 
for this purpose as well.
This is a good first step toward the implementation of my plan to establish 
a statewide budgeting system reflecting actual workload and priorities.
One of the first things we will need is some good assessment of what it
actually costs to conduct these tasks.
Thanks again for a fine job, as usual. I really appreciate your selecting
class assignments which benefit the Department.
b
cc: Mason Niblack
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Criteria for Park System Components
S T A T E  P A R K S  
P urpoH c:
To pro\*ide hiph-qunlity  rc ^ e a tio n  experiences d istinc­
tive and  no tab le  enough to  a t tra c t  people on a s ta te , 
reg ional o r n a tio n al basis.
D e s c r ip t io n :
O pcn-spacc areas  of un ique scenery  or o ther o u ts tan d in g  
n a tu ra l fea tu res of an  aesthe tic , h isto rical, geological, 
archaeological or scientific natu re . S ta te  parks will be 
se lon  ed on the  basis o f these in h e ren t characteristics 
w ithou t regard  to geographic location.
D e v e lo p m e n t  a n d  .M an u g c m cn t:
D evelopm ent of roads an d  desirab le  facilities will be 
p lanned  w ith precise and  sensitive  regard  for all n a tu ra l 
fea tu res and  w ithout im pingem ent upon th e  v isitors aes­
the tic  and  in tellectual sensib ilities. M anagem ent will be 
directed tow ard retention of s ta te  p a rk s  in  a s  n e a r  a  n a tu ra l 
condition  a s  possible, w ithou t im p a irm en t o f ecological 
fea tu res an d  values.
S T A T E  R E C R E A T IO N  A R E A S  
P u rp o s e :
To provide a broad selection o f outdoor recreation  oppor­
tun ities in a n a tu ra l se ttin g  w hich m ay  be used by large 
num bers of people.
D e s c r ip t io n :
C on tain  n a tu ra l or artific ia l resources w hich provide 
outdoor recreation  opportun ities th a t  will a t tra c t visitors 
from beyond the  local area . T hey  m ay  be located in  a reas  
w hich h av e  serious deficiencies in  public outdoor recre­
a tion  facilities, provided th a t  such  recreation  a reas  should 
n o t be furn ished  in lieu o f m unicipal, county  or federal 
facilities.
D e v e lo p m e n t a n d  M a n a g e m e n t:
Protection of the  n a tu ra l en v iro n m en t and  aesthe tic  
qualitie s should  be p a ra m o u n t except developm ent for 
in tensive  use m ay  require a lte ra tio n  o f  th e  n a tu ra l env iron­
m ent. However, the  aesthe tic  qualities o f th e  a reas w ill be 
re ta ined  to th e  g rea test degree possib le by careful p la n n in g  
an d  construction  o f facilities.
S T A T E  M O N U M E N T S  
P u r p o s e :
To preserve, protect an d  e n h a n c e  obiects. fea tu res or 
phares o f  h is to r ic ^ , geological, archaeo log ica l o r scientific 
im portance, including com m em oration  o f o u ts tan d in g  
p ersons or events.
D e s c r ip t io n :
S ites o f optim um  fonn and  size for th e  protection  and  
enhancem en t o f th e  objects, fea tu res o r p laces concerned, 
inc lud ing  adequate  space for p a rk in g , if  appropria te , and  
o th er accom m odations fo r an tic ip a ted  d a y  use. 
D e v e lo p m e n t  a n d  M a n a g e m e n t:
S tan d a rd  construc tions will be fac ilities for providing 
access, park ing , sa n ita ry  cond itions an d  w ater. O ther
se rv ic e  fac ilities m ay  be added  if  requ ired . O vern igh t 
f-.im ping  will o rd in a rily  n o i be allow ed. D t-veltipm cni m ay 
a ls o  inc lude  re s to ra tio n  of h is to r ic a l s iru c tu res  and  
in s ta l la t io n  o f p ro tec tive  de\hces. .M axim um  benefit to 
v is ito rs  m ay  be ach ieved  by p ro v id in g  m useum s, outdoor 
d io ra m a s  an d  o th e r  in te rp re tiv e  ex h ib its .
S T A T E  F IS H IN G  A C C E S S  S IT E S  
P u r p o s e :
T o  prov ide  p e rm an en t, pub lic  access  to h ig h -q u a lity  
r iv e rs , s tre a m s  and  lakes.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
A re a s  a d ja c e n t to h ig h -q u a lity  f ish in g  w a te rs  accessib le  
by  a n  e x is tin g  o r acqu ired  public  righ t-of-w ay  an d  of 
a d e q u a te  size to perm it p ra c tic a l u se  of th e  w ate rs  
co n ce rn ed  fo r f ish in g  a n d ,.w h en  a p p ro p r ia te , o th e r w ater- 
b a se d  recrea tio n .
D e v e lo p m e n t  a n d  M a n a g e m e n t:
A ccom m odations will consist of facilities for day use 
an d . in  certain  cases, overnight cam ping  B oat-launching 
ram p s, road build ing and  fencing m ay be necessaiy. 
M an ag em en t will involve proper iden tification  of th e  site 
and  m ain tenance of public right-of-way and  service 
facilities.
S T A T E  R E C R E A T IO N A L  W A TERW A Y S 
P u r p o s e :
To protect and  enhance the  n a tu ra l and  h isto rical values 
o f s ta te  w aterw ays and  to provide opportunity  for 
en joym en t of these values.
D escrip tion :
R ivers or stream s, generally  undeveloped, possessing 
o u ts tan d in g  scenery a n d /o r  im p o rtan t h isto rica l features 
an d  susceptib le to increasing ly  heavy  recreational use. 
D e v e lo p m e n t  a n d  M a n a g e m e n t:
A ccom m odations for day  use. cam ping , floating , fish ing  
o r o th e r  recreational activ ities will be provided. Public 
a re a s  for lunch stops and  overn igh t cam ping  will be con­
ven ien tly  d istribu ted  a long  th e  course such th a t  they will 
perm it leisurely floats from one area  to th e  n ex t in  four 
h o u rs  o r less. D evelopm ent will also  include wells for 
d r in k in g  w ater w here necessary. M anagem ent will pri­
m a rily  involve m ain tenance  of public a re as  and  iden tifica­
tion  o f  sites and  po in ts o f h istorical o r geological in te rest for 
v is ito rs .
S T A T E  R E C R E A T IO N  R O A D S  A N D  T R A IL S
T h e  D epc of F ish  an d  G am e believes th a t  th e  scenic and 
cu ltu ra l a ttr ib u tes  o f certain  M on tana  roads and  tra ils  a re  
o f h ig h  recreational value and  w a rra n t form al protection 
a g a in s t  uncontrolled use an d  developmenL
P rep ara tio n  o f criteria  for s ta te  recreation  roads and 
tr a i ls  is in  progress, along  w ith  o ther p la n s  for th is  valuab le  
e x p an sio n  of the  s ta te  park  system .
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FACILITY CONDITION REPORT
SITE NAME:
DATE EXAMINED: 
EXAMINER:
1) Roads (check what applies) and parking lots 
  dirt ______ gravel   asphalt
_____  has less than 5 potholes per 100 feet
_____  has 6-20 potholes per 100 feet
_____  has over 20 potholes per 100 feet
_____  has washboard effect
_____  has large pothole over 5 feet diameter
other describe:
Approximate length of road:
If problems occur only in specific stretch, estimated lengths
2) Parking spurs
_____  dirt ______ gravel _____  asphalt
 #____  are not level and need gravel
//____  need barrier replacement
 #____  of parking spurs total in site
3) Barriers
// of barriers in campground _____
# of barriers in need of replacement
4) Grounds
if of park acres that are mowed
if of park acres that are weed-eated
if of park acres that are chemically sprayed for weeds ___
if of park acres that are raked _____
if of trees that need trimming, pruning or to be cut down
5) Picnic Tables
if of tables at site
if of tables needing painting 
if of tables needing repair
if of tables needing replacement
6) Signs
if of signs on site _____
if of signs needing painting
if of signs needing replacement
if of new signs needed _____
7) Fire Grills
if of fire grills on site _____
if of fire grills needing repair
if of fire grills needing replacement
8) Latrines
if of single vault toilets on site
if of double vault toilets on site
if needing repair _____  describe:
if needing painting _____
if of flush toilet buildings on site: ___
if of toilets each _____
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of urinals each _____
of toilets needing repair ____
of toilets needing replacement 
of urinals needing repair ____
of urinals needing replacement 
of sinks
of sinks needing repair _____
9) Boat ramp
_____  Boat ramp on site
Boat ramp needs repair 
Describe:
10) Boat dock
_____  permanent boat dock on site
_____  Boat dock needs repair
Describe :
II) Water faucets
/A of water faucets on site
// of water faucets needing repair 
# of water faucets needing replacement
12) Water pumps 
/A on site
# needing repair
/A needing replacement
13) Water line Type: _____  Pvc   Metal   Other
/A of feet of line in park _____
—Il6-
Repairs needed:
14) Electrical system 
Describe:
Repairs needed
15) Sewer system 
Describe :
Repairs needed:
16) Storage buildings 
# on site _____
Repairs needed:
17) Park gate: yes  no  metal  wood
Needs repair; ________________________________________
18) Fencing:  barb wire _____ chain link  rail
_____  number feet of fencing
19) Garbage
# of garbage dumpsters on site
if of garbage dumpsters needing repair _____
if of garbage dumpsters needing replacement __
if of garbage cans on site _____
if of garbage cans on site needing replacement
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20) Interpretive area 
Describe :
Repairs or maintenance needed
21) Caretaker pad 
Describe :
Repairs or maintenance needed
22) Trail
Describe :
Repairs or maintenance needed
23) Other
Describe
507/6.2
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: ' : 1 rAz:i:T' elfxl ':
Lorir_or*_________________________________________
j. . WrjLit S r J - , is closest, to your facility?________________
1. h’r.at is the distance from this
"Fu:. to your Irty? (miles)__________ ___
j . V.'nit I V  your ri._son? ( o o t t s )  _____ ________
4 . Vw iO t 1 r the V.. j ij 9 e j c- n u t r.
ci r t ay o :  r. , .t^rs?
Î. VÙ.L t ÛCCS : her .■'uciiity ;.j-c.viûc?
~C'Oc_____ C. t>cc-rjc-s _   : ' t : e
LC'Ur.tjt _ _
___  " ott I &1 _
r-cts Allcv/od_____  Ltu.-ihry
Boat n & m p _____  Eoacf. _  ,
Boat Doc):_____  Propane
Dump Station__ ;___  Overnight Boat .‘■’joor.tng
C a bins_____  Electric Hoo);-ups ____
Trailer Cads ___  Campstove __
r->rr: at lor. o o m _____  Picnic T a b l e s  _
large grout use picnic shelter _____
Kanôicappc-c acccssibi 1 i tv vos no e:-;ola:n:
f. '.'ha .-.ot i\'i r les ho people do at this facility?
£w_n.  ___ Fish   
hater S ' r . x _____  O t h e r _____
B o a t _____
OBC ] Ci:;-.D:
7. Is this facility often full during ....
Week days _____ yes no
Weekends _____  yes   no
8. Do you often turn people away because you are full?
- yes _____  no
9. Do you have plans to expand the facility in the next few 
y e a r s ? _____y e s ________no
10. What do you charge for ....
Primitive campino? __________
Electrical hook-up?__________
Dump station use? __________
11. Would you lif.t a y oi the rc-sulir ; ■ m i s  ?i..-\ry whw-r.
completed next f a l l ? _____ yes ______  no
If yes, write name and address:
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FLATHEAD LAKE RECREATION SURVEY
Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions and return this 
survey to the park attendant. Your response will help the Montana Department 
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks improve the quality of services provided to you 
at this State Park System Site.
1. Please indicate the number and ages of the people in your party 
visiting the park today:
£  Ages 2  Ages Ages
  0-18   26-35_________ ___ 66-55
  19-25   36-45_________ ___ 56-65
  65 Plus
2. How long will you spend at this recreation site?
under one hour four hours to one day
one to four hours longer than one day
How many nights?
3. How many days this year do you expect to spend on recreation outings 
similar to this one?
4. Please check every activity you have (or will have) participated in 
during this visit to this area.
Fishing Pleasure walking
_A11 terrain vehicle driving Camping
^Motorcycling Swimming
^Bicycling Water skiing
_Visiting historical features Nature study
^Horseback riding Socializing
^Picnicking  Reading
_Mocorboatlng Sunbathing
jSailboating _^__^Birdwatching
jCanoaing/Kayaking Football
JWindsurfing Baseball
^Relaxing Scenic Viewing
Lawn games Archery
.Jogging Other:
Photography _ _ _ _ _ _
5. Please circle any activity above you have Just begun participating in 
during the last 12 months.
6. Please underline the primary reason (activity) listed in Question 4 
that you came to this site for.
7. What activities outside the SRA will you or your group participate in 
during your visit/
visiting other scenic/historic attractions....... $
shopping In local community....................$
 _theater in local community....................... $ . . .
dining in local community........................ $
laundry............................................ Î________________
tour boat.......................................... $
golf.......................................... S
visiting local family or friends.................$
_____ other, please list:  $
  $____________
8. Next to the activities listed in Question 7, please indicate how much your 
party spends per day on that activity (do not include fuel costs).
9. How did you first find out about this SRA?
 jdon't remember  friends told us
travel advertising discovered it while traveling on this route
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Page 2
10. Which one oucdoor recreation activity do you feel is in the greatest 
need of additional facilities or opportunities for your enjoyment at 
this site?
11. Please rate the adequacy of every facility listed below (circle one 
number per item).
OtherPoor Too Too Poor NotFacility Adequate Design Few Small Maintenance Applicable
Roads 1 2 3 4 5 6Parking 1 2 3 4 5 6Trails 1 2 3 4 5 6Signs & Infor­
mation 1 2 3 4 5 6Interpretive
Displays 1 2 3 4 5 6
Rest Rooms 1 2 3 4 5 6Water Supply 1 2 3 4 5 6Picnic Area 1 2 3 4 5 6Picnic Tables 1' 2 3 4 5 6
Picnic Shelters 1 2 3 4 5 6
Campground 1 2 3 4 5 6
Beach 1 2 3 4 5 6Boat Ramp 1 2 3 4 5 6
Boat Dock I 2 3 4 5 6
12. If additional funds became available for the Park System, do you feel 
these funds should be used for (circle one number):
1. Purchasing additional park sites
2. Improving the maintenance and development at existing sites
13. If park operation budgets are reduced, please check which services 
you would not miss:
_resident attendant 
_paper towels
_toilet paper
trash cans at each site instead of centralized collection point 
flood lights on at night in campground 
flush toilets (replace with pit toilets)
14. Please check what development you would prefer at this site?
j>aved access road 
jgraveled access road 
_iirt access road 
^individual camping spots 
unrestricted camping 
_boa t ramp 
boat dock
no latrine 
vault latrine 
_flush toilets 
drinking water 
^interpretive signs 
_eiectricai hook-ups 
dump station
15. What is your age?_
16. What is your sex?_
17. Where do you normally live?
Country State uounty
18. Do you hold a Montana Conservation License?
 Yes  No
19. Do you have any additional comments or suggestions on how to improve 
the management of this area? Any general comments?
Please return to the park attendant. Thanks again and enjoy your visit!
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RESULTS
Pilot
FLATHEAD LAKE RECREATION SURVEY
Total questionnaires returned * 22
Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions and return this 
survey to the park attendant. Your response will help the Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks improve the quality of services provided to you at this 
State Park System Site.
1. Please Indicate the number and ages of the people in your party visiting 
the park today:
Z response to question = 100 
total number of people listed * 75
Number
24
5
13
Percent
75
6
17
14
0—18
19-25
26-35
36—45
Number
9
5
8
Percent
12
6
10
Ages 
46-55 
56—65 
65 plus
2. How long will you spend at this recreation site?
Z response to question » 100 
Percent Respondents Time
under one hour 
one to four hours 
four hours to one day
longer than one day. How many nights?
3.
40
9
9
5
18
5
one night 
two nights 
three nights 
four nights 
five nights 
six nights 
seven nights 
more than seven
How many days this year do you expect to spend 
similar to this one? _____
Z response to question »
on
nights 
recreation outings
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Number of Days 
less chan 5 days 
6—10 days 
11-20 days 
21-30 days 
31-40 days 
41—50 days 
51—60 days 
more Chan 61 days
Percenrr^espondencs
0
5
54
13
9
9
5
5
4. , Please check every activicy you have (or will have) parclclpaced in during 
chls vlsic CO chis area.
% r e s p o n s e  Co q u e s C io n  *
icipated Activity % Participated Activity
50 Wishing 68 Pleasure walking
All terrain vehicle driving 95 Camping
5 Motorcycling 63 Swimming
Bicycling 36 Water skiing
9 Visiting Historical Features 22 Nature study
Horseback riding 50 Socializing
50 Picnicking 40 Reading
45 Motorboating 68 Sunbathing
Sailboating 22 Birdwatching
9 Canoeing/Kayaking Football
Windsurfing Baseball
95 Relaxing 54 Scenic Viewing
5 Lawn games Archery
5 Jogging Other:
45 Photography
5. Please circle any accivicy above you have jusc 
during che lasc 12 monchs.
% r e s p o n s e  Co q u e s C io n  “ 22
begun participating in
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Activity
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Visiting Historical Features
Horseback riding
Picnicking
Motorboating
Sailboating
Canoeing/Kayaking
Windsurfing
Relaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
Questionnaires
9
Activity
Pleasure walking
Camping
Swimming
Water skiing
Nature study
Socializing
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdwatching
Football
Baseball
Scenic Viewing
Archery
Other;
% Questionnaires
6. Please underline the primary reason (activity) listed In question 4 that 
you came to this site for.
% response to question 86
Reason
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Visiting Historical Features
Horseback riding
Picnicking
Motorboating
Sailboating
CanoeIng/Kayaking
Windsurfing
Relaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
Z Respondents 
21
10
21
Reason
Pleasure walking
Camping
Swimming
Waterskiing
Mature study
Socializing
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdwatching
Football
Baseball
Scenic Viewing
Archery
Other:
% Respondents
36
36
5
7. What activities outside the SRA will you or your group participate In 
during your visit?
% response to question * 81
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z Respondents Activityvisiting other scenic/historic attractions 77 shopping In local communitytheater In local community 27 dining in local community27 laundry5 tour boat5 golf33 visiting local family or friends10 other, please list:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
8. Please estimate how much your party spends per day on activities outside 
the SRA:
% response to question « 100
Z Respondents Amount
31 0-$10
36 $ll-$25
31 $26-$50
5 $50 plus
9. How did you first find out about this SRA?
Z response to question - 113
Z Respondents How
4 don't remember
8 travel advertising
40 friends told us
48 discovered it while traveling on this route
4 live in area
10. Which one outdoor recreation activity do you feel is In the greatest need 
of additional facilities or opportunities for your enjoyment at this site?
% response to question » 72
Responses // of Responses % Respondents
camping 7 43
boating 3 18
showers 3 18
larger swim area 2 12
playground 2 12
fishing 2 12
hygiene 1 ^
diving board 
fire ring
1 6 
1 6
11. Please rate the adequacy of every facility listed below (circle one number
«% a  ̂  À 4* ^per item).
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% response to question 95
Facility
Z Response 
to Facility % Response to Rating 
Poor Too Too Poor Not Other
Adequate Design Few Small Maintenance Applicable ListRoads 
Parking 
Trails 
Signs &
Information 
Interpretive 
Displays 
Rest Rooms 
Water Supply 
Picnic Area 
Picnic Tables 
Picnic Shelters 
Campground 
Beach 
Boat Ramp 
Boat Dock
12. If additional funds became available for the Park System, do you feel these 
funds should be used for (circle one number):
Z response to question »
Funding Use 
Purchasing new land
Improving the maintenance and development at existing sites
Z Respondents
13. If park operation budgets are reduced, please check which services you 
would not miss:
Z response to question
Z Questionnaires 
Not Missing ServiceService __________________
resident attendant 
paper towels 
toilet paper 
water
trash cans at each site instead of centralized 
collection point 
flood lights on at night in campground
flush toilets (replace with pit toilets)
14. Please check what level of development you would prefer at this site?
% response to question =
- 1 26-
% RespondentsLevel
Primitive - dirt access road and sign, 
unrestricted picnicking and camping.
Convenient - traffic confined to dirt access 
roads and parking areas, vault latrines, 
picnic tables, fireplaces, boat ramp.
Comfortable — graveled or paved access road 
and parking , flush toilets, drinking water, 
landscaped picnic or camping areas, boat ramp 
and/or dock, interpretive signs.
Some respondents checked more than one item.
15. Please circle how you would rate your overall satisfaction with this site, 
considering sice maintenance, law enforcement, park rules and any other 
aspect of the site.
Z response to question
Satisfaction
Highly Satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
16. What is your age?
Z Respondents
Z response to question
Age
less chan 26 
26-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
more than 70
17. What is your sex?
Z Respondents
Z response to question
Sex
Male
Female
18. Where do you normally live?
Country State
Z Respondent
County
Z response to question
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Country Z Respondents State % Respondents Montana County Z Respondents
19. Do you hold a Montana Conservation License?
Z response to question ■
Have License Z Respondents
Yes 
No
20. Do you have any additional comments or suggestions on how to improve the 
management of this area? Any general comments?
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please return to the park attendant. Thanks again and enjoy your visit! 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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RESULTS
Wayfarers SRA
FLATHEAD LAKE RECREATION SURVEY
Total questionnaires returned - 34
Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions and return this 
survey to the park attendant. Your response will help the Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks improve the quality of services provided to you at this 
State Park System Site.
I. Please indicate the number and ages of the people in your party visiting 
the park today:
Z response to question = 
total number of people listed »
Number Percent Ages Number Percent Ages
26 0-18 13 46-55
2 19-25 10 56-65
2. How long will you spend at this recreation site?
Z response to question = 100
Percent Respondents Time
0 under one hour
0 one to four hours
0 four hours to one day
23 longer than one day. How many nights?
one night
9 two nights
6 three nights
18 four nights
6 five nights
35 six nights
3 seven nights
more than seven nights
3. How many days this year do you expect to spend on recreation outings 
similar to this one? _____
% response to question * 100
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Number of Days Percent Respondents
less than 5 days 9
6-10 days 15
11—20 days 26
21-30 days 15
31-40 days 15
41—50 days 9
51-60 days 9
more than 61 days 2
4. Please check every activity you have (or will have) participated in during
this visit to this area.
Z response to,question ■ 100
% Participated Activity % Participated Activity
68 Fishing 85 Pleasure walking
All terrain vehicle driving 91 Camping
12 Motorcycling 68 Swimming
12 Bicycling 18 Water skiing
32 Visiting Historical Features 18 Nature study
Horseback riding 65 Socializing
71 Picnicking 65 Reading
50 Motorboating 59 Sunbathing
3 Sailboating 15 Birdwatching
6 Canoeing/Kayaking 3 Football
9 Windsurfing 3 Baseball
88 Relaxing 62 Scenic Viewing
24 Lawn games 3 Archery
6 Jogging 3 Other: Cherry
47 Photography Picking
5. Please circle any activity above you have just begun participating in
during the last 12 months.
Z response to question - 53
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Activity
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Visiting Historical Features
Horseback riding
Picnicking
Motorboating
Sailboating
CanoeIng/Kayaking
Windsurfing
Relaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
Questionnaires
11
6
6
6
11
6
11
11
11
Activity
Pleasure walking
Camping
Swimming
Water skiing
Nature study
Socializing
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdwatching
Football
Baseball
Scenic Viewing
Archery
Other:
Z Questionnaires
11
6. Please underline che primary reason (activity) listed In question 4 that 
you came to this site for.
Z response to question * 79
Reason
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Visiting Historical Features
Horseback riding
Picnicking
Motorboating
Sailboating
Canoelng/Kayaklng
WindsurfIng
Relaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
Z Respondents 
30
15
4
4
34
Reason
Pleasure walking
Camping
Swimming
Waterskiing
Nature study
Socializing
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdwatching
Football
Baseball
Scenic Viewing
Archery
Other:
Z Respondents 
30 
4 
7
7. What activities outside the SRA will you or your group participate In 
during your visit?
8. Next to the activities listed in Question 7, please Indicate how much your 
party spends per day on that activity (do not Inlcude fuel costs).
Z response to activities * 100 
Z response to amount spent * 97
Activity
Z Respondents Amount
Participating Spent
Z Respondents Average Amount 
Spent Amount Respondents Spent
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Visiting Other 53 less than $10.99 12
Scenic/Historic $11-25 3
Attractions $26-50 6
$51-100 3
more than $100.01 0
Shopping in 100 less than $10.99 9Local Community $11-25 27
$26-50 15
$51-100 12
more than $100.01 15
Theater in 29 less than $10.99 3
Local Community $11-25 24
$26-50 6
$51-100
more than $100.01
Dining in Local 26 less than $10.99 15
Community $11-25 27
$26-50 24
$51-100 3
more than $100.01
Laundry 47 less than $5.00 27
$5.01-10 3
more than $10.01 3
Tour Boat 9 $15.00 6
more than $15.01
Golf 21 less than $10.00 3
$10.01-25 15
more than $25.01
Visiting Family 32 less than $15.01
or Friends more than $15.00
Other:
Hiking
Camping
Cherry Picking 15
Waterslides 3
Fishing
Fiddle Contest 12
Haircut 3
9. How did you first find out about this SRA?
z response co question
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100
% Respondents 
9 
6 
58 
33
Hov
don't remember 
travel advertising 
friends told us
discovered it while traveling on this route 
live in area
10. Which one outdoor recreation activity do you feel is in the greatest need 
of additional facilities or opportunities for your enjoyment at this site?
Responses 
Pick-up Driftwood 
Dock by Boat 
Launch 
Fishing 
Swimming 
Parking 
Camping
Sand Beach Area 
Fix Roads 
Boating
% response to question * 59
# of Responses 
1 
2
% Respondents 
5 
• ̂ 0
10
5
5
45
5
5
5
11. Please rate the adequacy of every facility listed below (circle one number 
per item).
X response to question “ 91
Facility
Roads 
Parking 
Trails 
Signs &
Information 
Interpretive 
Displays 
Rest Rooms 
Water Supply 
Picnic Area 
Picnic Tables 
Picnic Shelters 
Campground 
Beach 
Boat Ramp 
Boat Dock
X Response 
to Facility
91
88
71
7b
53
85
91
91
85
65
88
74
76
71
X Response to Rating 
Poor Too Too Poor Not Other
Adequate Design Few Small Maintenance Applicable List
84 
70 
83
85
33
85
77
81
90
23
60
72
92
83
b
23
4
4
11
7
19
6
3 
32 
17
4 
4 
4
13
39
27
4
4
23
34
8
12. If additional funds became available for the Park System, do you feel these 
funds should be used for (circle one number):
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z response to question * 100
Funding Use Z Respondents
Purchasing new land 38
Improving Che maintenance and development at existing sites 67
13. If park operation budgets are reduced, please check which services you 
would not miss:
Z response to question - 79
Z Questionnaires
Service Not Missing Service
resident attendant 3
paper towels 32
trash cans at each site Instead of centralized 35
collection point
flood lights on at night in campground 53
flush toilets (replace with pit toilets) 15
toilet paper 9
water 0
14. Please check what level of development you would prefer at this site?
% response to question = 82
Level Z Respondents
paved access road 14
graveled access road 
dirt access road
Individual camping spots 36
unrestricted camping 4
boat ramp 4
boat dock 11
no latrine 
vault latrine
flush toilets 16
drlngklng water 14
Interpretive signs 7
electrical hook-ups 30
dump station 4
Some respondents checked more than one Item.
15. What Is your age? _______
Z response to question - 82
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Age
less than 26 
26—30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61—70 
more than 70
16. What is your sex?
Sex
Male
Female
X response to question 82
17. Where do you normally live?
Country State
X response to question - 79
Country X Respondents State X Respondents Montana CountyU.S. 87 MT 63 CascadeCanada 9 lA 8 Choteau
England 4 AZ 4 Flathead
CA 4 Liberty
ID 4 Missoula
NV 8 Park
WA 8 Ravalli
X Respondents 
0 
7 
7 
17 
17 
31 
21
X Respondent 
31 
69
County
X Respondents 
7 
25 
33 
7 
14 
7 
7
18. Do you hold a Montana Conservation License?
X response to question
Have License 
Yes 
No
94
X Respondents
50
50
19. Do you have any additional comments or suggestions on hov to improve the 
management of this area? Any general comments?
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
Please return to the park attendant. Thanks again and enjoy your visit!
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RESITLTS
Yellow Bay SRA
FLATHEAD LAKE RECREATION SURVEY
Total questionnaires returned ■ 111
Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions and return this 
survey to the park attendant. Your response will help the Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks improve the quality of services provided to you at this 
State Park System Site.
I. Please indicate the number and ages of the people in your party visiting 
the park today:
% response to question » 100 
total number of people listed * 319
Number Percent
34
8
16
15
Ages
0-18
19-25
26-35
36—45
Number Percent
10
10
7
Ages 
46—55 
56-65 
65 plus
2. How long will you spend at this recreation site?
% response to question » 100
Percent Respondents 
2 
8 
16
4
17
16
14
9
6
6
8
5
Time
under one hour 
one to four hours 
four hours to one day
longer than one day. How many nights?
one night 
two nights 
three nights 
four nights 
five nights 
six nights 
seven nights
more than seven nights
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3. How many days this year do you expect to spend on recreation outings
similar to this one?
X response to question » 76
Number of Days Percent Respondents
less than 5 days 16
6-10 days 15
11—20 days 23
21—30 days 28
31—40 days 5
41-50 days 3
51-60 days 2
more than 61 days 5
4. Please check every activity you have (or will have) participated In during
this visit to this area.
% response to question -
% Participated Activity Z Participated Activity
49 Fishing 78 Pleasure walking
less than 1 All terrain vehicle driving 81 Camping
less than 1 Motorcycling 91 Swimming
6 Bicycling 21 Water skiing
32 Visiting Historical Features 23 Nature study
less than 1 Horseback riding 57 Socializing
3 Picnicking 61 Reading
29 Motorboating 52 Sunbathing
5 Sailboating 27 Birdwatching
11 Canoeing/Kayaking 3 Football
2 Windsurfing 2 Baseball
85 Relaxing 59 Scenic Viewing
9 Lawn games Archery
16 Jogging Ocher:
55 Photography
5. Please circle any activity above you have just begun participating In
during the last 12 months.
z response to question 19
Activity
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Visiting Historical Features
Horseback riding
Picnicking
Motorboating
Sailboating
Canoeing/Kayaking
% Questionnaires 
less than I 
less than I
less than I
2
2
less than 1
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Actlvlty % Questionnaires
Pleasure walking less than 1
Camping 2
Swimming less than 1
Water skiing
Nature study
Socializing
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdwatching 2
Football
Windsurfing less than 1 BaseballRelaxing 5 Scenic ViewingLawn games less than 1 Archery
Jogging less than 1 Other;Photography less than 1
6. Please underline the primary reason (activity) listed in question ^you came to this site for.
X response to question - 52
Reason X Respondents Reason X RespotFishing 8 Pleasure walking 3
All terrain vehicle driving Camping 17
Motorcycling Swimming 14
Bicycling - Waterskiing 7
Visiting Historical Features Nature study 3
Horseback riding Socializing 3
Picnicking 7 Reading 2
Motorboating • 3 Sunbathing 5
Sailboating Birdwatching
Canoeing/Rayaklng Football
Windsurfing Baseball
Relaxing Scenic Viewing 8
Lawn games Archery
Jogging Other:
Photography
7. What activities outside the SRA will you or your group participate In 
during your visit?
8. Next to the activities listed In Question 7. please Indicate how much your 
party spends per day on that activity (do not Inlcude fuel costs).
Z response to activities * 80 
% response to amount spent * 71
Activity
Visiting Other 
Scenic/Historic 
Attractions
Z Respondents 
Participating
59
Amount
Spent
less than $10.99 
$11-25 
$26-50 
$51-100 
more than $100.01
Z Respondents Average Amount 
Spent Amount Respondents Spent
14
10
9
4
3
Shopping in 
Local Community
74 less than $10.99 
$11-25 
$26-50 
$51-100 
more than $100.01
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9
23
10
4
11
Theater in 
Local Community
Dining in Local 
Community
10
Laundry
Tour Boat
Golf
Visiting Family 
or Friends
Other:
Hiking
Camping
Cherry Picking
Waterslides
Fishing
52
34
21
less than $10.99 
$11-25 
$26-50 
$51-100 
more than $100.01
less than $10.99 
$11-25 
$26-50 
$51-100 
more than $100.01
less than $5.00 
$5.01-10 
more than $10.01
$15.00 
more than $15.01
less than $10.00 
$10.01-25 
more than $25.01
less than $15.01 
more than $15.00
$11-50
2
13
20
6
24
1
3
3
3
1
4
3
1
4 $29.00
$39.00
9. Hov did you first find out about this SRA?
Z response to question * 86
Z Respondents 
5 
9 
23 
59
How
don't remember 
travel advertising 
friends told us
discovered it while traveling on this route 
live in area
10. Which one outdoor recreation activity do you feel is in the greatest need 
of additional facilities or opportunities for your enjoyment at this sice?
Responses
Additional
camping
Z response to question
# of Responses 
11
59
Z Respondents 
21
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Showers by the 8 15Lake
More sand 5 10Swimming 4 8Misc. Others 29 48
11. Please rate the adequacy of every facility listed below (circle one number 
per item).
% response to question
Facility
Z Response 
to Facilitv Z Response to Rating 
Poor Too Too Poor Not Ocher
Adequate Design Few Small Maintenance Applicable List
Roads 92 79 4 1 4 11 1
Parking 95 71 5 13 7 3
Trails 70 68 17 1 I 13
Signs & 85 84 6 8 1
Information
Interpretive 59 61 1 12 1 24
Displays
Rest Rooms 85 83 8 9 2 3 2
Water Supply 86 94 2 3
Picnic Area 85 94 1 3 I 1
Picnic Tables 87 97 2 1
Picnic Shelters 63 58 1 24 1 1 13
Campground 86 73 7 11 6 2
Beach 47 77 6 8 6 4
Boat Ramp 78 93 1 6
Boat Dock 79 89 3 2 5
12. If additional funds became available for the Park System, do you feel these 
funds should be used for (circle one number):
Z response to question 84
Funding Use 
Purchasing new land
Improving the maintenance and development at existing sites
% Respondents 
52 
48
13* Xf parle operation budgets are reduced, please check which services you 
would not miss:
% response to question 91
Service
resident attendant 
paper towels
trash cans at each site instead of centralized 
collection point 
flood lights on at night in campground 
flush toilets (replace with pit toilets) 
toilet paper 
water
% Questionnaires 
Not Missing Service 
8 
48 
51
53
36
14
1
14. Please check what level of development you would prefer at this site?
% response to question
Level
paved access road 
graveled access road 
dirt access road 
individual camping spots 
unrestricted camping 
boat ramp 
boat dock 
no latrine 
vault latrine 
flush toilets 
dringklng water 
Interpretive signs 
electrical hook-ups 
dump station
% Respondents 
16 
8
25
6
15
15
4
25
24
6
33
44
Some respondents checked more than one item,
15. What is your age?
Age 
less than 26 
26-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
more than 70
X response to question 92
% Respondents
19 
11 
18 
18
20 
12
3
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16. Whac is your sex?
X response to
Sex
Male
Female
17, Where do you normally live?
Countrv
question ■ 
State
X Respondent 
48 
52
County
% response to question « 81
% RespondentsU«w#A* 88 Ariz. 2 Cascade 12Canada 11 Calif. 10 Deer Lodge 2Germany I Colo. 1 Fallon 2Idaho 4 Flathead 4Mont. 55 Gallatin 2Iowa 1 Jefferson 2La. 1 Lake 8Miss. 1 Lewis & Clark 6N.Y. 1 Lincoln 2Utah 2 - Mineral 4
Vt. 1 Park 6Wash. 3 Phillips 2
Wyo. 3 Powell 2
Ravalli 4
Silverbow 12
Toole 4
Yellowstone 4
18. Do you hold a Montana Conservation License?
% response to question ■
Have License % Respondents
Yes 43
No 57
19. Do you have any additional comments or suggestions on how to improve the
management of this area? Any general comments?
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
P l e a s e  r e  c u m  t o  C h e  p a r k  a t t e n d a n t . T h a n k s  a g a i n  a n d  e n j o y  y o u r  v i s i t !  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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RESULTS
Finley Point
FLATHEAD LAKE RECREATION SURVEY
Total questionnaires returned • 45
Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions and return this 
survey to the park attendant. Your response will help the Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks improve the quality of services provided to you at this 
State Park System Site.
1. Please indicate the number and ages of the people in your party visiting 
the park today;
% response to question * LOG 
total number of people listed » 137
Number Percent
30
15
17
17
Ages0-18
19-25
26-35
36-45
Number Percent
13
4
4
Ages 
46—5 5 
56-65 
65 plus
2. How long will you spend at this recreation site?
% response to question » 95
Percent Respondents
43
18
14
7
2
16
41
Time
under one hour 
one to four hours 
four hours to one day
longer than one day. How many nights?
one night 
two nights 
three nights 
four nights 
five nights 
six nights 
seven nights
more than seven nights
3. How mâny days this yaar do you expect to spend on recreation outings 
similar to this one?
% response to question 82
Number of Days 
less chan 5 days 
6-10 days 
11-20 days 
21-30 days 
31—40 days 
41-50 days 
51-60 days 
more than 61 days
Percent Respondents 
16 
10 
28 
32 
8 
4 
1 
1
4. Please check every activity you have (or will have) participated in during 
this visit to this area.
% response to question »
Z Participated Activity Z Participated Activity
72 Fishing 77 Pleasure walking
2 All terrain vehicle driving 88 Camping
11 Motorcycling 91 Swimming
18 Bicycling 40 Water skiing
27 Visiting Historical Features 13 Nature study
Horseback riding 86 Socializing
66 Picnicking 56 Reading
70 Motorboating 75 Sunbathing
25 Sailboating 20 Birdwatching
9 Canoeing/Kayaking 7 Football
7 Windsurfing 4 Baseball
95 Relaxing 57 Scenic Viewing
34 Lawn games Archery
11 Jogging 2 Other: Horseriding
29 Photography 9 Horseshoes
4 Scuba
2 Berry Pick
5. Please circle any activity above you have just begun participating in
during the last 12 months.
% response to question • 22
Activity Z Questionnaires Activity Z Questionnaires
Fishing Pleasure walking
All terrain vehicle driving Camping 8
Motorcycling Swimming
Bicycling Water skiing 2
Visiting Historical Features Nature study
Horseback riding Socializing
Picnicking Reading
Motorboating 8 Sunbathing
— 1̂ 4A—
Sallboatlng
Canoeing/Kayaking
Windsurflag
Relaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
Assumes
Birdwatching 
Football 
Baseball 
Scenic Viewing 
Archery
Other: Fiddle Contest
not responding did not start anything
6. Please underline the primary reason (activity) listed In question 4 that 
you came to this site for.
Reason
% response to question — 80
Reason
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Visiting Historical Features
Horseback riding
Picnicking
Motorboating
Sallboatlng
Canoelng/Kayaklng
Windsurfing
Relaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
% Respondents 
14
30
3
22
3
16
Pleasure walking 
Camping 
Swimming 
Waterskllng 
Nature study 
Socializing 
Reading 
Sunbathing 
Birdwatching 
Football 
Baseball 
Scenic Viewing 
Archery
Other: Fiddle Contest
% Respondents 
3 
30 
5 
11
11
Some respondents had more than one answer
7.
8.
What activities outside the SRA will you or your group participate In 
during your visit?
Next to the activities listed In Question 7, please Indicate how much your 
party spends per day on that activity (do not Inlcude fuel costs).
% response to activities «
% response to amount spent •
Z Respondents Amount Z Respondents Average Amount
Activity Participating Spent Spent Amount Respondents Spent
Visiting Other 31 less than $10.99 3
Scenlc/Hlstorlc $11-25
Attractions $26-50 6
$51-100 X
more than $100.01 6
-1^5“
Shopping in 
Local Community
80 less than $10.99 
$11-25 
$26-50 
$51-100 
more than $100,01
11
30
8
14
27 X
Theater in 
Local Community
5 less than $10.99 
$11-25 
$26-50 
$51-100 
more than $100.01
6
Dining in Local 
Community
65 less than $10.99 
$11-25 
$26-50 
$51-100 
more than $100.01
14
25
19
8
8
X
Laundry 31 less than $5.00 
$5.01-10 
more than $10.01
28
3
8
X
Tour Boat 7 $15.00 
more than $15.01 5 X
Golf 10 less than $10.00 
$10.01-25 
more than $25.01 11 X
Visiting Family 
or Friends
36 less than $15.01 
more than $15.00
Other:
Hiking
Camping
Cherry Picking
Waterslides
Fishing
Fiddle Contest
5
10
$11-50
9. How did you first find out about this SRA?
z response to question - 100
Z Respondents 
7 
4 
69 
20
How
don ' t remember 
travel advertising 
friends told us
discovered it while traveling on this route 
live in area
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10. Which one outdoor recreation activity do you feel is in the greatest need 
of additional facilities or opportunities for your enjoyment at this site?
Responses
Boating
Beach
Camping
Swimming
Latrines
Sailboat Rental
Z response to question
# of Responses 
34 
2 
5 
2 
1 
I
91
Z Respondents 
83 
5 
12 
5 
2 
2
11. Please rate the adequacy of every facility listed below (circle one number 
per item).
Z response to question 100
Z Response
Facility to Facility Z Response to Rating
Poor Too Too Poor Not
Adequate Design Few Small Maintenance Applicable
Roads 100 82 2 9 7
Parking 91 71 7 19 2
Trails 77 57 20 23
Signs & 32 92 3 5
Information
Interpretive 64 58 3 38
Displays
Rest Rooms 100 51 13 22 13
Water Supply 86 94 10 2
Picnic Area 71 68 18 12
Picnic Tables 86 86 18 2
Picnic Shelters 64 31 24 44
Campground 77 68 57 11 14
Beach 86 71 13 13 2
Boat Ramp 86 74 5 10 13
Boat Dock 91 34 17 12 36
12. If additional funds became available for the Park System, do you feel
funds should be used for (circle one number):
Other
Z response to question 91
Funding Use 
Purchasing new land
Improving the maintenance and development at existing sites
Z Respondents
12
88
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13. If park operation budgets are reduced, please check which services you 
would not miss:
% response to question
Service
resident attendant 
paper towels
trash cans at each site instead of centralized 
collection point 
flood lights on at night in campground 
flush toilets (replace with pit toilets) 
toilet paper 
water
91
Z Questionnaires 
Not Missing Service
77
35
35
51
51
14. Please check what level of development you would prefer at this site?
Z response to question * 84
Level
paved access road 
graveled access road 
dirt access road 
individual camping spots 
unrestricted camping 
boat ramp 
boat dock 
no latrine 
vault latrine 
flush toilets 
dringklng water 
interpretive signs 
electrical hook-ups 
dump station
Some respondents checked more than one item,
15. What is your age?
% response to question * 91
Age
less than 26 
26-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
more than 70
Z Respondents 
7
17
2
26
60
33
11
22
44
Z Respondents 
14 
7 
28 
20 
10 
14 
7
- 1 ^ 8 -
16. What is your sex?
Z response to question 91
Sex
Male
Female
17. Where do you normally live?
Country State
Z response to question » 81
Z Respondent 
56 
44
County
Country Z Respondents 
U.S.A. 100
State Z Respondents Montana County Z RespondentsMont. 76 Flathead 4
Ariz. 10 Missoula 54
Colo. 7 Meagher 1
Calif. 7 Powell 1
Lake 4
Yellowstone 4
Mineral 7
Lincoln 1
18. Do you hold a Montana Conservation License?
Z response to question
Have License 
Yes 
No
93
% Respondents 
71 
29
19. Do you have any additional comments or suggestions on how to improve the 
management of this area? Any general comments?
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please return to the park attendant. Thanks again and enjoy your visit! 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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RESULTS
Elmo SRA
FLATHEAD LAKE RECREATION SURVEY
Total questionnaires returned - 9
Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions and return this 
survey to the park attendant. Your response will help the Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks Improve the quality of services provided to you at this 
State Park System Site.
1. Please indicate the number and ages of the people in your party visiting 
the park today:
% response to question - 
total number of people listed *
Number Percent Ages Number Percent Ages
11 0-18 6 46-55
6 19-25 44 *' 56-65
17 26-35 11 65 plus
6 36-45
2. How long will you spend at this recreation site?
Z response to question “ 100
Percent Respondents Time
under one hour 
one to four hours 
22 four hours to one day
11 longer than one day. How many nights? ____
11 one night
33 two nights
three nights 
four nights 
five nights 
11 six nights
seven nights
more chan seven nights
3. How many days this year do you expect to spend on recreation outings 
similar to this one? _____
% response to question *
Number of Days Percent Respondents
less than 5 days 
6-10 days 
11-20 days 
21-30 days
-1^0-
0
22
44
31-40 d a y s  
41-50 d a y s  
51-60 d a y s  
more Chan 61 d a y s
11
11
4. Please check every activity you have (or will have) participated in during 
this visit to this area.
% Participated 
55
11
22
33
55
22
88
11
14
Z response to question
Activity 
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving 
Motorcycling 
Bicycling
Vi&iting Historical Features 
Horseback riding 
Picnicking 
Motorboating 
Sailboating 
Canoeing/Kayaking 
Windsurfing 
Relaxing 
Lawn games 
Jogging 
Photography
100
% Participated 
100 
88 
66
22
55
66
33
44
88
Activity
Pleasure walking
Camping
Swimming
Water skiing
Nature study
Socializing
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdwatching
Football
Baseball
Scenic Viewing
Archery
Other:
5. Please circle any activity above you have just begun participating in 
during the last 12 months.
Z response to question 22
Activity
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Visiting Historical Features
Horseback riding
Picnicking
Motorboating
Sailboating
Canoeing/Kayaking
Windsurfing
Relaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
Z Q u e s t io n n a i r e s A c t i v i t y
Pleasure walking
Camping
Swimming
Water skiing
Nature study
Socializing
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdwatching
Football
Baseball
Scenic Viewing
Archery
Other:
Z Q u e s t io n n a i r e s
11
Assumes not
11
r e s p o n d in g did not start anything
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6. Please underline the primary reason (activity) listed in question A that 
you came to this site for.
% response to question 88
Reason
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Visiting Historical Features 
Horseback riding 
Picnicking .
Motorboating
Sailboating
Canoeing/Kayaking
Windsurfing
Relaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
% Respondents
L5
33
Reason
Pleasure walking
Camping
Swimming
Waterskiing
Nature study
Socializing
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdwatching
.Football
Baseball
Scenic Viewing
Archery
Other:
% Respondents 
15 
33
15
7. What activities outside the SRA will you or your group participate in 
during your visit?
8. Next to the activities listed in Question 7, please indicate how much your 
party spends per day on that activity (do not inlcude fuel costs).
% response to activities » 88 
% response to amount spent * 66
Activity
Visiting Other
Scenic/Historic
Attractions
% Respondents 
Participating
87
Amount
Spent
less than $10.99 
$11-25 
$26-50 
$51-100 
more than $100.01
% Respondents Average Amount 
Spent Amount Respondents Spent
12
Shopping in 
Local Community
87 less than $10.99 12
$11-25 33
$26-50 12
$51-100 
more than $100.01 12
Theater in 
Local Community
less than $10.99 
$11-25 
$26-50 
$51-100 
more than $100.01
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Dining In Local 
Community
Laundry
Tour Boat
Golf
Visiting Family 
or Friends
Other:
Hiking
Camping
Cherry Picking 
Waterslides 
Fishing 
Glacier NP
75
50
12
less than $10.99 
$11-25 
$26-50 
$51-100 
more than $100.01
less than $5.00 
$5.01-10 
more than $10.01
$15,00 
more than $15.01
less than $10.00 
$10.01-25 
more than $25.01
less than $15.01 
more than $15.00
$11-50
12
12
38
75
25
25
9. How did you first find out about this SRA?
% response to question " 87
Z Respondents
12
25
62
How
don’t remember 
travel advertising 
friends told us
discovered it while traveling on this route 
live in area
10. Which one outdoor recreation activity do you feel is in the greatest need 
of additional facilities or opportunities for your enjoyment at this site?
Responses 
Long dock 
Camping
Fishing from Shore 
More Greenery
Z response to question » 66
it of Responses 
3
Z Respondents 
50 
17 
17 
17
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11. Please rate the adequacy of every facility listed below (circle one numberper item).
Z responsei to question ■ 100
Z Response
Facility to Facility Z Response to Rating
Poor Too Too Poor Not Other
Adequate Design Few Small Maintenance Applicable List
Roads 78 57 14 29
Parking 66 100
Trails 44 75 25
Signs & 66 33 67
Information
Interpretive 55 20 80
Displays
Rest Rooms 78 100
Water Supply 67 100
Picnic Area 78 86 14
Picnic Tables 78 71 14 14
Picnic Shelters 33 33 33 33
Campground 56 100
Beach 56 80 20
Boat Ramp 66 83 17
Boat Dock 44 50 50
12. If additional funds became available for the Park System, do you feel these
funds should be used for (circle one number):
z response to question * 77
Funding Use % Respondents
Purchasing new land 0̂
Improving the maintenance and development at existing sites 60
13. If park operation budgets are reduced, please check which services you 
would not miss:
% response to question * 66
Z Questionnaires
Service Not Missing Service
resident attendant
paper towels 33
trash cans at each site Instead of centralized 
collection point
flood lights on at night In campground 55
flush toilets (replace with pit toilets) 33
toilet paper 
water
Please check whac level of developmenc you would prefer at this site?
% response to question « 77
Level
paved access road 
graveled access road 
dirt access road 
individual camping spots 
unrestricted camping 
boat ramp 
boat dock 
no latrine 
vault latrine 
flush toilets 
dringklng water 
interpretive signs 
electrical hook-ups 
dump station
Some respondents checked more than one item.
15. What is your age? ______
Z response to question « 77
Age
less than 26 
26-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
more than 70
16. What is your sex?
Z response to question 66
Sex
Male
Female
17. Where do you normally live? 
  Country State
Z response to question =* 81
Z Respondents 
28 
28
28
14
28
85
Z Respondents 
0 
14 
0 
14 
33 
14 
14
Z Respondent
57
43
County
Country
U.S.A.
Z Respondents 
100
State Z Respondents Montana County Z Respondents
Calif. 14 Missoula 14
Colo. 14 Yellowstone 14
Mo. 14
Texas 14
-153"
Wise. 14
Mont. 28
18. Do you hold a Montana Conservation License?
Z response to question ■ 77
Have License % Respondents
Yes 57
No 43
19. Do you have any additional comments or suggestions on how to improve the 
management of this area? Any general comments?
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please return to the park attendant. Thanks again and enjoy your visit! 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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RESULTS
West Shore SP
FLATHEAD LAKE RECREATION SURVEY
Total questionnaires returned * 23
Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions and return this 
survey to the park attendant. Your response will help the Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks improve the quality of services provided to you at this 
State Park System Site,
1. Please indicate the number and ages of the people in your party visiting 
the park today:
Z response to question * 100 
total number of people listed * 68
Number Percent Ages Number Percent Ages
34 0-18 7 , 46-55
9 19-25 7 56-65
19 26-35 9 65 plus
15 36-45
2. How long will you spend at this recreation site?
% response to question * 100
Percent Respondents Time
0 under one hour
4 one to four hours
30 four hours to one day
10 longer than one day. How many nights?
30 one night
22 two nights
three nights 
four nights 
five nights 
six nights
4 seven nights
more than seven nights
3. How many days this year do you expect to spend on recreation outings 
similar to this one? _____
% response to question * 87
Number of Days Percent Respondents
less than 5 days 
6-10 days 
11-20 days
21-30 days 3°
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31-40 days 
41-50 days 
51-60 days 
more than 61 days
4. Please check every activity you have (or will have) participated in during 
this visit to this area.
% Participated 
34
9
48
34
9
87
13
56
% response to question
Activity '
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Visiting Historical Features
Horseback riding
Picnicking
Motorboating
Sailboating
Canoeing/Kayaking
Windsurfing
Relaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
• 100
Participated
7 4
100
61
13
39
34
52
26
30
69
4
4
Activity
Pleasure walking
Camping
Swimming
Water skiing
Nature study
Socializing
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdwatching
Football
Baseball
Scenic Viewing
Archery
Other: Grizzly
Lake Cruise
5. Please circle any activity above you have just begun participating in 
during the last 12 months.
Z response to question - 13
Activity
Fishing
All terrain vehicle driving
Motorcycling
Bicycling
Visiting Historical Features
Horseback riding
Picnicking
Motorboating
Sailboating
Canoeing/Kayaking
Windsurfing
Relaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
Z Questionnaires 
4
Activity
Pleasure walking
Camping
Swimming
Water skiing
Nature study
Socializing
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdwatching
Football
Baseball
Scenic Viewing
Archery
Other:
Z Questionnaires
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6 . P le a s e  u n d e r lin e  th e  p rim a ry  reason ( a c t i v i t y )  l i s t e d  in  q u e s tio n  4 th a t  
you came to  t h is  s i t e  f o r .
Reason
Z response to  q u e s tio n  ■ 65 
Z Respondents Reason
F is h in g
A l l  t e r r a in  v e h ic le  d r iv in g
M o to rc y c lin g
B ic y c lin g
V is i t in g  H is t o r i c a l  F e a tu re s
H orseback r id in g
P ic n ic k in g
M o to rb o a tin g
S a ilb o a t in g
C an o ein g /K ayak in g
W in d s u rfin g
R e la x in g
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
20
P le a s u re  w a lk in g
Camping
Swimming
W a te rs k iin g
N a tu re  study
S o c ia l iz in g
Reading
Sunbath ing
B ird w a tc h in g
F o o tb a ll
B a s e b a ll
S cen ic  V iew in g
A rch ery
O th e r:
Z Respondents
60
7
7
7 . What a c t i v i t i e s  o u ts id e  th e  SRA w i l l  you o r  your group p a r t ic ip a t e  in  
d u rin g  your v is i t ?
8 . N ext to  th e  a c t i v i t i e s  l i s t e d  in  Q uestion  7, p le a s e  in d ic a te  how much your  
p a r ty  spends p e r day on th a t  a c t i v i t y  (do n o t in lc u d e  f u e l  c o s ts ) .
Z response to  a c t i v i t i e s *  100
Z response to  amount spen t *  70
% Respondents Amount Z Respondents Average Amount
A c t i v l t v P a r t ic ip a t in g Spent Spent Amount ResDondents Spent
V is i t in g  O th e r 56 le s s th an  $ 1 0 .9 9 4
S c e n ic /H is to r ic $ 1 1 -25 4 X
A t t r a c t io n s $ 2 6 -5 0
$ 5 1 -100
more than  $100 .0 1
Shopping in 69 le s s th an  $ 1 0 .9 9 8
L o c a l Community $11 -25 4
$ 2 6 -5 0 12 X
$ 51-100
more than $100 .0 1 4
T h e a te r  in 4 le s s than  $ 1 0 .9 9 X
L o c a l Community $11 -25
$ 2 6 -5 0
$51 -100
more than  $100 .01
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D in in g  in  L o c a l 52
Community
Laundry 34
Tour Boat 21
G o lf  12
V is i t in g  F a m ily  4
o r  F r ie n d s
O th e r:
M e d ic a l A ppointm ent 4 
H ik in g
Camping 4
C h e rry  P ic k in g  
W a te rs lid e s  
F is h in g
Photography 4
le s s  th an  $ 1 0 .9 9  
$11-25  
$2 6 -5 0  
$51-100  
more th an  $100 ,01
le s s  than  $ 5 .0 0  
$ 5 ,0 1 -1 0  
more th an  $10 .0 1
$ 1 5 .0 0  
more th an  $15 .0 1
le s s  th an  $ 1 0 .0 0  
$ 1 0 .0 1 -2 5  
more than  $25 .01
le s s  th an  $15 .01  
more than  $ 1 5 .0 0
$1 1 -5 0
12
8
Z
X
9 . How d id  you f i r s t  f in d  o u t about t h is  SRA?
Z response to  q u e s tio n  *  100
Z Respondents 
4 
4 
16 
76
How
d o n 't  remember 
t r a v e l  a d v e r t is in g  
f r ie n d s  to ld  us
d is c o v e re d  I t  w h ile  t r a v e l in g  on t h is  ro u te  
l i v e  In  a re a
10. W hich one o u td o o r r e c r e a t io n  a c t i v i t y  do you f e e l  is  In  th e  g re a te s t  need  
o f  a d d i t io n a l  f a c i l i t i e s  o r  o p p o r tu n it ie s  f o r  yo u r enjoym ent a t  t h is  s ite ?
Responses
R e p a ir  Boat Launch  
Im prove Beach  
Good W ater in  Camp 
F lu sh  T o i le t s  
Lake F ro n ta g e  
Wood
Z response to  q u e s tio n  ■ 34
# o f  Responses 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1
Z Respondents  
12 
12 
12 
26 
26 
12
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11. P le a s e  r a t e  th e  adequacy o f  e v e ry  f a c i l i t y  l i s t e d  below  ( c i r c l e  one number 
p e r i t e m ) .
% response to  q u e s tio n  ■ 100
% Response
% Response to  R a tin g
O th er
F a c i l i t y  to F a c i l i t y
Poor Too Too Poor Not
Roads
Adequate D esign  Few S m all M ain tenance A p p lic a b le  
100 82 4 4 8
P a rk in g 91 71 5 24
T r a i l s 74 53 35 12
Signs & 83 74 5 29
In fo rm a tio n
In t e r p r e t iv e 61 43 21 36
D is p la y s
R est Rooms 83 58 26 10 5
W ater S upp ly 74 59 6 29 6
P ic n ic  A rea 69 87 12
P ic n ic  T a b le s 74 88 12
P ic n ic  S h e lte rs 43 20 10 70
Campground 78 66 6 22 6
Beach 65 60 20 7 13
Boat Ramp 47 72 18 9
Boat Dock 52 75 17 8
12. I f  a d d i t io n a l  funds became a v a i la b le  f o r  th e  P ark  System , do you f e e l
funds shou ld  be used f o r ( c i r c l e  one num ber):
% response to  q u e s tio n  *  91
Funding Use % Respondents
P urchas ing  new la n d  43
Im p ro v in g  th e  m ain tenance and developm ent a t  e x is t in g  s i t e s  57
13. I f  p a rk  o p e ra t io n  budgets  a re  re d u c e d , p le a s e  check w hich s e rv ic e s  you 
w ould n o t m iss:
Z response to  q u e s tio n  “  78
Z Q u e s tio n n a ire s
S e rv ic e  Not M is s in g  S e rv ic e
r e s id e n t  a t te n d a n t  ^
p ap er to w e ls
tra s h  cans a t  each s i t e  in s te a d  o f  c e n t r a l iz e d  40
c o l le c t io n  p o in t
f lo o d  l ig h t s  on a t  n ig h t  in  campground 43
f lu s h  t o i l e t s  ( re p la c e  w ith  p i t  t o i l e t s )  40
t o i l e t  p ap er
w a te r  ^
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14 . P le a s e  check what l e v e l  o f  developm ent you would p r e fe r  a t  t h is  s ite ?
% response to  q u e s tio n  •  86
L e v e l
paved access road  
g ra v e le d  access road  
d i r t  access road  
In d iv id u a l  camping spots  
u n r e s t r ic te d  camping 
b o a t ramp 
b o at dock  
no l a t r i n e  
v a u l t  l a t r i n e  
f lu s h  t o i l e t s  
d r in g k ln g  w a te r  
i n t e r p r e t iv e  s ig n s  
e l e c t r i c a l  hook-ups  
dump s t a t io n
Some respondents  checked more th a n  one Ite m .
15. What Is  yo u r age? _ _ _
Z response to  q u e s tio n  •  121
Age 
le s s  th a n  26 
26—30 
3 1 -4 0  
4 1 -5 0  
5 1 -6 0  
6 1 -7 0  
more th a n  70
16 . What Is  yo u r sex? __________
Z response to  q u e s tio n  •  121
Sex
M ale
Fem ale
17. Where do you n o rm a lly  l iv e ?  
_______________  C ountry S ta te
Z response to  q u e s tio n
Z Respondents  
5
15
45
15
45
50
Z Respondents  
9
13
34
6
18
18
3
Z Respondent
75
25
County
C ountry I  Resnondents S ta te I  Respondents Montana County % Respondents
U .S .A . 91 M ont, 34 G a l la t in 37
Canada 9 C a l i f . 9 F la th e a d 50
C o lo . 4 Lew is  & C la rk 13
NM 9
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Tenn . 4
Texas 4
Wash. 9
W ise . 9
B .C . 9
18. Do you h o ld  a M ontana C o n s e rv a tio n  L icense?
% response to  q u e s tio n  ■ 97
Have L ic e n s e  % Respondents
Yes 27
No 73
19 . Do you have any a d d i t io n a l  comments o r su g g estio n s  on how to  im prove th e  
management o f  t h is  area?  Any g e n e ra l comments?
P le a s e  r e tu r n  to  th e  p a rk  a t te n d a n t .  Thanks a g a in  and e n jo y  yo u r v i s i t !
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46-55
56-65
65 plus
RESULTS
Somers SRA
FLATHEAD LAKE RECREATION SURVEY
T o ta l q u es tio n n a ires  retu rned  ■ 18
P lease take  a few m inutes to  answer the fo llo w in g  questions and re tu rn  th is  
survey to  the park a tte n d a n t. Your response w i l l  he lp  the Montana Department o f  
F is h , W i ld l i f e  and Parks Improve the q u a lity  o f serv ices  provided to  you a t th is  
S ta te  Park System S ite .
1. P lease In d ic a te  the number and ages o f the people In  your p a r ty  v is i t in g  
the park today:
. % response to  question  « LOG 
t o t a l  number o f people l is te d  » 41
Number Percent Ages Number Percent
43 0 -18  10
4 19-25 15
10 26-35 10
8 36-45
2 . How long w i l l  you spend a t  th is  re c re a tio n  s ite ?
Z response to  question  ■ 100
P ercent Respondents Time
22 under one hour
45 one to  fo u r hours
22 fo u r hours to  one day
11 longer than one day. How many n ights?  _ _ _ _
one n ig h t  
two n ig h ts  
th re e  n ig h ts  
fo u r n ig h ts  
f iv e  n ig h ts  
s ix  n ig h ts  
seven n ig h ts
more than seven n ig h ts
3 . How many days th is  year do you expect to  spend on re c re a tio n  outings  
s im ila r  to  th is  one? _ _ _ _ _
% response to  question  “ 77
Number o f  Days Percent Reapondenta
le s s  than 5 days 21
6-10  days
11-20 days 
21-30 days 7
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31—40 days 
41-50  days 
51-60  days 
mors than  61 days
4 . P lease check every a c t iv i t y  you have (o r w i l l  have) p a r t ic ip a te d  in  during  
th is  v i s i t  to  th is  a re a .
% response to  question  •  100
X P a r t ic ip a te d  
38 
11 
5
33
77
27
11
11
7
61
7
33
A c t iv i t y
F is h in g
A l l  t e r r a in  v e h ic le  d r iv in g
M o to rcyc lin g
B ic y c lin g
V is i t in g  H is to r ic a l  Features
Horseback r id in g
P ic n ic k in g
M otorboating
S a ilb o a tin g
Canoeing/Kayaking
W indsurfing
R elax ing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
X P a r t ic ip a te d  
50 
27 
55 
17 
7
33
38
27
11
33
A c t iv i ty
P leasure  w alk ing
Camping
Swimming
Water s k iin g
N atu re  study
S o c ia liz in g
Reading
Sunbathing
B irdw atching
F o o tb a ll
B aseb a ll
Scenic Viewing
Archery
O ther:
S i t t in g
5 . P lease c i r c le  any a c t iv i t y  above you have Just begun p a r t ic ip a t in g  in  
d u rin g  the  la s t  12 months.
X response to  question  •  27
A c t iv i t y
F ish in g
A l l  t e r r a in  v e h ic le  d r iv in g
M o to rcyc lin g
B ic y c lin g
V is i t in g  H is to r ic a l  Features
Horseback r id in g
P ic n ic k in g
M otorboating
S a ilb o a tin g
Canoeing/Kayaking
W indsurfing
R elaxing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
X Q uestionnaires  
5
A c t iv i t y  % Q uestionnaires
P leasure  w alking
Camping
Swimming
W ater s k iin g
N ature study
S o c ia liz in g
Reading
Sunbathing
Birdw atching
F o o tb a ll
B aseb a ll
Scenic V iew ing
A rchery
O ther: ___________ _
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6. Please u n d e rlin e  the p rim ary  reason ( a c t iv i t y )  l is te d  in  question  4 th a t  
you came to  th is  s i t e  f o r .
X response to  question -  100
Reason
F ish in g
A l l  t e r r a in  v e h ic le  d r iv in g
M o to rcyc lin g
B ic y c lin g
V is i t in g  H is to r ic a l  Features
Horseback r id in g
P ic n ic k in g
M otorboating
S a ilb o a tin g
Canoeing/Kayaking
W indsurfing
R elax ing
Lawn games
Jogging
Photography
Z Respondents 
16
Reason Z Respondents
16
16
10
Pleasure w alking
Camping
Swimming 38
W aterskiing 5
N ature study
S o c ia liz in g 5
Reading 5
Sunbathing 10
B irdw atching
F o o tb a ll
B aseball
Scenic Viewing 5
Archery
O ther:
7 . What a c t iv i t i e s  o u ts id e  the SRA w i l l  you o r your group p a r t ic ip a te  in  
d u rin g  your v is i t ?
8 . Next to  the a c t iv i t i e s  l is t e d  in  (Question 7 , p lease in d ic a te  how much your 
p a rty  spends per day on th a t a c t iv i t y  (do not in lcu d e  fu e l  c o s ts ) .
Z response to  a c t iv i t ie s  ■ 100 
Z response to  amount spent ■ 0
A c t iv i t y
V is i t in g  O ther 
S c e n ic /H is to r ic  
A ttra c t io n s
Z Respondents 
P a r t ic ip a t in g
33
Amount
Spent
less  than $10.99  
$11-25  
$26-50  
$51-100  
more than $100.01
Z Etespondents Average Amount 
Spent Amount Respondents Spent
Shopping in  
L o ca l Community
38 le s s  than $10.99
$11-25  
$26-50  
$51-100  
more than $100.01
T h e a te r in  
Local Community
16 le s s  than $10.99
$11-25 
$26-50  
$51-100  
more than $100.01
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D in ing  In  Local 
Community
Laundry
Tour Boat
G o lf
V is i t in g  Fam ily  
o r Friends
O ther:
H ik in g  
Camping 
Cherry P ick in g  
W aters lid es  
F ish in g
50
16
16
le s s  than $10.99  
$11-25  
$26-50  
$51-100  
more than $100.01
less  than $5.00  
$5 .01 -10  
more than $10.01
$15.00  
more than $15.01
less  than $10.00  
$10 .01 -25  
more than $25.01
less  than $15.01  
more than $15.00
$11-50
9. How d id  you f i r s t  f in d  out about th is  SRA?
% response to  question  -  83
% Respondents
26
74
How
d o n 't  remember 
t r a v e l  a d v e rtis in g  
fr ie n d s  to ld  us
d iscovered i t  w h ile  t ra v e lin g  on th is  ro u te  
l i v e  in  area
10. Which one outdoor re c re a tio n  a c t iv i t y  do you f e e l  is  in  the g re a te s t need 
o f a d d it io n a l f a c i l i t i e s  o r o p p o rtu n itie s  fo r  your enjoyment a t th is  s ite ?
Responses
% response to  question  -  38 
# o f Responses X  R espo n den ts
Docks 2 23
Swimming 1 14
Restrooms 1 14
B oating 2 28
Garbage Cans 1 14
- 1 ^ 7 -
11. P lease ra te  the adequacy o f every  f a c i l i t y  l is t e d  below ( c i r c le  one number 
p er ite m ).
Z response to  question  ■ 83
% Response
F a c i l i t y  to  F a c i l i t y  % Response to  R ating
Poor Too Too Poor Hot O ther
Roads 83 93 7
Park ing 83 73 26
T r a i ls 77 42 14 42
Signs & 66 75 8 16
In fo rm a tio n
In te r p r e t iv e 55 30 70
D isp lays
Rest Rooms 77 71 14 7 7
Water Supply 44 50 25 25
P ic n ic  Area 83 73 20 10
P ic n ic  Tab les 72 69 30
P ic n ic  S h e lte rs 66 75 25
Campground 55 40 60
Beach 61 45 9 18 27
Boat Ramp 77 78 14 7
Boat Dock 72 38 23 38
12. I f  a d d it io n a l funds became a v a ila b le fo r the Park System, do you fe e l  i
funds should be used fo r  ( c i r c le  one number):
% response to  question  ■ 83
Funding Use % Respondents
Purchasing new land 13
Im proving the maintenance and development a t  e x is t in g  s ite s  87
13. I f  park  o p e ra tio n  budgets a re  reduced, p lease check which s e rv ice s  you 
would not miss:
X response to  q u estio n  -  100
Z Q uestionnaires
Serv ice  Not M issing S erv ice
re s id e n t a tte n d a n t  
paper tow els
tra s h  cans a t  each s i t e  in s te a d  o f  c e n tra liz e d  
c o lle c t io n  p o in t
flo o d  l ig h t s  on a t  n ig h t in  campground ^3
flu s h  t o i le t s  (re p la c e  w ith  p i t  t o i l e t s )
t o i l e t  paper \}
w ater
■ -168-
11
14. P lease check vh a t le v e l  o f  development you would p re fe r  a t  th is  s ite ?
% response to  question  -  33
L eve l
paved access road  
grave led  access road 
d i r t  access road  
in d iv id u a l camping spots  
u n re s tr ic te d  camping 
boat ramp 
boat dock 
no la t r in e  
v a u lt  la t r in e  
f lu s h  t o i le t s  
d rin g k in g  w ater  
in te r p r e t iv e  signs  
e le c t r ic a l  hook-ups 
dump s ta t io n
Some respondents checked more than one item .
15. What is  your age? _ _ _ _ _ _
% response to  question  “ 88
As* 
less  than 26 
26-30  
31-40  
41-50  
51-60  
61-70  
more than 70
16. What is  your sex? _________
Z re s p o n s e  to  q u e s t io n  •  88
Sex
Male
Female
17. Where do you n orm ally  liv e ?  
______________  Country S ta te
Country
U .S .A .
Canada
Z Respondents
70
30
% response to  question  
S ta te  % Respondents
Mont. 52
111. 6
N .D . 6
C olo . 6
- l 6 9 "
Montana County 
F la thead
% Respondents
16
50
33
83
100
33
16
50
Z Respondents 
18 
12 
18 
6
25
18
0
Z Respondent 
56 
44
County
Z Respondents 
100
A lb e rta  24
B .C . 6
18. Do you ho ld  a Montana Conservation License?
% response to question  ■ 83
Have L icense % Respondents
Yes 40
No 60
19. Do you have any a d d it io n a l comments o r suggestions on how to  Improve the  
management o f th is  area? Any genera l comments?
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please re tu rn  to  th e  park  a tte n d a n t. Thanks again and en joy your v i s i t !  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
5 0 9 /6 .3
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Slta M. MEOpItHeO TASKS IntcnM Sarvte* Level
Taefc/rrequency
Total
Annual Hourly
Co»t____ Wane» Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Cosnwmtcatlous Trsvel VtlHtlc* I rs O t h e r
Total
Operating
fctpenses
Clean litter and collect 
trash fro* cans (one 
hr. dally)
Clean latrines (two hrs, 
dally)
Collect fees (two hrs. 
dally)
Enforce reguletlone 
(one hr. dally)
Pay attendant phone 
(aonthly)
Re'olt feee 
(weekly) c-̂
Pay garhage contract 
(monthly)
Pwsp vault latrines 
(annually)
Test water quality 
(quarterly)
Turn on and off 
electric & water 
saver system 
(annually)
SUt-TOTAL
50T/(/«
Sit* Ku*t n q U l M D  TASKS Intena* Service level
total Total Total
Annual Hourly Poraonal Contracted Operating
Task/Fre<iuencT Coat Vapea Salarie# Benefit# Service) Service# Supplie* Coa#unlcot!mm* Travel Otllltl*** Kcpalr* Other F.-.pcnace
P*7 utlltCf bill vatar
and a*w*r (aonthlf) -
Pay utility bill
cUctrlclty (monthly)
Spray weeda
Mow weed*
Weed eat
SUB-TOTAL
TOTAL
’ciC'-
I
Stta Mm OPTtKAL SCRVICe TASKS Inten«« S«tv1c« Level
TmsV/frequencr
Total
Annual Hourly
Coat____ Wane» Salarie* Seneflt*
Total
far«onat
Service#
Contracted
Service* Sueoltea ConwunlrMlona Travel Utllttlea ReoAira Other
TotalOperating
Tapensca
Supply toilet paper
Open and ahut *ate
Clean tlregrllla
Supply paper towel#
Clean dltchea & draina
Patch roada
Inatall boat dock
I
c-vH1Provide public relation*
Employee training work- 
ahop
Supervlaor employee per- 
fonaanc* dlaeuaalon
Level parking epura
Winter litter pick up
Winter anowplowtng
truah out roade/vlate 
area#
Prune tree*
TOTAL
50T/4/É
Sltt N. UrAlR TASKS lnc<*n»a Servte* Level
T a a K / f r e q u e i i c r
T o t j l
A n n u e l  H o u r l j r
C o » t _ _ _ _ V e t e * S a l e r i e e l e n e t l t e
Total
F e r a o n a l
S e r v i c e s
C o n t r a c t e d
S e r v i c e s Snpplles Cmnwn lent Ions Travel UtlHtlea «"Mtrs Other
lotml
OperatingSxp«;nf«e3
R e m o v e  d e a d  t r e e s  
( a s  n e e d e d )
R e p a i r  s e v e r  a y a t e m  ( A W )
R e p a i r  w a t e r  a y e t e #  ( A M )
R e p a i r  e l e c t r i c  e y a t a e  ( A M )
R e p a i r  b u l l d l n R s  ( A M )
R e p a i r  v a n d a l l a #  ( A M )
R e p a i r  t a t e  ( A M ) I
R e p a i r  b e a t  d o c k  ( A M )
R e p a i r  p i c n i c  t a b l e s  ( A M )
Repair signe (AM)
R e p a i r  ( i r e  g r i l l e  ( A M )
R e p a i r  f e n c e  ( A M )
(AM)
TOTAL 
507/«/T
Stt« Warn*I MrUCQCtCt TASKS Incense Service level
Ta»fc/rre<iuencY
Total
Annuel Hourly
Ceet weeee Se1erlee Seneflt#
Tetel
Pereonel
Services
Concrected
Service# Suppllee Coewwmlcnclon!» Truvel Utilities Kcp.Hre rtther
Total
Operating
Espenee#
Aeplece sever tyete* 
(AM)
(AM)
Replece electric 
syste# (AM)
Replece get# (AM)
Replece elgns (AM)
1
V— (I
Replace picnic Ceblee 
(AM)
Replace fire grille 
(AM)
Replace gravel (AM)
Replace boat deck (AN)
Replece fence (AM)
Replace vault latrines 
(AM)
Repla
TOTAL
SOT/«(A
sit* W=#: E X P A N S I O N  T A S K S I i » t e n s «  S « r * I e «  t e v ^ l
T»»h/frgqwtncT
Total
Annual Hourly
Coat Waaea Salaria* #*n*flta
Total
Poraonal
Serrlcea
C o n t r a c t * *
Serait** SuM>tlca Cn*min|c.«c|rna T r . i r a l  O t t l l t l o a  H > r . - » l r a
Total nparmtlng 
Other C.-tnenae*
A d *  p a r k i n g  l o t
A * *  t a m p i n g  a p u r a
A d d  c o m f o r t  a t a t l o n
A d d  l a t r i n * *
A d d  d o c k
A d d  r o a d
A d d  w a t e r  a y a t e m >\o
L e n g t h e n  b o a t  r a m p
A d d  b e a t  r a m p
A d d  I n t a r p r o t W *  
f a c l l l t l e *
TOTAL
50T/S/5
II!!
0» &t:SS
5 y 5 5
a lî ! : st
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5tc« N«Mt Wayfarer's RCqinUD TASKS Intense Service Level
Task ̂ rcqwncY
Total
Annual
Cost
Mowrly
Wanes Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Communications Trivel t'tlUtles Repair* Other
Total
Operating
Paprnses
Pay utility bill v«c«r 
an<! saver (monthly) 73t " 3b * 45 " — •* " 4*3 — 0*3
Pay utility bill 
electricity (monthly) 1,319 '■ 3« * 45 — — -- 1,333 1,333
Spray veeds -■ — -- — " —
Mov weed# 990 n 10 90 000
Ue«d-eat 10 •* " ** ** 10 10
Collect day-uee feet 
(IJ veeka) A.AIT 3,75* 15« 07* 4,3*4 — 70 " 15 " 45
Remit dayuae fee# U t SO U 07 '• 70 ** 50 70
sn-tinAL 7,5*7 3,75* ASO *77 4,303 500 00 — 75 7,010 — 1,1*1
TOTAL IS.Mi *,13* 1,4*7 l,i** *,530 1,175 047 770 050 7.751 50 4,700
IOnO-
I
WfifJ
site NaMt Wayfarer# RXPAIR TASKS Intenae Service Level
Tjik/rrenu«ncT
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Wane* Salarie! Benefit*
Total
Reraonal
Service*
Contracted
Service* Supplies CoMKunlc.atlcn* Travel ft 11It(Cl Rceitr* Ocher
Total
Operatlnk
Expenses
^enove dead tree* 
(«■ needed)
105 (4 1» 00 10 15 — '* -- 15
^epetr jever eyete# (AH) no 11» 31 140 15 15 SO
kepelr utter eyete# (AH) no 110 51 140 IS 25 50
kepalr electric eyete* (AM) no 110 51 140 15 25 50
Repelr bultdlnf* (AH) 110 44 14 00 15 15 40
Repair eandaltaa (AH) " — — •* •*
Repair pete (AH) 75 31 0 40 15 10 35
Repair beat dock (AM) 75 31 0 40 15 20 55
Repair picnic table# (AM) 155 110 31 140 15 50 75
Repair atpna (AN) 105 44 16 00 15 10 25
Repair fire prill# (AN) 107 30 44 IS 137 15 15 40
Repair fence (AM) 111 70 40 ,15 147 15 SO 45
Repair caretaker are# (AM) 4)5 " 151 40 140 45 ISO 155
Equipment Repair 40 *• *• ** — •* 40 40
Equipment Rental 45 -* " — — •* 45 45
Repair Toole 150 — •* *• •• •• 150 ISO
TOTAL t,)H 11» 1,044 154 1,474 10 ISO 470 • • 530
, to00
viltih
Stt« ItaMi Wayfarer # UPUCDSIfT TASKS Intense Service l^vei
Task/Frequency
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Wage# Salarie# benefit#
Total
Fcraonal
Service*
Contracted
Service# Supplie# CommunlentIon# Travel OtUltle# Repj1rs Other
Total
Operating
Capenae#
Replace aewer ayatem 
(AN)
capital
Replace water ayatem 
(AN)
capital
Replace electric 
ayatem (AN)
capital
Replace gate (AN) « 5 •* IZO 3Z ISO — " •* IS too 115
Replace elgna (AN) lAl — 64 If 77 •* — -- 15 50 65
Replace picnic table# 
(AN)
ZRZ 64 If 77 15 zoo ZIS
Replace fire grille 
(AN)
Z4J 128 3Z 160
■■
IS 50 65
Replace gravel (AN) IbO 64 — 16 M — — — 30 •• 50 SO
Replace beat deck (AN) capital
Replace fence (AN) )S5 U S — ' ZO 140 -* ** -* 15 ■* ZOO Z15
Replace vault latrine# 
(AN)
capital
Replace read aurface capital
TOTAL 1,AW 304 Z36 146 734 m. w 105 .. 650 755
507/t/lO
Slt« H»«« Uayfar«r'« miUIStON TASKS Tn'vitae S#* Ic* Level
T»eK/fr«ettencT
Add parking lot
Total
Annual Hourly
Coat Wagea Salarlea teneflta
Total
Teraonal
Servlcea
Contracted
Servlcea Suppltea Coawunlcatlma T>av»l Util Itle* kepalra Oth>‘r
Total 
Opr rating Caprnaea
10,000
Add caaq>lng apura 10,000
Add comfort atatlon 30,000
Add latrlnea 5,000
Add dock 5,000
Add road «.000
Add water ayatem 1,000 03
Lengthen heat ramp 1,000
Add heat reap
Add Interpretive 
taetlltlea
1,000
TOTAL
507/0/11
SO,000
StMUflT or TASK uvn. COSTS - WOODS BAT SM ArernRii Service level
T.nk /FrenueneT
Total
Annual
Coat
HourIp 
Wate» Salarie* Benefit*
Total
Peraonal
Service*
Contracted
Service# Supptle* Comeunte.itlonR Tr I f" I I'tUl'lr* Rena Ire Other
Total
Operating
Espenee*
Required Taek* T.OTl ««0 I9B Z40 1.19B 200 45 918 .. B«)Cptlaal Service! BTT 19) ZOS 96 497 200 90 « - 45 :s 340lepair Taaka m 7B Z9B 9) 447 *• 10 « * 100 - *• )85 * — 4*5Replacement . BBS U S ITS 94 425 145 :95 460
StmiACT
Expanalon
4,795
B.OOO
1,144 Z.0T4 923 2,5B7 400 149 ** 949 705 740
è
SOT/B/ll
Slta Nawai Vooda Bay SM UqUlBCO TASKS A/eraga Sarrtca Laval
Ta»k/rre<ni«i*CT
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Wage* Salarie* Benefit*
Total
Paraenal
Service*
Contracted
Service* Supplie* Communlent Inna Travel OtH lr*r* Sep.» 1rs other
Total
Operating
E.erenje*
Clean Itccar and collect 
traab from cana (17 vka. 
a A daya/vk x Î hra/day)
l.dtd 660 160 205 1,023 — 25 -* 556 " -• *■ 623
Clean latrlnea (17 wka.
X A daya/wk x I hra/day)
20 20 20
Emforca retutactooa 
(one hr. dally)
120 •0 20 100 20 20
Pump vault latrlnea 
(annually)
223 U S 23 200 200
Sim-tOTAL 2,011 660 256 230 1,161 200 65 618 863
, I
507/6/13
Ste« KaMi Ueod* «EqUtUD TASKS Averane S**r*tc« L*vet
Ta«k/Fr«<iu«nct
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Hatei Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
ContracteO
Services Supplies Coaasunleatlons Trr,'i>l Utilities
Total
Operating
Hco.iirs Other Repenses
Pay utlUty bltl 
«t«etrlclty (aonthly)
-- — — — *• —
Spray v^t4t «0 •* 40 10 SO — ** 10
ricv w««4« •* — ** **
” — —
SOB-TOTAL TO •• 40 10 SO — -• — 10 *-
TOTAL 1,071 TOO ISO 140 1,190 100 AS 010 —  00) A00
SOT/t/U
S|t« Wood» Bay OmHAL SEUVlCe tASXS A»«rane Servie* l.e-el
Task/Freqoeney
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Wane» Salarie» Benefit*
Total
Peraonat
Servlcea
Contracted
Service* Suppltea Coaaaiinicntion» Travel rtiU:i-a Other
Total 
Operating . 
Eztpenae*
Sopply toilet paper SO — — — — — SO — — *- -- SO
Clean table* 10 — — — — — 10 — -- 10
Clean flreprllla 10 — — •* — — 10 — *- -- 10
Clean dltehea & drain* — — — — — — — — -■ — —
Patch roada 300 — •0 10 lOO too ” — *- -* — -• 100
Paint picnic table* 20 •* — •* — " 10 — *' — — — 10
Ebipleyea training worfc- 
ahop
111 74 14 21 111
Supervlaor-employee per­
formance dtacoaaton
SO 40 10 SO -- .
level parking apura 141 7# 19 97 -* — — IS -- IS SO
Winter litter pick-up 100 — <4 U •0 -* — — 20 10
Winter anovplowing — — — — •* — — —
Bmah out roada/viata 
area*
• *9 19 10 49 10 to
Prune tree* — — -* — — — — —
TOTAL •77 191 200 90 497 200 90 M 35 140
r\o00
I
S0T/*/l5
$lt« IfMci Wood# ##y REPAtR TASKS Averane Ser/tc« tev*̂l
Tank/Frequencr
Total
Annual
Coat
Nourly
Waaes Salarie# Benefit*
Total
fer«onal
Service#
Contracted
Service# Sttpnlle# Comnin icat ton# Travel «tllUl-a Rer.'.lr# Other
Total
Operating
Capenaes
Remove dead tree* 
(a* needed)
110 *■ «A U 00 — 10 20 ** 50
Repair buttdlnga (AN) 12S -■ éA U 80 ■" — *” 20 -* 25 AS
Repair vandallm (AN) *” -- *- — " -- -- ■■ -■
Repair boat dock (AN) *" ■■ — " ** — " ■■
Repair picnic table* (AN) 120 ”*■ «A 16 00 " ** 20 ■* 20 AO
Repair algn# (AN) to —  , “• •* •• ' — ” *• 20 20
Repair fir# grill# (AN) 123 «A U 00 "• ”* -* 20 ■* 23 AS
Repair fence (AN) 212 70 AO 20 lAT -* — •• 20 50 10
EqulpaenC repair AO •* ■ ** -- ”• — •• -- *” AO AO
C<|olpment rental A3 ** *• " ** -* •” — •• A3 A3
Repair teota 130 — ** — -- *• •” ” •” *" ISO 130
TOTAL 9»2 70 2 H 23 Ait 10 100 )05 A05
'I
OD
KcrucBtcirr tasks
Tisk/frequency
Total
Coat
Hourly
Hagea Salaries Beneflta
Total
Paraenal
Service»
Contracted
Servlcea Supplle» Coaraunteatlnna Travel VtlUtlc* f.erntrr
Total 
Operating 
Oiîier E*pen»«»
PepIace atgn» (AM) til ** 64 IS 7T " — -* 73 ** 50 '• 75
Replace picnic CaMea 
(AM)
l U 33 9 41 25 SO 75
Replaça fir* grilla 
(AM)
9A 3S 10 4S 33 20 45
Replaça gravel (AM) U I 64 IS 77 " — ” 40 ** IS 63
Replace boat dock (AM)
Replace fence (AM) M S 113 3# 140 •• •* — 33 •* 100 lis
Replace vault latrlnea 
(AM)
capital
Replace road aurface capital
ltd — 33 S 41 — " — 33 *• so 73
TOTAL iss 315 13# S4 433 163 3S5 460
'*CO
CO
50T/6/1?
Sltt Ratct Woodt Say OCfMtStON TASKS Avtrtc* Servlet Level
Tjsk/Frequency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Wages Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted 
Services Supplies Cnaanmlcattcns Travel Utilities
Total
Operating
Rcrialrn Other EspenseS
Add parking let —
Add latrines —
Add dock 5,000
Add rotd '*
Add water tyate# —
Lengthen Seat raap 1,000
Add beat ramp ••
Add Interpretive 
facllltlet
TOTAL
50Ï/S/1S
• ,000
t
O n00
-190-
il!
I I lîvil
U
3 l: ; : «
3 ï.
w I ! 5 g w
3 3
" 's 35s
î Il35'ï
f !
Stto Nm m i Tallow bay S M MdOlRED TASKS Intense Service Level
T«sk/rT«otiencr
Total
Annual
Coat
thnirly
Matea Salaries benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supptlea Cnwmnlc.itlno’i Tr.tvel «ïîli'-te* Areilr* Other
Total
0p«r3tl«)g
expenses
Cl«ofi Utter «1)4 collect 
tr««h fro* eena (one 
hr. «telly)
1.4» 576 «3 164 Oil *• 343 10 7S0 " -- 603
Clean letrlnee (tvo-hre. 
«telly)
1,701 1,153 #3 30» 1.543
■■
100 10 50 160
Collect fee# (camp) 
(two hre, dally)*
l.UO 1,153 300 1,440
■■
Enforce régulâtIona 
(one hr. dally)
1,170 576 334 300 1,000 SO 70 100 170
Pay acc«utd«nc ph«Mi« 
(monthly)
340 73 10 50
■■
150 ISO
#a-»tt teea 
(weekly)
133 50 13 63 70 30 70
Pay garbage contract 
(monthly)
313 73 i# 00
"
325 335
Pbnp vault latrlnea 
(annually)
340 3# 4 40 300 300
Teat water gualley 
(yaarterly)
135 73 10 50 35 70 45
D i m  on and off 
electric 4 water 
aaver ayetem
(annually)
M O 120 33 160 SO SO 100
SUI-TOXAL 7.05# 3,45# 010 1,060 5,334 333 533 150 500 335 50 1,713
■* I
o\
I
* *t«ff eettMt«4 f**« but th«M «•(*• ar* l«(c In
b«c«««« tlwy #f# 4t«trltmt«4 or«r other ottomdomt oetlvtcloo. 
JOT/b/W
Stt« IfaMt T«ll«w UgUIMD TASKS tnt«as* Service Level
Tesk/Frequencr
Total
Annual
Co#C
Hourly
Mate# Salarie# Benefit#
Total
Paraonat
Service#
Contracted
Service# Supplie# Conmunicationa Travel Utilltir# Ker'.ftr# Other
Total
Operatin#
Expense#
Pey utility bill weter 
end eevet (aDnthly)
l.All " 40 20 100 -- •• — — 2.311 *' -* 1,3U
Pmy utility bill 
electricity fmonthly)
195 34 9 43 ISO ISO
Spray waeéa — — ** —
Mow weed# ** ■* — ** — -• —
Weed'eet 10 -- — *• ** -* to *• 50 TO
Collect dey-uee fee# 2»*i2b 1.429 254 4)1 2.354 -* 20 — 50 10
Remit day me# leae U 1 ** SO 12 42 ” to ** 50 70
Sm-TOIAL S » W 1,429 412 511 2,343 -- 40 — 100 1,341 •* -- 2,421
TOTAL 1.224 J.045 1.140 1,5)2 ),B9) 125 592 190 400 1.584 50 •* 4,343
I
C\iQN
307/A/Jl
Slt« tIjMi TatloM OPTIMAL SEAM CE TASKS Intens* S«rvU* level
T^ek/Frequency
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Wege# Salariée leneflt#
Total
Peraonal
Service#
Contracted
Service# Supplie# Cnrnmunle.it ion# Tr.i"**l CrlUtlc* P.'Tilr# Other
Total
Operating
F.apenr.e#
Supply toilet peper kJ5 " •• — -- 015 -• — — — " 015
Cpen end ehuc gece T5A 511 15 105 700 — 10 -- -- 10
Cleen teblee to — — — — — 10 — *• to
Cleen flregrllle 10 -- -- — — — 10 — 10
Supply peper towel# K M — — — — — 300 — 300
Cleen dltehe# &  dretne ISO — 04 10 10 — — — 00 00 100
Fetch roede Il« 17 00 IS 100 — — — 15 15 50
Inetall boat dock — — — — — — — --
Feint picnic table# 50 — — -- — 50 — 50
Provide public relation# 7 W «7« 0# 150 710 — ICO — 100
Employee training work' 
•hep
LA« 70 10 11 121 25 IS
Supervleor employee per­
formance dlacuaelon
115 72 11 50 15 15
Level parking epore 505 111 00 01 110 — — — OS 50 55
winter litter pick-up 105 — OO 10 10 — — -- 25 '* 25
winter •nowplomlng — — *• -- — — — -- —
Snieh out roade/elata 
area#
Prune t r e e # — — — — — — ”* *•
TOTAL 5,01% 1,153 505 003 1 , 1 7 1 051 ** 105 • s 115 .. 1,710
I
o\
501/A/IJ
S|C« fl«Mt Tallow Ray RBPAIR TASKS Tftt"nse Service level
T«3k/Fr«qu«ncT
total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Vagea Salariée Benaflta
Total
faraonal
Scrvlcea
Contracted
Services Supplies Coaminlcatlrns Otill 1-s Pen,* r* Other
Total 
OperatIn* 
EapMses
R«move tr««* 
(*• n««d«d>
115 04 10 00 -- 10 -* 15 — '* -- 35
Repair a«««r ayatea (AU) ICO ■* 120 32 lOO ** — -* 50 SO 100
Repair water ayetem (AM) 1)5 120 32 100 — -* -■ 50 15 75
Repelr eleetrle ayatem (AM) 1)5 — 120 32 100 — — *■ SO 15 75
Repair bwlldlnpa (AM) 1)0 ■' 04 10 SO *■ — 25 " 25 SO
Repair vandallam (AH) *• ** — — •• — ■■ —
Repair gate (AM) R5 ** 31 0 40 — ” •* 25 — 20 45
Repair beat dock (AN) #5 — 32 0 40 •* *• *• 25 ** 20 45
Repair picnic tablea (AM) 2«0 *• 120 . 32 100 — *• — 50 50 100
Repair algna (AN) 115 ** 04 10 00 •• •* ■■ 25 10 35
Repair lira grille (AM) 117 30 04 25 127 — •• ** 25 25 SO
Repair fence (AN) 112 70 40 20 147 — ** *• 25 50 75
Repair caretaker area (AM) •5 32 0 40 .. •* *” 25 20 45
Rqalpaent repelr 40 — -• — -• *” ** -• 40 40
Equipment rental 45 ** ■* — — ’** ** 45 45
Repair teela 150 •• ■* " *• ■* 150 150
TOtAL 2,140 110 074 224 1,274 to m m 300 • « 505 575
507/i/JÏ
Stc* ll«Mi T«ltow RCPLACEICIfT TASKS lncen*« 5«rvlc« l«v«t
Ta»k/FrequencT
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Uaaea Salariée Benefit#
Total
Oereomal
Service#
Contracted
Service# Supplie# Coanunlcattcn# Tr.tv**l Utllltlea Rct.ilre Other
Total
Operating
Expense#
R«ptac« «ever ayatca 
(AN)
capital
Replaça water eyatem 
(AN)
capital
Replace electric 
eyeta (AN)
capital
Replace gate (AN) » 5 — 128 31 100 ” -- — 23 *• 100 — 113
Replace atpia (AN) 141 ** 44 19 77 — *• — 13 •• 50 *■ ■ 73
Replace picnic tablea 
(AN)
301 44 19 77 13 100 113
Replace (Ire grille 
(AM)
ISS 110 31 ISO 13 50 73
Replace gravel (AN) u o 44 -- 14 00 -*■ ” — 30 ■■ 30 •• 100
Replace boat dock (AN) capital
Replace (ence (AM) capital
Replace vault letrlnee 
(AN)
capital
Replace reed aurfece capital
TOTAL 1.104 191 134 110 994 • m 130 • * 450 • • 400
1
On
50J/A/2A
Stttt NaMt Yatlow Bay eXBAKSIon TASKS Intensa Service level
Total Total Total
Annual Hourly Fertonal Contractc4 Operat Inn
Coat Waeea Salarie» Benefit* Servteee Service* Suppltea Coaawonlcarjona Trav*l Utllltlea Bcpatra Other Eapcn.ae»Task/Frefiuener
Add parkin; lot
Add caaipln; apura
Add eoatort atacton
Add latrlnea 5,000
Add dock 5,000
1\DOnAdd road
Add water ayata#
L«n$then boat ramp 1,000
Add beat ramp
Add InterpretIwa 
faetltttaa
1,000
TOTAL
S0T/«/I5
«,000
Hi!
î büSI
5 Is S 3 s
3 13
.• |r
5 fe3s2
s I: : s s
s 13 3 U 3
i |3 : 3 :
2 lîSS'î
i î
lie
If
î l ?
-197-
Sits HaM> Finley Fnlnt SIU UqUIKED TASKS Tncenüe Servies Level
Teek/FreeweneT
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
"a# a _ Salariée Oeneflta
Total
Peraonal
Services
Contracted
Servlcea Supplies Communient tons Travel UtlUtt'-s S"r’lr* Other
Total
Operatlnq
Eapenaca
Cleen Utter end eellcet 
trash from cane (ons 
hr. dally)
l,kl% 57« #1 164 Oil — 341 10 150 ** *• " 601
Clean letrlnee (two hre. 
dally)
1,101 1,151 01 300 1,541 100 10 SO 160
Collect fees {two hre, 
dally)
1.7W 576 114 100 1,000 50 10 100 170
Enforce regwlatlona 
(one hr. dally)
1,170 576 114 100 1,000 50 10 100 170
Pay attendant phone 
(monthly)
IkO 72 10 #0 150 150
Ka-mit fees 
(weekly)
U t 50 11 61 10 SO 70
Fay larbata contract 
(monthly)
3 U 71 16 00 115 115
Pump vault latrlnea 
(annually)
AAO 36 4 40 400 400
Teat water ^ l l t y  
(quarterly)
U S 71 10 #0 15 10 45
Turn on and off 
electric k water 
aaver ayetem 
(annually)
SU# TOTAL T.SA# 1,110 #14 #40 4.734 415 501 110 550 115 •a* 1,##»
I
00ON
50T/A/Ï7
s ic *  H*m : Ftniejr Point REqUtltED TASKS Tnt«n!><* Service Level
Task/Fréquence
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Waeea Salarie* leneflt*
Total
Peraonal
Service*
Contracted
Service# Supplie* Cnmaninlc.it Uw* Travel U  Itltr
Total
Operating
F.r.pvnse*
Pay utility bill water 
and fewer fawnthly) " '* *• *- •* •* -■
snq ** “
Pay utility bill 
electricity (monthly)
635 35 8 45 600 600
Spray weed* ** •• •• *' *• ■* '*
Mow weed* 15 •• *• •• -- -- 15 — *- 25
Weed eat 15 •* ** — •* — 25 •• •• *- 25
Sim-TOTAL 6«5 " 36 8 45 — 50 •• -- 1.700 •* 650
TOTAL 8,031 1,880 850 848 4,778 4Î5 632 210 550 1,415 -- 2,642
ION
S
I
507/6/M
site  H*m : rtnley Point OPTIMAL SERVICE TASKS Ittcenee Service Level
Task/Frequency
Total
Cost
Hourly
Wages Salaries Bene tits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Comsunlratlnne I'tlUtlc* Oth^r
Total
Operating
E.’tpcnses
Supply toilet peper )00 '* — *• — ” 300 — -- 30
Cpen and ehut gate Jïfc 576 18 148 744 ■* to " 10
Clean table* 10 " -• — — 20 *' 20
Clean flrcgrllla 20 — — •* -- " 10 -- 20
Supply paper towel* ■* ■- -* ” •* — — ■* ■* -- •*
Clean dltehe* & drain* •* — — " " — — — -- -- -*
Grade roads 200 — " -- — 200 — " •- *" 100
Imatell boat dock 260 •• 120 32 160 " " -• 100 — 100
Paint picnic table* SO " — -• -• ** -- — — 50 SO
Provide public relation* 780 676 48 156 780 -* lOO — -- 100
Eaffloyee training work­
shop
in 76 14 21 121 50 $0
Supcrvlsor-eaqsloyee per- 
fonunce discussion
140 72 18 80
■■
50 50
Level parking «purs JtO 128 40 43 210 *• ” -- 50 — 50 100
Winter litter pick-up 260 ” 128 32 160 -- — — LOO •- — 100
winter snowplowing -* '• " -• ■* ** — — -- "*
Brush out re*d*/vlata 
areas
24 10 48 75 25
Prune tree* ” ” — *• — •• -* •*
TOTAL 3,)J9 1,48$ 450 488 2,265 100 450 3T5 100 -- 855
IOOCXJ
I
5 0 ÎM /IV
Site Nmine: Finley Point REPAIR TASKS Intru?« Service
T,iîk/Frcq«jencw
Total
Coat
Hourly
«ages Salaries Reneftts
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Ceciawnlcarlcns Travel *'f i 111 ‘m r̂ Pchcr
Tntnl
ri>cratlOf,
r.tpi;nîc*
Remove dead treea 
<a* needed)
tis — (A 90 -* 10 — 25 *- •* 35
Repair sewer ayste* (AH) ■- •• -• -- -* —
Repair water ayate# (AH) 1)5 -- lia )2 160 -* -• 50 IS 75
Repair electric ayate* (AH) 1)5 — 120 )2 160 -- ■■ -- 50 25 75
Repair bulldlnga (AH) 1)0 (A 16 OO -- — 25 15 50
Repair vandalla# (AM) — •* — •• -- ” ■- •*
Repair gate (AM) «5 •* )i 0 AO -* -* -* IS *■ 20 AS
Repair beat dock (AM) 115 ■* )i 0 AO — — — 15 -- 50 75
Repair picnic tabtea (AH) 1(0 — 110 )t 160 — — *• 50 •• 50 100
Repair algna (AH) 115 (A 16 00 — " -- 15 *■ 10 IS
Repair Cite grilla (AH) 117 )0 (4 » 127 *• " •• 25 15 50
Repair fence (AH) W 35 •• 10 A9 -• -* •• 15 25 50
Repair Caretaker area (AH) U O — (A 16 00 — -- — 15 ** 15 w.
Equipment repair AO •• *• ” — *• *■ AO AO
Equipment rental A) *■ *■ — ■■ AS AS
Repair toola ISO — -* 150 ISO
TOTAL l,Hl 77 7)0 200 1,056 10 ■m m )S0 515 • « 005
oCM
I
Î0T/4/JI
Slt« tt«M: rtnley Point REPLACDIEirr TASKS Intense Service Level
T,->»k/Frequency
Total
Coat
Hourly
agea Salarie* Benefit»
Total
Peraonal
Service»
Contracted
Service» SuppIlea Communlf%tlona Tr.v.’el 'JtlUtl'*» Rcr.ilr^ Other
Total 
Oprrating 
E,ri>enaoa
Replace sever eyiten
fW)
*• -- " — -- *' ** ■* ** -* ■'
Replace water ayate# 
(AM)
capital
Replace electric 
aystes (AM)
capital
Replace gate (AN) 30S •-* 120 32 100 -• •• 1) lOO 125
Replace alpta (AN) 1)2 •* 64 19 27 — — — 2) 10 75
Replace picnic table* 
(AM)
302 64 19 77 25 700 275
Replace fire grilla 
(AM)
2SS 128 32 100 2) SO 15
Replace gravel (AN) 21T 6& — 19 77 — -* •* 40 50 140
Replace boat dock (AM) capital
Replace fence (AM) 26) 112 •• 20 140 -- — -■ 2) ICO 175
Replace vault latrlnea 
(AM)
capital
Replace read aurface capital
Replace barrier* 116 -- 32 9 41 *' — •• 2) 50 75
TOTAL 1,612 304 190 U 9 772 240 600 - - 040
8c\]
I
50T/fc/30
Site Marne : Ftnley Point exPAIfSION TASKS Int-'nr.e Ser*’lec
Tnck/Fffluency
Total 
Annua t 
Coat
HourlyWaeea Salarlea OenefIt*
Total
Personal
Service»
Contracted
Service» SuooHe» Cowiaunlc.ar !<‘0'i
T .1
C in';
r,:' ri'-ni.'s
AJd parking lot 10,000
Add c maplog apura 10,000
Avid comfort Station 30,000
Add latrlnea 5,000
25,000
25,000
Add water •yitcB 5,000 I
oNIaop 1,000
Aild boat ramp
Add Interpretive 
fnellltlc*
1,000
TOTAL
5 0 7 / 5 / 3 2
112,000
StAfURT or TASK LEVEL COSTS • WALSIAB Intern#* Servie* level
T*»k/Fr*quencT
Total
Cost
Hourly
“•«es Salaries Benefits
Total
Fersonal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplles Coemajnlcot Ions Travel Wtllltle» Rom  I rs Other
Total
Operating
Expenses
Required Teek# 310 10 IS 10 40 100 35 55 - -» 290Opclnal Service* 191 70 103 46 127 100 60 155 50 *• 365
Repelr Teeke 935 70 116 01 405 10 150 300 -- 530
Replacement _93I 167 i « -12 _360 — — — 104 — m — _ S W
SUWART
Expansion
1.491
16,100
343 465 116 1,040 300 105 564
"
7*5 1,754
I
ONt
507/6/33
Site Name: Walstad SRA KEqUlRED TASKS Averars Service Levi
T.i«h/FrequencY
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Wacea Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal Contracted
Services Services Supplies Coaniunltatlons Travel Utilities Rem 1rs Ocher
Total
Operating
Expenses
Clean Utter and collect 
crash fro# cans (one 
hr. dally)
** ■■ -- •* - -- *•
Clean latrlnea (two hra* 
daily)
Enforce repilatlona 
(one hr. dally)
I Wp  vaolc latrlnea 
(annually)
113 IB 5 13 100 100
SUB-TOTAL 113 IS 5 13 100 100
CVJI
507/6/»
Stt« >*•»€! Ual«t«d KEQUIRED TASKS Kenwlar S«rvtc« L«v»1
task/rrequencT
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Wane* Salarie* Benefit*
Total
Peraonal
Service*
Contracted
Service* Suppllee Cnomtunlc.rt li'ot Ti i'"'l I'tllltl"* P.cf'itrt Other
Total 
Operating 
Espense*
Pay utility bill
electricity (monthly) •* ** -- -- -- ** -• •* -*
-- -* —
Spray veeda -* *• ** •* *' *' "
Hcnr weed* 50 " ** — ** ** 15 *• 15 SO
Weed-eat 55 10 — 5 15 -* 10 — 30 40
Sim-TOTAL 105 10 — 5 25 -- IS •• 55 -* *• -- 90
TOTAL 3 W 10 ta 10 40 TOO 35 • * 55 • • • • - - 190
507/S/35
I
I>vOC)C\J
(
Stta H«m; Halicul OPTIMAL SERVICE TASKS Avar iT* j«r>'lc* Lrwal
T.ish/FrcQUcncT
Total
Cost
Hourly 
Waeea Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplles Comaxmlent lens ■Tiavel UtlUtlrs Scp.rlrs Other
Total
Cpcratlne
F.xpenscs
Supply toilet paper 60 — -- -• — — 60 — -- -- -- -- 60
Clean table* 10 -- -- -- -* — 10 -* 10 10
Clean flregrlll* 10 — — — — -- 10 — 10 10
Clean dltehe* & drain* — — -- — — — -- -- *'
Grade road* 110 66 16 00 100 -- -- 30 130
Paine picnic Cables 106 39 — 10 69 — — — 30 15 55
Dsploye* training work­
shop
Supervlsor-eaployee per­
formance dlacwaston • “ " "
Level parking apure 119 39 — 10 69 — — — 65 15 70
Winter litter pick-up 79 39 10 69 — — -- 30 30
Winter anouplovtng — — — — — -- —
Bniah out roade/vlsta 
area* ■■ ■■ "
Prune treea — -- — — -- — --
TOTAL 192 70 103 66 117 100 60 155 50 365'
Ir-001t
507/A/36
Site Neme: Walstad REPAIR TASKS Average Service Level
Task/frequency
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Wages Salaries Benefits
Total 
tertonal 
Services
Contracted
Service* S«tpplles Oiewunlcatlrns Triw«l r’npt’.rs ('ther
Total
Operating
Expenses
Remove dead trees 
>e# weeded) IÎO --
64 16 00 — 10 ■- 30 •* -- — 40
Repair buildings (AN) 1)1 -* 64 16 OO -- -- 30 :5 55
Repair vandalism (AH) ** -- *• — — -- " "
Repair boat dock (AM) -- -- *- -- -- "
Repair picnic tables (AM) 99 )9 10 49 -* *• -* 30 10 50
Repair algna (AH) to — — — -- — •• 10 10
Repair fire grilla (AH) 99 -- 39 10 49 — — — 30 10 50
Repair lance (AH) 117 to 40 19 147 ** — ” 30 50 70
Equipment repair AO -- " -- •• " •• *• 40 40
Equipment rental AS *■ — -- — ■* -■ — 45 45
Repair toola 150 •• — — — ** — ■- 150 ISO
TOTAL 9)5 70 11» ■ 01 40) 10 150 300 530
I00001 
1
S0T/S/J7
Slta Mama; Ualttad KCrLACCHEMT TASKS Aweraja Serwlca Level
Taik/FrequencT
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
«age* Salaries Benefits
Total
Peraonal
Servlcea
Contracted
Servlcea Supplies Coamunlc.at tooa Travel ft I Ur. lea Repairs Other
Total
Operating
F..'.pense*
Heplace algna (AM) is; 64 19 77 ** " •* 10 -* 50 80
Replace picnic catlaa 
(AM)
til 3Z 9 41 30 SO SO
Replace fire grille 
(AN)
9T 39 10 49 30 20 50
Replace gravel (AM) 159 " 16 80 " ” — 54 *• 25 79
Replace beat dock (AM) -- -• — •* ” — •*
Replace fence (AM) 310 64 *- 16 SO *' •• — 30 200 . Î30
Replace vault latrlnea 
(AM)
capital
Replace road aurface capital
♦I — 3J 9 41 " " •* 30 20 ** 50
TOTAL 93; 167 ITS 79 360 .. 204 365 569
IOnOOÎI
S07/*/3t
Stte Hade: Walitad CXTMtSIOH TASKS Average Service Lrv«l
Taxh/FrpnuencY
Total
Coat
Hourly
Waeea Salarlea Benetlta
Total
Peraonal
Services
Contracted
Service# Supplies Ctiewunlc «  1 ons Travel UrUIM''a Ben.-t ( rs Other
Total
Operating
Fapenmoa
A<M parkins lot
Add latrines --
Add dock 5,000
Add road
Add water ayste* 10,000
Lengthen boat ramp 1,000
Add beat ramp
Add Interpretive 
(acllltlea
100 •
TOTAL
50Ï/6/J»
16,100
IO
1
- 2 1 1 -
I
II
II
2 S ? ta 3
s 13 y s 3
g § 5 %
lo 3 o i
- v! # 3
StC* Haa«i tig Ara SKA RtqUTRED TA$KS Intense Service Level
Task/Freijuencv
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Wage» Salarie» Benedt»
Total
Personal
Service»
Contracted
Service» Supplie» Coaeninlcatlcn» Travel ftlllfle» Re'.ilr» Other
Total
Operating
E.anense»
Clean litter and collect 
trash fro# can# (one 
hr. dally)
57* 02 164 Oil — 347 10 250 -* -- •- 602
Clean latrlnea (tvo hra. 
dally)
1,701 1.1*2 02 300 1,542 100 10 50 160
Collect fee# (tvo hr#, 
dally)
l.AOO 1,152 144 324 1,620
"
50 10 100 70
Enforce régulation# 
(on# hr. dally)
1,170 57* 224 200 1,000 SO 20 100 170
Pay attendant phone 
(monthly)
240 72 10 70
■■
ISO ISO
Re*mlt fee# 
(weekly) 132 50 12 62 20 SO
70
Pay garbage contract 
(monthly)
313 72 1$ 00 225
"
225
PiMp vault latrlnea 
(annually)
«40 3* 4 40 600 600
Te#t water quality 
(quarterly)
135 72 10 70 25 20 45
Turn on and off 
electric & water 
•aver ayate# 
(annually)
t«0 120 32 160 50 SO 100
sut-TOTAL 7,70* 3,45* 5*2 1.07* 5,514 •50 502 210 500 50 2,172
CNJ
\
SOT/t/fcl
Sice Kame! Big A m REQUIRED TASKS Intense Service L"V''i
Task/Frequency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Salaries Bens Cits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Cpenmmlcitlorn Travel Utilities Rer.i t rs Other
Total
Operating
Expenses
Pay uclllty bill water 
and sewer (sionchly)
W 36 9 65 — — — — 100 — — lOO
Pay utility bill
electricity (monthly)
3fcî 36 9 65 300 . 300
Spray weeds 550 — 160 60 200 300 •- — 50 -- 350
Mow weeds 655 — 320 80 600 — 30 — 175 -- SO 155
Weed-eat 366 269 — 67 336 — 10 — — 20 30
SUB-TOTAL 2,061 269 552 205 1,026 300 60 — 225 600 70 — 1,035
TOTAL 9,767 3,725 1,516 5,719 1,876 1,150 622 210 825 600 110 3,127
S07/6/<.2
$tt« HaM; Big An OPTIMAL SERVICE TASKS Intcns* Service Level
T.isk/Frequency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
«•Re* Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplles Communies^. ns Travel Utilities Rer-.tlrs ''ther
Total
Operating
Fjtpenses
Supply toilet paper (dally) AIS — — — -* 415 — *' 425
Open and «hut gate ISA 576 IV lAV 74» -- 10 -- -- 10
Clean tabtea 20 -- — — — -* 20 — -* 20
Clean flregrllla 10 — — ” — — 10 — -* 20
Supply paper towel* JOB — -* — — *• 306 — — 306
Clean dltehe* & drain* — — " — — -- — —
Patch road* I«« 77 64 » 166 — '• — 50 50 100
Inetall boat dock " •• *• —
Paine picnic table* 
I/) in park annually
50
■■ " ■■
50 SO
Provide public relation* 780 676 AO 136 700 100
uniform
100
Employee training work* 
•hop
ITl 76 14 21 121 50 SO
Super^lwr employee per­
formance dl*cu**lon
l&O 71 . 10 VO SO 50
Level parking apur* 310 110 AO At 210 — -- 50 — SO 100
Winter litter pick-up (A ann,.) 2 AO -- 110 31 160 — — 100 — 100
winter anowplowing (A ann.) — *• — -- •*
Brush out roada/vtata area* 1)1 77 — 1* 96 " — ** 25 -- 15
Prune tree* — •* -- ” -- **
TOIAL 3.A13 1,610 3 W 431 1,367 001 315 * • ISO 1,354
Cv!
(
SOT/«/A)
Slt« Nine: >1* Rr* REPAIR TASKS Intente Service Level
7,isk IT re<iu«ncy
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Waqea Salarlea Bene flea
Total
Peraonal
Servlcea
Contracted
Service# Suppltea Coaanun (rations Ir.aKel HSlUlca Rcpalra otti*r
Total
fper.atln*
E^penaea
7<?(itov« dead tree* 
(a* n«v<tcd>
115 8t 16 80 * * 10 - - IS ” *■ - * 55
tep«Lr sew«r *y*tem (AM) 1)5 -■ 118 51 180 — ** SO 75 75
3ep*(r w«cer •jrstc* (AM) 155 " 178 51 180 - - -* •* so 25 75
R«p«lr ele«crtc (AM) 1)5 118 51 180 -• •- so *• 25 75
Repair build In*# (AM) 150 -- 8t 16 80 — '• ** 25 75 SO
Repair vandal1## (AM) " — — — "
Repair *ac« (AM) 85 — . « 8 to — - • — IS — 10 45
Repair boat dock (AM) U S — )2 8 40 * * - - — IS 50 75
Repair picnic cable# (AM) 180 — 84 18 80 • • — — SO • * 50 100
Repair #l*n# (AM) U S — 84 18 80 — - - " 75 10 55
Repair fire grilla (AN) 177 )8 84 IS 117 — * • — IS 13 SO
Repair fence (AM) 111 78 to . M 147 " - * — ÎS SO 75
Repair caretaker area (AM) 1)0 — 84 18 80 - - — IS -* IS 50
Equipment repair to — — " " — — — *• to to
Equipment rental ts — " •• -■ — — -- -* t s ts
Repair toola ISO -• — •* — " — *• ISO ISO
lOTAt t,lM 118 841 148 1,154 10 me* too 575 SIS
SOT/(/IA
site Name; Big Arm RtPUCEMEWt TASKS Intense Service Level
T3Sk/Fre<tueocT
Total
Cost
Hourly
Wages Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Svpnllcs firrwtmlcatlooa Travel Utlll:i-S Rcrsfrn Other
Total
Operating
Expenses
Replace sewer sjreteit
(MO capital
Replace water system 
(AN)
capital
Replace electric 
system (AN) capital
Replace gate (AH) JOS — 12$ : 32 IBO — — 25 100 125
Replace algns (AN) 1S2 — 19 n — — 19 50 75
Replace picnic tables 
(AN) I ann. JO: 64 19 77 ■■
19 200 « 5
Replace fire grille 
(AM) A ann. IS5 LIB "
32 180
■■ ■■
25 50 75
Replace gravel (AN) 
2 loads 21Ï
«A 19 77
■■ "
90 50 140
Replace boat deck (AN) capital
Replace fence (AN) J«S 112 ■■ 26 140 •• — IS 200 225
Replace vault latrines 
(AM) capital
Replace road surface capital
Replace barriers U « -- 31 9 41 ” 15 50 75
TOTAL i,ni JOB IBB 15B 771 H — » 240 — m 700 — — 940
I
VO
CM
I
SOJ/B/LS
site Hanet Big Are eXPAHSlOH TASKS Intense Service Level
Tjsk/Fre<iuency
Total
Cost
Hourly
Wages Salaries benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Comisvnlcstlons 1rs el Util*rles Pen 1rs Ocher
Total 
Operntlng 
Fjc penses
Add parking lot 10,000
Add camping apura 10,000
Add comfort station 10,000
Add latrine# 5,000
Add dock 5,000
Add road 25,000
Add vater ay#tern 10,000
Lengthen boat ramp 1,000
Add boat ramp
Add Interpretive 
facilities
1,000
.
TOTAL
so;/«/A<
98,000
IO-
OJ
I
SUMMARY OF TASK LEVEL COSTS - ELMO Intense Service Level
Task/Frequency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
WsRes Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies ConwDunlCsitlons Triv»I Utilities Rcralrn Other
Total
Operating
Expenses
Required Tasks 9,020 3,650 1,316 1,283 6,667 525 380 150 620 775 120 2,573
Optimal Service» 3,266 1,533 395 663 2,271 -- 700 -- 300 75 — 80S
Repair Tasks 2,069 lie S60 238 1,196 -- -- -- 350 -- 525 — 375
Replacement 1,711 306 288 158 772
—
-- -11 260 — 700 — 960
SUMMARY 16,067 5,603 3,037 2,122 10,686 525 1,080 150 1,510 778 1,620 -  - 5,193
Expansion 6,500
507/6/A7 1o:)
c\jI
S lt «  Nam*I e im o Regoiim» tasks Int«ns* Service Level
Task/Frequency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Msges Salaries Benefit*
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Sumlles Conmnin (cat Inns Tr.iv"! Utilities Pepilrs Other
Tot.ll
Operating
Expenses
Clean Utter end collect 
trash from cans (on* 
hr. dally)
l.OPI 576 #2 164 022 — 160 to ICO -- 270
Clean latrine* (two hr*, 
dally)
l.WI 1.152 02 100 1,542
■■
50 10 60
Collect fee* (two hr*, 
daily)
l.JTO 1,152 144 124 1,620 40 10 100 150
Enforce regulation* 
(one hr. dally)
1,1)0 576 221 200 1,000 so 20 100 170
Pay attendant phone 
(monthly)
1*0 72 10 *0 100 100
Reialt fee* 
(weekly)
U 1 SO 12 62 20 50 70
Pay garbage contract 
(monthly)
111 72 16 00 215 225
Pump vault latrine* 
(annually)
140 16 4 40 200 - 200
Test water quality 
(quarterly)
115 72 10 *0 25 10 45
Turn on and off 
electric & water 
•aver system 
(annually)
155 120 12 160 45 50 *5
SUS'TOTAL 1,456 *62 1,0*6 5,514 225 140 150 1*5 225 50 1,165
I
ON
cvI
iOT/t/t.9
Sit* #«**: tlmo Rcqufim) TASKS Intense Service l.e>'el
Talk/Frequency
Total
Cost
Hourly
Mate* Salarie» Benefit*
Total
Personal
Service*
Contracted
Service* Supplle* Cnmauntratlrn* Tr.r.el l'tUlt:rs i 'c : -11 r*! Other
Toc.i 1 
Operating 
Ë.Toense*
Pay utility bill water 
and aewer (oanthly)
220 -- 16 9 45 *• -- •• 175 '■ '• 175
Pay utility bill 
electricity (monthly)
623 36 9 45 378 378
Spray weed» 550 160 40 200 100 -■ • * 50 350
Mow weed* 655 120 «0 400 — 30 " 175 SO 255
Ueed-eat 211 196 — 49 143 '■ 10 — 20 30
Sim iUTAL 2,121 194 552 M 7 933 300 40 • • 225 553 70 - - 1.188
total 9,020 1,650 1,514 1,283 6,447 525 380 150 620 778 120 2,573
Io02Nt
507/6/1.9
site H«ne: Elmo OPTIMAL SERVICE TASKS Intense Service Îrvel
tjsk/FrequencT
Total
Annual
Cost
H<Mrly
Waees Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Siippllcfi Cffimmtc.itlrfif* Other
Total
Operating
F.^pen^es
Supply toilet paper 300 ** — •* " •* - *- *• 300
Open end *hut gate T5A 576 19 149 I64 " 10 •* 10
Clean tables 20 ** •* -- *• ** 20 20
Clean Ilregrltl* 20 " ** -- •* ” — JO -- 20
Supply paper towel# 200 •* " " — *- -* 200 100
Clean dltchc# & drain# — — — -* — —
Patch road# 2«« II B* IS IBB — •* — 50 50 100
Install boat dock -- — " -* ** — —
Paint picnic tables SO " ** — " " 50 •• SO
Provide public relation# IBO BIB 4B ISB IBO — 100 — ■* 100
Employee training work­
shop
i n IB IB 21 111 50 50
SupervIsor-employee per­
formance discussion
140 II 18 90
■■
50 so
Level parking spurs IBS IIS 40 41 110 — •* •- 50 IS IS
Winter Utter pick-up IBO lia 32 IBO — •- 100 100
winter snowplowing — — — *• — — *- *•
Brush out roads/vlsta 
areas
Prune trees ■* — •* ** •* —
TOTAL J.lAB 1,533 39S 443 1,111 TOO .. 100 • IS • * BOS
CMCMI
$01/«/S0
Site Haaei Elmo REPAIO TASKS Intense Service Level
Task /Frenuency
Total
Cost
Hourly
Wages Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Communlestions T n e l Utilities Repairs Other
Total
Operating
F.apenses
r.emove dead tree* 
(as needed)
-- -- — -* -* -- ■* -• -* - -- -- ”
Repair sever system (AH) 135 ” 110 32 160 -- •• -- 50 15 75
Repair water system (AH) 135 -- 120 32 160 -- ** -* 50 15 75
Repair electric system (AM) 135 120 32 160 -- ** — SO 25 75
Repair butldln|s (AH) 130 — 64 16 OO -- — — 25 15 50
Repair vandalism (AM) *" -* '* -- -- — —
Repair gate (AM) S3 -* 32 0 40 -- — -* 25 20 45
Repair boat deck (AM) *' -- '* --
Repair picnic cablea (AN) Z«0 -- 120 32 160 -- — — 50 50 100
Repair signs (AM) U S -- 64 16 00 — -- IS 10 35
Repair fire grills (AM) ITT 30 64 35 127 -- — -* 25 25 50
Repair fence (AH) 111 TO 40 19 147 -• '• •• 15 50 75
Repair caretaker area (AM) 130 64 16 00 — — — 15 25 50
Equipment repair 40 " — *• *• -* *■ 40 40
Equipment rental 45 ** *• — -- -* -- •* 45 45
Repair tools 150 ** ** -* -- -• -* 150 150
TOTAL 1,063 116 040 130 1,194 ISO 525 075
\C I C 1
I
507/6/51
Sice Nene; Elan RETUCEMEKT TASKS Intenee Service Level
Task/frequency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Wage* Salaries Benefit*
Total
Personal
Service*
Contracted
Service* Supplies Communication* Travel Otllltle* Repairs Other
Total
Operating
E.rpense*
Replace sewer eyece# 
(AH)
capital
Replace water ayste# 
(AN)
capital
Replace electric 
ayste* (AM)
capital
Replace gate (AM) )0S -* 116 . 31 160 — •* -* 25 — 100 125
Replace elgna (AM) 151 •• 64 19 77 ” — -- 15 SO ** 75
Replace picnic Cable* 
(AM)
301 64 19 77 25 50 - 75
Replace fire grill* 
(AM)
155 126 31 160 25 200 115
Replace gravel (AM) 111 64 19 77 '* ** *• 90 50 140
Replace boat dock (AN) capital
Replace fence (AM) 5*5 111 . 10 140 ■* — — 25 200 125
Replace vault latrine* 
CAM)
capital
Replace road surface capital
Replace barrier* 116 32 9 41 '■ -- •* 15 50 75
TOTAL 1,711 304 186 156 771 A •* 140 700 • #. 940
CM
t
507/4/JI
Stt« CIbq eXPANSIOtl TASKS lnc«nae S«rvlc«
T,i»A/rre<|uencr
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
tfages Salaries benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies CoflsmntcactoAS Travel Utilities H’'r.itrs Other
Total
Operating
Expenses
Aitd parking lot *•
Add camping apur# *-
Add coaforc «Cation "
Add latrine# *-
Add dock 5,000
Add road
Add water #y#te*
Lengthen boat ramp 1,000
Add boat reap *'
Add Interpretive 
factlltlea
500
TOTAL
507/A/53
*,500
I
CJC\?(
SinMUlY or TA5R LEVEL COSTS ' WEST SHORE Incense Service Level
Tisk/Frequency
local
Cost
Hourly
Waees Salaries SeneClts
Tocat
Personal
Services
Concrsccetf
Services Supplies Coenntnlent Inns Travel lit U  ' t ',ns Other
Total
Operating
Expenses
'’.equlred Tasks S.Olt 3,610 qqe 1,143 5,131 850 400 140 445 171 IS - - 1,181
I'ptlnat Services 3,063 1,13» 199 590 1,101 -- 500 *• 165 -* 150 815Repair Tasks l,65fc 116 616 lai 914 - • 10 175 •* 550 ““ 135
Replacenenc 1.511 304 10» _IS» — — — IU4 — —
SUlttART
Expansion
14,311
41,000
5.16» 1,101 1,013 9,644 850 910 240 974 171 1,475
■■
4,485 Oi
OI
I
50T/6/5I.
site Ne*e: Ue«t Shore KEqUIRED TASKS Tnccnee Service t.evel
T.iîtt/FreTuency
Total
Annual
(Zoat
Hourly
Hates Salaries Oeneftca
Total
Personal
Service#
Contracted
Service# Supplies Counnin lc.it Inn* Tr.ivol Htintïe# 1rs Other
Total
Operating
Pr.nen̂ »-*
Clean litter and Collect 
trash fro* cane (one 
hr. dally)
1.A2A 376 01 166 Oil — 100 10 150 •• -- 660
Clean latrine# (two hr#, 
dally) 1»A5I 1,151 01 300
1,561 50 10 50 110
Collect fee# (two hr#, 
dally)
1.690 1,131 166 326 1,610 50 10 70
Enforce regulation# 
(one hr. dally)
I.IJO 576 116 100 1,000 30 10 100 170
Pay attendant phone 
(monthly)
J70 71 10 90 100 160
Re mit fee# 
(weekly)
131 50 11 61 10 50 70
Pay garbage contract 
(monthly)
313 71 16 00 123
"
113
Pump vault latrine# 
(annually)
«A0 36 6 60 600 600
Te»t water quality 
(quarterly)
133 71 10 90 IS 10 65
Turn on and off 
electric & water 
aaver #y#tem 
(annually)
100 110 32 160 15 15 60
SW-TOTAL 3,656 961 1,096 9.316 050 390 160 665 15 ■ m 1,970
I\DN<\]
I
50J/4/S5
Site Nàmei West Shore BCqOlllEO TASKS Intense Service level
Tash/Frequency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Wage* Salaries Benefit*
Total
Personal Contracted 
Service* Service* Suppllea Ceapsimlcatlons Travel I'tlUtlcs Tcpa 1 ra Other
Total
Operating
E,vpenars
Pay utility bill water 
and sewer (monthly) *• *- *- ■* ** -- -- - ** ** -• --
Pay utility bill 
electricity (monthly)
116 36 9 45
■■
171 171
Spray weed* ** ** ** — — **
>tow weed* ** — •• -* ** "
Weed-e*t 111 154 — 3* 191 U) -- 30 40
SWB-TOtAL 44# 154 36 47 137 10 -- 30 171 *- 111
TOTAL *,074 3,610 09* • 1,143 5,751 *50 400 140 493 171 15 - - 1,181
I
g?(MI
50T/6/56
s ite  rtanet Meet Shore OPTIMAL SERVICe TASKS Intense Sef/lce I eve I
Tssk/Freinjency
Total
Cost
Hourly
Wages Salaries benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Communient Inns Trvel Utilities ên-ilrr Other
Total 
Operating 
Enrentes
Soppljr toilet paper J50 -- -• " — )50 -- -- - — ISO
i^en end shut gate ISA SI* 19 1A9 lAA -- 10 -- -- 10
Clean tables 20 •' — ” — — 10 — -- 20
Clean Ctregrttls 20 — . — -- -- 10 — — 10
Supply paper towels — -- — -* — — --
Clean ditches & drains -- — — — — — -•
Patch roads lAl II ** IS 16* — *- — 15 SO 75
Install boat dock — — — — — -- — -- —
Paint picnic Cables SO ** — — — " ” -- -- -- 50 — SO
Provide public relations ISO 61* AO IS* ISO — 100 — '* 100
Eisployee training work­
shop
IA« I* 1* 11 111 IS 25
Supcrvlsor-eaployee per­
formance discussion
U S 11 10 90 25 IS
Level pprklmg spurs 28S U S AO A1 110 •• — " IS SO IS
Winter Utter pick-up 210 110 )1 1*0 — " -- -• 50 50
Winter snowplowing -' -- ** -- — -- —
brush out roads/vlsta areas 91 II — 19 96 " — — 15 is
Prune trees — — -* -• ”
TOTAL 3.0*1 1.1)0 199 59* 1,107 soo 1*3 ISO SIS
IOONN
t
507/A/ST
site Name; Weec Shore UPAIR TASKS tfltenee Service Level
T.i»K /Fre«ioency
Total
Annuel
Cost
Hour 1 y 
Wages Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies C.vmmunira: i Tr !• ri '’rUltl-S Rorilri f>th»r
Total
Operating
P.r.p'rnaes
Bempve deed tree* 
(as needed)
11» •* 6A 16 SO -- 10 15 " -* -- 25
Repelr sever system (AM) — „ " •- *- --
Repair veter system (AN) 120 ” At 16 00 -- -- 15 -- 25 (.0
Repelr electric system (AM) 110 •* CA 16 SO -- -- -• I’ '* 25 AO
Repslr bulldtnfs (AM) 120 ** &A 16 so — — ** 15 *' IS AO
Repelr vendellsm (AM) *• — — ** — —
Repelr gets (AM) 25 -■ 32 8 AO '* " — 15 20 35
Repelr boec dock (AM) 105 — 32 $ 40 — *- ** 15 ** 50 65
Repelr plenU teblee (AM) IAS ** «A 16 80 — -• -* 15 SO 65
Repelr signe (AM) 105 — 6A 16 SO ” — “ 15 10 25
Repelr fire grille (AM) U T )» &A 25 112 *- •* -- 15 25 AO
Repelr fence (AM) 211 20 AO • 26 142 — •• — 15 SO 65
Repelr Ceretsfcer aree (AM) 1 )0 '* 64 16 SO " •* — 25 25 SO
Equipment repelr AO — " — — -- — -- — ** AO AO
Equipment rencel AS '■ — ** — *- *' '* AS AS
Repslr tools ISO — — *• " — — ** '* ISO . ISO
TOTAL l.tSA U « 616 102 914 10 .. 175 550 235
S0T/6/SA
sit* Nane; We*t Shore M r m c ïM E K r  t a s k s Intense Service Level
Tjsk/Frequency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Wages Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Coaaaun (cat Ions Tr c'el I’tllltTes
Total 
Operating 
r>tl<er F.rpeoscs
Heplate sever systea 
(an)
capital
Replace veter ayetern 
(Afl)
capital
Replace electric 
system (AH)
capital
Replace get* (AH) m •• lie 31 ISO •- " •* 15 ** 100 113
Replace eigne (AH) 14! *• 64 W 71 -- -- 15 •• so 65
Replace picnic teblee 
(AH)
W Ï 64 19 77 15 100 115
Replace fire grille 
(AH)
145 lie 31 ISO is 50 65
Replace gravel (AH) lai 64 ** 19 71 — — *- 54 *• SO 104
Replace boec dock (AH) capital
Replace fence (AH) 355 111 *■* IS 140 " " 15 ** 100 115
Replace vault letrloee 
(AH)
capital
Replace road aurfece capital
Replace barrière 10» " 31 9 41 -- *' •• 15 ** 50 45
TOT At i,5!l 304 lee 15S 771 ** 144 700 154
'(o
CM
I
5 0 T /A /ÎS
StC« «*Me; Vl«>t Shore EXPAMSIOH TASKS Int«n.te Service Level
Tjilt/Frequency
Total
Coat
HourlyWage* Salarie» Benefit»
Total
Per»onal
Service»
Contracted
Service» Supplie» Comeunlcntlonv Tri' el lltlUl’n  Hennir»
Total 
Operating 
"ther___ Fxpen«e»
Add parking lot
Add camping spur*
Add ccmfort acatlon 30,000
Add latrine# 3.000
Add water ayatea 10,000
IT-d(T\OJI
Lengthen boat ranp
Add boat ranp
J.OOO
Add Interpretive 
faelttcle»
TOTAt 
303/S/60
67,000
SUmARY OF TASK LEVn, COSTS - SOMERS SRA Average Service Level
T.t»k /F requency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Usges Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplles Cttmrtmlcatlcns Travel UtIlltlrs Repairs Other
Total
Operatlnii
Expenses
Xrqulrrd Tasks b,67I I.OAS 7 % 590 7,977 *00 130 770 140 70 1,680Optimal Services l.Tfct «•S3 578 735 1,196 -* 1*5 - - 125 75 -- 535Xepelr Tasks 77J 75* 60 320 *• - ~ 75 -- 1*0 *55Replacemenc «.0? -- — _ Ü Ê j a _ U 0 -21 12 __ *5 -22 700 22 _Jîll
SUWART 7»S9ï 7,518 1,70* 971 fc,*«.8 «00 *75 1,015 180 BIO 7,915
Cxpcntlon
SOÏ/6/61
S*., SOO 1CM
ïï
I
Slt« NtMt Soner* REQUHtfS TASKS Av«rnK« Service Level
Ta*lt /Frequency
Total
Coat
Hourly
«ates Salarlea Beneflta
Total
Feraonal
Servlcea
Contracted
Servlcea Suppllea Coaanunleitlona Travel Ittllltlca Other
Total
Operating
Capcnaea
Clean litter and collect 
traah (ro« cane (1 bra. 
dally, S day* % 20 wka)
1,112 370 160 281 1,612 — 50 •* 750 — 800
Clean latrlnea (two bra. 
dally)
«16 603 121 606
■■
20 10
Enforce regulattona 
(S hr. dally)
622 262 00 80 602 20 20
Puaip vault latrlnea 
(annually)
623 10 S 23 600 600
SUB-TDTAt 3, *83 1.632 236 683 2,663 600 70 770 • » - - 1.610
I
C'NC\J
I
5 0 T / 4 / 6 I
Stc« Marne : Somert XEquiHED TASKS Awernp,* Service Level
Task/Frequencv
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Wage* Salarie* Benefit*
Total
Personal
Service*
Contracted
Service* Supplie* Conminlc.tc Ion* Travel Utilities p.coairs Otli<T
Total
Operating
E.rO"n.',e*
Fjy u H U c y  bill 
electricity (monthly)
775 •• 36 9 65 *• -* 190 -- 180
Spray weeda •' -- — *• — -■ -* " -*
Mow weed# 757 H A " 60 262 — 60 ** *“ 10 50
L'e«d*«*t 777 19A -- 60 262 -- 20 -- 10 30
SW-rOtAL 795 ) W 36 107 526 — 60 *■ — -- 260
TOTAL A.&72 2,095 256 590 2,972 600 130 • • 770 190 20 1,680
I
cuI
507/s/sJ
site Name; Soitert OnilUL SERVICC TASKS tVveraiçc Service I.evel
Task/frequency
Total
Annual
Coat
Hour I y 
Wages Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Comaninlrst Ions |1* i 1 I f * H r Krr ll 1 ; Other
Total 
Operat Ih r 
Pxpcnsrs
Supply toilet paper TOO *' *- ” 100 ** -- " 300
Clean table* 10 — -- " *- 10 '■ -* 10
Clean (Iregrllla -* " — *- -- **
Clean dltchea & draina -- -* ** *- " **
Patch reads u b IT W M '■ '• -* 15 15 40
Paint picnic table* IS " *• •* -• 15 " -* •' 15
Ea>pl«yee training work' 
ahop 111
7b 14 21 111
Superviser employee per­
formance discussion
50 40 10 SO
Level parking spurs — — — -- -* •• — *•
Winter Utter pick-up * 0 — ISO 64 >10 — 10 -* *• •• 10
Winter snowplowing (4) %») — 110 32 160 — 75 *• 50 115
brush out roads/vlsta 
areas
Prune trees «1 SO -* » 4T •• — *- 15 15
TOTAL i.ru 433 310 135 1,136 3*5 125 75 535
I
??
I
S07/S/W.
Sit* Somer. REPAIR TASKS Average Service Level
T.iJli/Frequency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Mage# Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Service#
Contracted
Service# Suppltes Cmwwiift Ir. At 1 Ans Trs’ "I Vtl’Ulcs Rcr-'Us "th?r
Total
(Yeratlng
F.sp'Vise#
Remove dead tree# 
fa# needed) -* *- ** •- *• — •* •* -
-• *• -
Repair bulldlnf» (AW) IÎO -■* 44 14 SO — " 15 15 40
Repair vandalla* (AN) •* *- '* *- -- -- ••
Repair boat dock (AN) 105 — 51 S 40 ” " *• 15 50 45
Repair picnic Cable* (AN) •0 -■ 51 9 40 -- -- •* 15 15 40
Repair aign* (AM) 105 44 14 SO — -■ — 15 10 IS
Repair fire grill# (AN) •* — -• — -- — — "
Repair fence (AM) ** '■ — •• -- -- •• —
Equipment repair <•0 " -* — ” " — -- ** 40 40
Equipment rental 45 -* •* -- -* " •* — 45 45
Repair tool# ISO •* — — •• — — ** 150 150
■TOTAL 775 154 ' 44 320 .. .. .. 75 380 455
IVO
1
S07/6/65
SIta Hanei Sown RCTlACEMOrt TASKS AwarjRC Service Level
Task/Frequency
Total
Annual
Coat
Hourly
Wage# Salarie* Benefit*
Total 
Per«on*1 
Service*
Contracted
Service* Supplie* ComaunlcAtIrn* Travel lit Hlrle* Rcf.i [rr Ot*"er
Total
Operating
Expense*
Replace itgn» (AM) 145 64 16 ao -- *• IS 50 65
Replace picnic cable# 
(AM)
155 51 a 40 15 100 VIS
Replace fire grill# 
(AM)
Replace gravel (AM) ** *• •• ** *• •*
Replace beat dock (AM) capital
Replace fence (AM) •• •• — — —
Replace vault latrlnea 
(AM)
capital
Replace road aurface capital
Replace barrlera 105 ** 52 a 40 -- •* 15 SO 65
TOTAL 405 12# 32 160 45 700 Î45
Ic-
o-jI
SOI/é/Sft
Site M#me: Somere eXFANSION TASKS Average Service Level
Taek/Freiuency
Totel
Annuel Hourly
Cost Hegee
tocet
Person#! Contréeted
Salerles Benefits Services Services Supplies Conmninlc.it tons
Total
Operating
Travel Utilities Brr-alrs Ot^er expenses
Add parking lot
Add latrines 5,000
Add dock 5,000
Add road 3,000
Add Water system 10,000
Lengthen boat ramp 1,000
Add boat ramp ■
Add Interpretive 
facilities
500
TOTAL 5«.,S00
ICO
OJ1
S07/6/67
SUmARY OF INTENSE SERVICE LEVEL COSTS
Task/Frequency
Total
Annual
Cost
Hourly
Wages Salaries Benefits
Total
Personal
Services
Contracted
Services Supplies Conanunlcatlons Travel Utilities Repairs Other
Total
Operating
Expenses
Vayfarere 22,750 8,324 3,183 2,834 14,269 1,225 1,573 270 1,275 2,251 1,495 — ̂ 7,288Yellow Bay 19,095 6,926 2,766 2,357 12,036 225 1,233 190 1,255 2,586 1,180 -- 7,644Finley Point 14,923 4,756 2,336 1,787 8,872 625 1,092 210 1,515 1,425 90S -- 5,772Big Aral 17,321 5,755 3,039 6,555 6,249 1,150 1,513 210 1,790 400 1,595 " 6,4 38Elmo 16,047 5,603 3,037 2,122 10,684 525 1,080 150 1,510 778 1,420 *- 5,193West Shore 14.312 5,768 2,201 2.073 9,644 850 910 240 979 1.425 — 9,485
TOTAL 104,448 37,132 13,862 17,728 61,754 4,600 7,401 1,270 8,324 7,611 8,020 41,320
SUMMARY or AVERAGE SERVICE LEVEL COSTS
WpfuJs Bay Valatad
Somers
TOTAL
t,7952,492
7.593
14,880
1,146
343
2.518
4,007
2,076
465
1.206
3,747
523
216
921
1,660
2,587
1,0484^
8,283
400
300
600
1,300
145
105
475
725
948
564
1.015
2,527
180
180
705
795
810
2,310
740
1,754
2.115
4,609
IOnĈ.cv
1
ESTIMATED TOTAL OPERATIONAL system COSTS - FLATHEAD LAKE SITES
Intense Level 103,574 37,132 13,862 17,728 61,754 4,600 7,401 1,270 8,324 7,611 8,020 - *
Average Level 14,880 4,007 3.747 1.660 8,283 h m — — L m 180 2,310 - 4*609
TOTAL 119,328 41,139 17,609 19,388 70,037 5,900 8,126 1,270 10,851 7,791 10,330 --
507/6/4
